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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Shunt Active Power Filter (APF) or Active Power Line Conditioner (APLC) is 
designed and implemented for power quality improvements in terms of current 
harmonics and reactive-power compensation. The widespread use of non-linear loads 
in industrial, commercial and domestic facilities cause harmonic problems. 
Harmonics induce malfunctions in sensitive equipment, overvoltage by resonance, 
increase heat in the conductors, harmonic voltage drop across the network impedance 
and affects other customer loads connected at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). 
Active power line conditioner is implemented for compensating the harmonics and 
reactive-power simultaneously in the distribution system. The performance of the 
active power line conditioner depends on the design and characteristics of the 
controller adopted for APLC. The objective of this research is to find a suitable 
control strategy for reference current extraction as well as PWM-VSI current 
controller. PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC, Fryze power theory, proposed instantaneous real-
power theory, proposed sinusoidal extraction controller and modified-synchronous 
reference frame theory methods are utilized for extracting reference current. 
Furthermore, indirect PWM-current control (triangular-carrier / triangular-periodical 
current controller, space vector modulation controller, fixed-Hysteresis Current 
Controller (HCC), adaptive-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC) approach is applied to 
generate switching pulses of the PWM-inverter. Each reference current extraction 
method in conjunction with various PWM-current control techniques (or vice-versa) 
are simulated and investigated for the active power line conditioner. For experimental 
validation, the modified-synchronous reference frame with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
technique is adopted. This control algorithm is demonstrated through the 
TMS320F240 Digital Signal Processor for shunt APLC system. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1. Introduction 
Generally, electrical engineers are focused on the subject of generation, 
transmission, distribution and utilization of electric energy. The distribution system is 
a vital connection between the generation and utilization of electrical power at rated 
amplitude and frequency, which indicates the Electric Power Quality (EPQ) [1]. EPQ 
is often used to express voltage as well as current quality, reliability of service, and 
quality of power supply, etc. Poor power quality sources are raised from two 
categories: (i) Non-linear loads, electrical components and equipments (ii) 
Subsystems of transmission and distribution systems. Quality degradation of electric 
power mainly occurs due to power line disturbances such as impulses, notches, 
voltage sags / swell, voltage and current unbalance, interruption and harmonic 
distortions [2]. The electric power quality has become an important part of the 
distribution power system. Harmonics are the primary cause for the poor power 
quality of the distribution system.  
 
Harmonics are qualitatively defined as sinusoidal waveforms having frequencies 
that are integral multiples of the power line frequency. In power system engineering, 
the term harmonic is widely used to describe the distortion for voltage or current 
waveforms [3]. The power line frequency (fundamental) is 50 Hz or 60 Hz.  In case 
the fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, then 5
th
 harmonic is 250 Hz, and 7
th
 harmonics is 
350 Hz, etc. Nonlinear loads are the main source of harmonic related problems. All 
electronic loads are mostly non-linear and generate harmonics in the power system. 
These non-linear loads draw only short pulses of current from supply network and 
combine with the source impedance resulting in distortion of the supply voltage [4]. 
The modern power electronics provide suitable topology to mitigate the power quality 
problems [5]. This chapter discusses the harmonic distortion and its solutions based 
on shunt active power line conditioner. 
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1.2. Research motivation 
AC power supply feeds different kind of linear and non-linear loads. The non-linear 
loads like power converters and solid state drives that use high speed switches are the 
main sources of harmonics in the power system [6]. The harmonics in the system 
induce several undesirable issues; such as increased heating in transformers, low 
power factor, torque pulsation in motors, overvoltage by resonance, harmonic voltage 
drop across the network impedance, poor utilization of distribution plant and also 
affects other loads connected at the same Point of Common Coupling (PCC). 
Traditionally, passive filters have been used to compensate the harmonic distortion in 
the distribution system.  Passive filters consist of inductive and capacitive elements 
and are tuned to control harmonics. The passive filter is connected in shunt with the 
distribution system and is tuned to present low impedance to a particular harmonic 
current. However, it is found that the passive filter is not commonly used for low-
voltage or medium-voltage applications since the complexity and reliability factors 
are matters of concern. It also inherits several shortcomings such as ageing and tuning 
problems, resonance that affects the stability of the power distribution systems, bulky 
in size and also fixed compensation [7]. To solve these problems, different 
configurations of Static VAR Compensators (SVCs) have been proposed. 
Unfortunately some SVC generates lower-order harmonics themselves and the 
response time of the SVC system may be too long to be acceptable for fast-fluctuating 
loads. Recently, Active Power Filter (APFs) or Active Power-Line Conditioners 
(APLCs) are developed for compensating the harmonics and reactive-power 
simultaneously [8]. The APLC topology can be connected in series or shunt and 
combinations of both (unified power quality conditioners) as well as hybrid 
configurations [9-11]. The shunt active power line conditioner is most commonly 
used than the series active power line conditioner, because most of the industrial, 
commercial and domestic applications need current harmonic compensation.  
 
 
1.3. Harmonics in the power system 
Harmonic related problems are not new in the electric power system.  From the 
early 1920’s harmonics are observed in power equipment because of telephone line 
interference. The proliferation of power converter equipment connected to the 
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distribution power system which limits harmonic current injection maintains good 
power quality [12].  The various standards and guidelines have been established that 
specify limits on the magnitudes of harmonic currents and voltages. The Comite 
Europeen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC), International Electro-
technical Commission (IEC), and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE) specify the limits on the voltages at various harmonic frequencies of the utility 
frequency [13]. In 1983, IEEE Working Group made a reference about harmonic 
sources and effects on the electric power system. There is significant activity in the 
IEEE-Power Engineering Society and IEEE-Industry Applications Society to detect 
harmonic effects. These societies and institutes define standards for harmonics [14]. 
T.C.Shuter surveyed and reported the harmonic levels (three classes of distribution 
circuits; residential, commercial and industrial) in the American Electric Power 
Distribution System [15].  Christopher reported the statement “The Static Power 
Converter Committee of the Industry Applications Society recognized the harmonic 
related problems and started work on a standard that would give guidelines to users 
and engineer-architects in the application of static power converter drives and other 
uses on electric power systems that contained capacitors. The result was IEEE 519-
1981, IEEE Guide for Harmonic Control and Reactive Compensation of Static Power 
Converters” [16]. Joseph mentioned about harmonics-causes, effects, measurements, 
and analysis with Specific system in the cement, steel and carbon industries [17]. 
Alexander E. Emanuel surveyed the harmonic voltages and currents at the customer 
point of industrial, commercial and residential applications [18]. In 1996, IEEE 
working group proposed definitions for power terms that are practical and effective 
when voltage and/or currents are distorted and/or unbalanced. It also suggests 
definitions for measurable values that may be used to indicate the level of distortion 
and unbalance [19]. Eric J. Davis reported the harmonic pollution metering as a 
theoretical consideration. He advocated “Toll Road” concept: this method requires 
each consumer to pay according to the amount of stress (usage) his equipment causes 
to the mitigation equipment [20]. Jacques discussed the concept of apparent power in 
single-phase sinusoidal and unbalanced three-phase situations under IEEE Standard 
1459-2000. Here power factor is defined as the ratio of the actual active power to the 
apparent power in the power system [21]. Salvador noticed about IEEE Standard 
1459. It includes new definitions for the measurement of electric power quantities 
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under sinusoidal, non-sinusoidal and balanced or unbalanced conditions [22]. Predrag 
reported about power components estimation according to IEEE Standard 1459–2010 
under wide-range frequency deviations. This statement clarifies using adaptive phase 
shifter, cascaded integrator–comb filter, finite-impulse-response comb filter, 
algorithm [23]. Yao Xiao described the harmonic summation method for the standard 
IEC / TR 61000-3-6 in the power system [24].  The IEEE standard 1459 is intended to 
evaluate the performance of modern equipment or to design and build the new 
generation of instrumentation for energy and power quantification. 
 
1.3.1. Harmonic sources [13-154] 
 Modern power electronic devices such as fluorescent lamp, static power 
converter, arc furnace, Adjustable Speed Drives (ASDs), electronic control 
and Switched Mode Power Supplies (SMPS) are drawing non-sinusoidal 
current which contain harmonics. 
 Switching of power electronic devices which includes power electric converter, 
controlled rectifiers, uncontrolled rectifiers, inverter, static VAR compensator, 
cycloconverters and High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission 
 Single-phase power supplies including personal computers, fax machines, 
photocopier, Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPSs), Televisions (TVs), 
Video Cassette Recorders (VCRs), microwave ovens, air conditioners, 
electronic ballasts for high efficiency lighting and single phase ac and dc 
drives 
 
1.3.2. Harmonic problems [15-17] 
 Amplification of harmonic levels resulting from series and parallel resonance. 
 Plant mal-operation. 
 Malfunctioning and failure of electronic components. 
 Overheating and failure of electric motors. 
 Overloading, overheating and failure of power factor correction capacitors.  
 Overloading and overheating of distribution transformers and neutral 
conductors. 
 Excessive measurement errors in metering equipments. 
 Spurious operation of fuses, circuit breakers and other protective equipments. 
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 Voltage glitches in computer systems results in loss of data. 
 Electromagnetic interference in HF communication systems such as television, 
radio, communication and telephone systems and similar signal conditioning 
devices. 
 
1.3.3. End effects of harmonics [18-20] 
 Higher power cost 
 Premature office equipment failure and data corruption or loss  
 Computer and system lockups 
 Loss of productivity and  higher cost of products and/or services 
 Reduced product or service quality and reduced quality assurance  
 Loss of Customer Confidence and revenue 
1.3.4. Mitigation of harmonics 
The harmonic related problem is mitigated by using active power quality 
conditioner. The active power quality conditioner can be connected in series or 
parallel and combinations of both (unified power quality conditioners) as well as 
hybrid configurations [9-12]. The series APLC operates as a voltage regulator and 
harmonic isolator between the nonlinear load and distribution system. The series 
active filter injects voltage component in series with the supply voltage and therefore 
can be regarded as controlled voltage source, compensating voltage sags and swells 
on the load side. The injected harmonic voltages are added or subtracted, to / from the 
source voltage to maintain pure sinusoidal voltage across the load. Hybrid APLC is a 
combination of passive and active power line conditioner. The hybrid series APLC is 
controlled to act as harmonic isolator between the source and non-linear load by 
injection of  controlled harmonic voltage source. Unified power quality conditioner is 
the integration of the series and shunt APLC. The series active power filter has the 
capability of voltage regulation and harmonic compensation at the utility-consumer 
point of common coupling. The shunt active power filter absorbs current harmonics, 
compensate for reactive-power and negative-sequence current, and regulate the dc-
link voltage between both active power line conditioners. Power system current 
harmonics are the major problems in the distribution system, due to widespread use of 
non-linear loads. From the literature, the shunt active power line conditioner is an 
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attractive choice to solve the current harmonic as well as reactive-power problems. 
The shunt APLC is compensating harmonic currents drawn by the non-linear loads 
besides power factor correction.  
 
 
1.4. Shunt active power line conditioner 
Shunt active power line conditioner uses power electronics to produce 
complementary harmonic components that compensates the harmonic components 
produced by the non-linear load. This harmonic filter consists of a power converter 
unit and control unit, which controls the harmonic injection of the filter into the ac 
network based on the measured load harmonics. Therefore, this device senses voltage 
and current harmonics and generates offsetting harmonics to cancel out the 
superfluous harmonics in the source. There obviously exists a feedback mechanism 
by virtue of which the source provides clean waveforms for the load. Voltage 
regulation and power factor control are also normal byproducts of this filter operation. 
Some of the merits of using active power line conditioner are [25] 
 Harmonic reduction 
 Reduction of three-phase neutral return current 
 Impact minimization upon the distribution transformer 
 Power factor improvement 
 Voltage regulation 
 Automatically adapts to changes in the ac network and load fluctuation  
 Eliminating risk of resonance between filters and network impedance 
 
1.4.1. Approach used in the thesis 
In this thesis, the parallel or shunt active power line conditioner configuration is 
chosen. The active power line conditioner is connected in parallel with the load being 
compensated at Point of Common Coupling (PCC). For this power circuit, a Pulse 
Width Modulation (PWM) based two-level voltage source inverter is in use, which 
operates in a current control mode. The current compensation is performed in time 
domain approach (specification) for faster response. The purpose is to inject the 
compensating current at the parallel point such that the source current becomes 
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sinusoidal, since this shunt active power line conditioner is used for cancelling the 
current harmonics [26]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1.1 Schematic diagram of shunt active power line conditioner 
 
 
Fig.1.1 shows the schematic diagram of shunt active power line conditioner. The 
dc-side of the voltage source inverter (also called shunt active power inverter) is 
connected to an energy storing capacitor and the ac-side of the inverter is connected 
to the ac-bus through the interface inductor. The ac-bus can supply industrial, 
commercial and domestic loads including the non-linear loads. The active power line 
conditioner is controlled in a closed loop manner, the inverter switches are controlled 
to actively shape the current through the coupling (interface) inductor (LC) following 
a reference current such that the input current from the source is in-phase and of the 
same shape as the input sinusoidal voltage. Thus, the active power line conditioner 
supplies reactive and harmonic components of the load current and hence the source 
will be required to supply only the in-phase fundamental component of the load 
current.  
 
The current waveform for cancelling harmonics is achieved with the help of active 
power inverter and an interfacing inductor. This interfacing inductor or filter provides 
isolation inductance to convert the voltage signal created by the inverter to a current 
signal for cancelling harmonics. The compensation filter current waveform is 
AC Mains 
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obtained by accurately controlling the switches in the active power inverter. Control 
of current wave shape is limited by the switching frequency of the inverter and by the 
available voltage across the interfacing inductor. The voltage across the interfacing 
inductance determines the maximum di/dt that can be achieved by the active power 
inverter. This is important in the sense that relatively high values of di/dt may be 
required to compensate the higher order harmonic components. Therefore the choice 
of the inductor is essential. A large inductor would be better for isolation from the 
power system and protection from transient disturbances. However, the large size of 
the inductor would limit the ability of the compensator to compensate the higher order 
harmonics [27]. 
 
In this configuration, it is important to know the active power line conditioner is 
required to supply the compensating filter current at PCC. In an ideal situation, the 
active power line conditioner is required only to supply the reactive power of the load 
and hence the average dc-link capacitor voltage should remain constant. In practice, 
this however is not true as the losses of the inverter and interface inductor will make 
the dc charge stored in the capacitor to fall. However, it is important to keep the dc 
charge or voltage of the dc storage capacitor nearly constant so that the functioning of 
the system remains unaffected. This can only be done by drawing active current from 
the source to replenish the losses through a feedback mechanism. Therefore to put the 
active power line conditioner in use it is significant to discuss the following concerns 
 The efficient reference current extraction method to extract the  required 
reference current 
 The control strategy, taking into account transient and steady state 
 The high efficiency large capacity converter used as the power circuit 
 The indirect PWM-current control scheme of the converter 
 
 
1.5. Literature reviews  
The controller is the most significant part of the active power line conditioner 
system and currently various control strategies are reported in the literature. There are 
essentially two types of controllers requirement in an active power line conditioner: 
(i) Reference current extraction method to generate the reference current from the 
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distorted line current (ii) PWM-VSI current control technique to generate the 
switching pulses to drive the inverter.  
 
1.5.1. Reference current extraction method 
Many control methods are proposed in the literature to extract the reference currents 
from the distorted line currents. Classification according to reference current 
extraction techniques can be computed as time domain and frequency domain method 
[28-29]. Control strategy in the frequency domain is based on the Fourier analysis of 
the distorted current signals to extract the compensating reference current. Frequency 
domain approaches are suitable for both single and three-phase systems. The 
frequency-domain based Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithms, sine 
multiplication technique and modified Fourier series technique provides accurate 
individual and multiple harmonic load current detection. Control strategy in the time 
domain is based on the instantaneous derivation of compensating commands in the 
form of current signals from distorted or harmonic polluted current signals. Time 
domain approaches are mainly used for three-phase systems. The merit of time-
domain method is its fast response compared to frequency-domain [30-31]. S. Fryze 
developed a new control method based on rms value of voltage and current known as   
fryze power theory. M. Depenbrock promoted the power analysis method based on 
the fryze power theory and it was further modified by F. Buchholz, this improved 
method is now known as FBD (Fryze-Buchholz-Dpenbrock) method and the required 
reference currents calculated from the active component currents [32-33]. Hirofumi 
Akagi developed three-phase, three-wire shunt active power line conditioner system 
with a proposed instantaneous reactive power theory. It is possible to extend the 
instantaneous reactive power theory developed in this paper to the three-phase circuit 
including zero-phase sequence components. The reference currents are calculated 
instantaneously without any time delay by using the instantaneous voltages and 
currents on the load side. The control circuit consists of several analog multipliers, 
dividers, and operational amplifiers [34]. Bhattacharya proposed the calculation of the 
d-q components (direct and quadratic) of the instantaneous three-phase currents. This 
method creates a synchronous reference frame concept and is used to generate the 
reference currents from the load currents [35]. Watanabe reported the conventional 
active and reactive power theory, valid for the steady-state analysis and the 
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instantaneous power theory. This instantaneous theory is valid for steady-state / 
transient-state, generic voltage and current waveforms [36]. A generalized 
instantaneous reactive power theory which is valid for sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal, 
balanced or unbalanced three phase power systems with or without zero-sequence 
currents was later proposed by Peng and Lai [37]. Nassar Mendalek developed a 
nonlinear decoupling control method of a three-phase three-wire voltage source shunt 
active power line conditioner. The reference currents are extracted from the sensed 
non-linear load currents by applying the synchronous reference frame method [38].  
Reyes S conducted a study experiment of the p - q original theory, d - q 
transformation, modified or cross-product formulation, p - q- r reference frame, and 
vectorial-theory. All these methods achieve the targets, if the supply voltage is 
balanced and sinusoidal. None of them is achieved, in their original development, a 
zero distortion index value if the supply voltage is non-sinusoidal [39]. Salem 
Rahmani demonstrated the nonlinear control technique to extract reference currents 
for a three-phase shunt active power line conditioner. The method provides 
compensation for reactive, unbalanced, and harmonic load current components [40]. 
Rondineli described new strategies to improve the transient response time of 
harmonic detection using adaptive filters applied to shunt active power line 
conditioners [41]. Ricardo introduced a robust adaptive control strategy of active 
power line conditioners for power-factor correction, harmonic compensation, and 
balancing of non-linear loads. The reference currents are generated by the dc-link 
voltage controller based on the active power balance of the system. They are aligned 
to the phase angle of the power mains voltage vector, by using a d-q phase-locked 
loop system [42]. The conventional PI and PID controllers are also used to estimate 
the required magnitude of reference current by controlling the dc-link capacitor 
voltage of the PWM-inverter [43]. However, these controllers require a precise linear 
mathematical calculation of the system, which is difficult to obtain under parametric 
variations and load disturbances. In recent years, many artificial intelligence (fuzzy 
logic, Artificial Neuro-fuzzy and genetic algorithm, etc.) control methods are 
proposed to extract the reference current from the distorted line current [44-47]. The 
fuzzy logic controller is used to estimate the magnitude of reference current and 
maintain the dc-voltage of the PWM-inverter nearly constant. This method doesn't 
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require an accurate numerical calculation; it can work with imprecise inputs and can 
handle nonlinearity [48-50]. 
 
1.5.2. PWM-current control technique 
Various PWM-VSI current control techniques are proposed for active filter 
applications. David Brod reported a general overview of the behavior and inherent 
limitations of PWM-current controllers when commanding currents in a three-phase 
load. The predictive controller is the most complex and extensive hardware which 
may limit the dynamic response of the controller. The ramp comparison controller has 
the advantage of limiting the maximum PWM-inverter switching frequency and 
producing well defined harmonics, but the controller requires a large gain and has 
lower bandwidth. The hysteresis controller with three independent controls works 
very well, except when the voltage source inverter switching frequency is higher than 
required and when there is low counter EMF due to limited cycles. The switching 
frequency can be reduced by introducing zero voltages at the appropriate times [51]. 
Akira Nabae proposed a novel control scheme which is not a predictive control but a 
feedback control. It is able to suppress higher harmonic current in steady state and 
also solve the quick current response problem in transient state [52]. Bimal K Bose, 
proposed an adaptive hysteresis-band current control technique of a voltage-fed PWM 
inverter for the machine drive system.  It maintains the modulation frequency to be 
nearly constant. Although the technique is applicable to general AC drives and other 
types of load, an interior permanent magnet synchronous machine load is considered 
[53]. Marian presented two-novel simple control strategies for PWM-VSI current-
controller. Both methods are based on the three-level hysteresis comparators which 
select appropriate voltage source inverter output voltage vectors via switching 
electrically programmable read-only memory table. The first controller works with 
current components represented in a stationary AC components system, and the 
second one with a rotated (field-oriented) dc components system. The theoretical 
principle of these methods are discussed and compared with three independent two-
level hysteresis controller [54]. Dixon modeled different current modulation 
techniques for voltage source inverter and evaluated them practically. He used 
periodical-sampling controller, triangular-carrier controller and hysteresis current 
controller. The triangular-carrier controller claimed best harmonic distortion and the 
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current ripple lower than other methods. However, this method with proportional gain 
introduced overshoot problems. The periodical-sampling controller improves with 
moderate time delays and displayed better performance when slow power switches 
are used. The hysteresis-band instantaneous current control PWM technique is 
popularly used because of its simplicity in implementation [55]. Bong-Hwan Kwon 
reported a novel space-vector-modulation (SVM)-based hysteresis current controller. 
This technique utilizes all advantages of the hysteresis controller and SVM technique. 
The controller determines a set of space vectors from a region detector and applies a 
space vector selected according to the main hysteresis controller. A set of space 
vectors including the zero vector to reduce the number of switchings are determined 
from the sign of the output frequency and output signals of the three-comparators with 
a little larger hysteresis band than that of the main hysteresis controller [56]. G.H. 
Bode implemented a three-level hysteresis current controller for single phase inverter. 
This achieves substantial reduction in the magnitude and variation of the switching 
frequency and improves efficiency compared to two-level hysteresis current controller 
[57]. Murat Kale used an adaptive hysteresis band current controller for active power 
line conditioner to eliminate harmonics and to compensate the reactive power of 
three-phase rectifier. The adaptive hysteresis band current controller changes the 
hysteresis bandwidth according to modulation frequency, supply voltage, dc-link 
capacitor voltage and slope of the reference compensator current [58]. However, this 
adaptive-hysteresis current controller ensures more switching power losses due to 
high frequency, which is solved by adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis current controller. 
B.Mazari used fuzzy hysteresis control and parametric optimization of a shunt active 
power line conditioner. The adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band technique is used to 
derive the switching signals and also to choose the optimal value of the decoupling 
inductance. This approach permits to define a systematic hysteresis band for 
designing a look-up control using the instantaneous supply voltage and mains current 
as input variables; and the hysteresis band as an output variable to maintain the 
modulation frequency quasi constant [59]. In recent years, the control algorithms are 
coded in high level language and implemented in DSP / FPGA processor for efficient 
performance of the active power line conditioner [60-61]. The PWM-switching pulses 
applied to PWM-inverter should meet the requirements of harmonics of the load and 
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maintains the dc-voltage constant. Therefore, the APLC with non-linear load should 
draw only sinusoidal unity power-factor balanced currents from the AC mains. 
 
 
1.6. Objective of the thesis 
The main objective of this research is to design and develop a suitable control 
strategy (ies) for shunt active power line conditioner to reduce the harmonic currents. 
Increased use of non-linear loads results in current harmonics in the distribution 
system. The shunt active power line conditioner provides current harmonic as well as 
reactive-power compensation. Many techniques have been suggested in the literature 
for current harmonics compensation. However, all these schemes indicate one or more 
drawbacks such as load impedance, large system in size, inadequate current regulator 
bandwidth, poor system efficiency and complexity of control methods and difficulty 
in hardware implementation. Keeping in view the above considerations, the objectives 
of the thesis can be defined as follows 
 
 To implement a voltage source inverter based shunt active power line 
conditioner, which provides adequate current regulator bandwidth, achieve 
high efficiency, and fast transient response. 
 
 To determine a suitable control strategy for the extraction of reference current 
from the distorted line currents. 
 
 To determine a suitable PWM-current controller technique for switching pulse 
generation to drive the voltage source inverter    
 
 To evaluate the performance of the active power line conditioner in terms of 
harmonic and reactive-power compensation through simulations.  
 
 To develop an experimental setup to validate the active power line conditioner 
system in real-time.  
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1.7. Scopes and contributions 
Thesis contribution is the design and implementation of suitable control strategy for 
shunt active power line conditioner. The main scopes of works can be outlined as 
follows 
 
 The power circuit for the shunt active power line conditioner is constructed 
using force commutated two-level PWM-voltage source inverter. The 
appropriate PWM-VSI current control strategy is proposed in order to turn-
ON and OFF power circuit for active power line conditioner.  
 
 The practical implementation uses simple and cost effective TMS320F240 DSP 
controller. 
 
  Control algorithm is partially executed and tested with Xilinx / Spatran3E 
FPGA (field programmable gate array) target device.  
 
 To test the harmonic compensation, a diode / thyristor rectifier load is used. 
 
 
The specific contributions are as follows 
 
 Suitable control techniques are developed to generate the reference currents 
from the distorted line current. The following harmonic extraction controllers 
are designed for active power line conditioner 
 Study of PI / PID / Fuzzy and PI-Fuzzy Controller  
 Study of fryze power theory 
 Proposed instantaneous real-power theory  
 Proposed sinusoidal extraction control strategy 
 Proposed modified-SRF 
 
 The projected indirect PWM-VSI current control techniques reduce the 
switching power losses. The following techniques are developed to generate 
the switching pulses for the inverter  
 Triangular-carrier current controller 
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 Triangular-periodical current controller  
 Space Vector Modulation Controller 
 Fixed-HCC 
 Adaptive-HCC 
 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
 
 The THD of the source current is reduced to less than 5 %, which complies 
with IEC 61000-3 and IEEE 519 harmonic standards. 
 
 
1.8. Organization of the thesis 
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of active power line conditioner. The basis for this 
problem along with detailed literature review is presented. The objective of the thesis 
and outline of the thesis is also presented. 
Chapter 2 describes the shunt active power line conditioner topology, system 
configuration, characteristics of harmonics as well as compensation principle and the 
filter design. The active power line conditioner topologies are developed with voltage 
source inverter. The active power line conditioner configuration is categorized into 
single and three phase system to meet the requirements of various types of nonlinear 
loads. It is explained in detail in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 describes the reference current extraction methods. PI, PID, FLC and PI-
FLC, Fryze power theory, proposed instantaneous real-power theory and sinusoidal 
extraction controller, and also modified-SRF methods are developed to extract the 
required reference currents from the distorted line currents. The proposed 
instantaneous real-power theory is derived from the conventional p q theory. The 
algorithm is developed from sensing dc-link capacitor voltage, three-phase source 
voltages and currents (no need to sense load current and compensation filter current). 
It reduces the number of sensors and hence decreasing the complexity of the 
controller. The instantaneous current components are calculated from v v  
with instantaneous real power losses, and the reactive-power are considered as zero. 
This approach reduces the calculations and provides better performance than the 
conventional methods. The modified-SRF method is incorporated with a simplified 
unit vector generation for vector orientation that is discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 describes the various indirect PWM-VSI current control techniques for 
active power line conditioner. The TCCC, TPCC, SVM, fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC 
and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques are derived to generate the required switching 
pulses of the PWM-inverter. A novel fuzzy-adaptive-HCC technique comprising 
better features of adaptive and fuzzy techniques is presented that facilitates reduction 
of switching losses. These techniques are discussed in this chapter in detail. 
Chapter 5 investigates the performance of the shunt active power line conditioner 
by employing different methods of active power line conditioner control techniques. 
Each reference current extraction method with various PWM-current control 
techniques (or vice-versa) is validated through extensive simulation using Matlab / 
Simpower tools. The active power line conditioner system is tested under diode / 
thyristor-rectifier load in both steady-state and transient conditions. Various 
performance metrics are evaluated and the indication of THD establishes the 
superiority of the proposed techniques. Comparisons between different control 
techniques on the same simulation platform are conducted. 
Chapter 6 focuses on the hardware set-up and experimental verification of the three-
phase shunt active power line conditioner. For hardware implementation, the 
modified-SRF control method and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is adopted. This control 
algorithm is executed through TMS320F240DSP for active power line conditioner 
system. Furthermore, we take up the study of the FPGA controller for three-phase 
active power line conditioner using Matlab / system generator and ISE-Xilinx. The 
objective is to demonstrate how the control circuit could be simplified by the use of 
FPGAs. The controller is validated for proposed instantaneous real-power theory and 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC.  
In chapter 7 general conclusions are derived from the thesis. This chapter also 
presents some future directions for research in the area of active power line 
conditioner. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
STUDY OF SHUNT APLC SYSTEM 
 
 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents shunt active power line conditioner topology, system 
configuration, characteristics of harmonics as well as compensation principle and the 
system design. The shunt active power line conditioner is normally designed for 
current harmonic compensations in the ac power distribution system. It is used in low 
power (<100 kVA), medium power (100 kVA-10 MVA) and high power (>10 MVA) 
applications [62]. The active power line conditioner system consists of power circuit 
and the control unit. The power circuits are usually developed with PWM-converters 
and the topologies can be classified as [63] 
 Current Source Inverter (CSI)  
 Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)  
The active power line conditioner system categorized into following two types of 
configurations to meet out the requirements of the various types of nonlinear loads.  
 Single-phase system 
 Three-phase system 
o Three-phase three-wire system 
o Three-phase four-wire system 
The design of shunt active power line conditioner comprises the device (power 
transistor), dc- link capacitor, interface inductor parameters and control unit [64]. The 
control unit is implemented through the reference current extraction method with 
PWM-current control technique. In recent years, the digital controllers for APLC are 
implemented using Microprocessor / DSP / FPGA for real time operations. 
 
 
2.2. APLC topologies 
The active power line conditioner has been developed for harmonic compensation, 
reactive power, and voltage balance in ac power networks. The APLC is developed 
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with PWM based current source inverter or voltage source inverter. The current 
source inverter behaves as non-sinusoidal current source to meet out the harmonic 
current requirement of the nonlinear load. The voltage source inverter is more 
convenient for active power line conditioner implementation when it is operated as 
current-controlled voltage source [65]. CSI and VSI are well known terminologies, 
however we mention about these configurations for continuity purpose. 
 
2.2.1. Current source inverter  
The structure of the current source inverter is shown in Fig.2.1 (a). It is built with 
six-controllable unidirectional switches. It has to carry the entire current as demanded 
by the load. The current source active power line conditioner is connected with PCC 
through the series transformers, which filters the carrier frequency components from 
the inverter currents [66]. The dc-current supply is implemented using large dc-
inductor in series. The inductor dc-current should be at least as high as the peak value 
of the compensating current. The current source inverter provides distinct advantages 
such as direct output current control, high converter reliability due to the 
unidirectional nature of the switches and the inbuilt short-circuit protection. However, 
it has a self-supported dc-reactor ensures the continuous circulation of the dc-current. 
Again, it requires high values of parallel capacitor filters at the ac-terminals to remove 
unwanted current harmonics, bulky in size and more expensive than VSI. This 
configuration cannot be used in multilevel or cascaded configurations to allow 
harmonic compensation in higher power ratings [25].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 (a) Current source inverter and (b) Voltage source inverter 
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2.2.2. Voltage source inverter 
The PWM-voltage source inverter is more convenient for shunt active power line 
conditioner applications, because of light-weight, cheaper, and expandable to 
multilevel topologies to improve its performance for higher power rating 
compensation with lower switching frequencies [67]. The structure of the voltage 
source inverter is shown in Fig.2.1 (b). It is built by using six-controllable power 
transistors with anti parallel diodes. The voltage source inverter operates as current-
controlled voltage source. Conventionally, two-level voltage source inverter has been 
used to connect the system to the ac mains through an interface inductor 
(transformer). An electrolytic capacitor maintains the dc-voltage constant and ripple 
free. This type of configuration is aimed to compensate non-linear load rated in the 
medium power range (100 kVA) due to semiconductors rated value limitations. 
However, the multilevel or cascaded PWM-VSI have been developed to active power 
line conditioner for medium voltage and higher rated power applications [68].  
 
 
2.3. Shunt APLC configurations 
APLC is basically categorized into single-phase system and three-phase system 
configurations to meet out the requirements for the various types of nonlinear loads in 
supply systems.  
 
2.3.1. Single-phase system 
Harmonics in single-phase customer equipment make the use of active power line 
conditioner to improve the performance of the distributed power systems. The 
widespread use of computers, printers and electronic equipments, in offices and 
household appliances create harmonic related problems and it can be solved by 
single-phase active power line conditioner [63]. The single-phase shunt APLC is 
implemented using voltage source inverter which consists of two-leg, four-switching 
power transistor with a DC - link capacitor as shown in Fig.2.2. The inverter is 
connected in parallel with loads to PCC through interface inductor. The single-phase 
shunt APLC compensates current harmonics by injecting equal but opposite harmonic 
compensation current. As a result, the compensated current becomes sinusoidal and it 
is in phase with the voltage. 
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Fig.2.2 Single-phase shunt active power line conditioner system 
 
 
2.3.2. Three-phase three-wire system 
Fig.2.3 shows the two-level PWM-voltage source inverter includes three-phase, 
three-wire shunt active power line conditioner system. The PWM-VSI consists of six-
power transistors with dc - link capacitor and it is connected with the PCC through 
interface inductor. The interface inductor does the function of suppressing the higher 
order harmonic components caused by the switching operation of the power 
transistors. Reduction of current harmonics is achieved by injecting equal but 
opposite current harmonic components with the PCC, thereby canceling the original 
distortion and improving the power quality of the connected power system [63-65]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.3 Three-phase three-wire shunt active power line conditioner system 
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2.3.3. Three-phase four-wire system 
PWM-voltage source inverter with three-phase four-wire active power line 
conditioner is configured by two-different approaches [63]: (i) Four-leg inverter, in 
which the ac neutral is provided through the fourth leg of the inverter (ii) Three-leg 
inverter and the ac neutral wire are connected directly to the midpoint of the dc-bus 
[25]. Fig 2.4 (a) consists of four-leg voltage source inverter, three-legs are needed to 
compensate the three-phase currents and fourth-leg compensates the neutral current.  
The four-leg voltage source inverter has eight power transistors and an energy storage 
capacitor. The second approach is cost effective and it is simple in design. It utilizes 
standard three-leg inverter where the dc-link capacitor is split and the midpoint of the 
capacitor is connected to the fourth wire, to provide the return path for the neutral 
current as shown in Fig.2.4 (b). These type three-phase four-wire APLC system is 
used in many industries to compensates current harmonics by injecting an equal but 
opposite harmonic compensating current [69].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.4 Three-phase 4-wire shunt APLC system (a) 4-leg inverter (b) 3-leg inverter 
 
 
 
2.4. Principle of the shunt APLC system  
The basic principle of active power line conditioner was proposed during 1970s. 
However, the actual design of active power line conditioner was proposed by Gyugyi 
and Strycula in 1976 [70]. The shunt APLC often refers to the compensation in the 
current harmonics and reactive-power. Fig.2.5 (a) shows the schematic diagram of the 
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shunt active power line conditioner and Fig.2.5 (b) presents the corresponding 
waveforms of the system. The shunt active power line conditioner compensates 
current harmonics by injecting equal-but-opposite harmonic components. It operates 
as current source injecting the harmonic components generated by the load but phase 
shifted by 180
0
. As a result, components of harmonic currents in the load current are 
cancelled by the effect of the shunt APLC and the source current remains sinusoidal 
and in phase with the respective voltage [71]. This principle is applicable to any type 
of non-linear load that creates harmonics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.5 (a) Schematic diagram of shunt APLC system and (b) Schematic waveforms  
 
 
 
2.4.1. Characteristics of harmonics  
Harmonic distortion is noticed in both the voltage and current waveform. Most of 
the current distortion is generated by electronic loads or non-linear loads. These non-
linear loads might be single phase or three-phase. The electronic loads generate 
positive and negative sequence as well as zero sequence harmonic currents. The 
Fourier series represents an effective way to study and analyze the harmonic 
distortion [72]. We are presenting the following discussion for continuation and 
gaining insight for our research perspective. 
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where,  
( )f t - periodic function of frequency f  
2 f - angular frequency period 
1/ 2 /T f  - time period 
hc -
thh harmonic of amplitude 
hf - harmonic frequency and h - phase 
  
The Fourier series coefficients are given by 
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 (2.5) 
The distorted periodic current or voltage waveform expanded into a Fourier series is 
expressed as follows 
1
( ) cos( )h h
h
I t I h t
                                                                                        
 (2.6) 
1
( ) cos( )h h
h
V t V h t
                                                                                       
 (2.7) 
where, 
hI - 
thh harmonic peak current, h is the 
thh harmonic current phase 
hV -
thh harmonic peak voltage, h is the 
thh harmonic voltage phase 
-angular frequency 2 f , f is the fundamental frequency 
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2.4.2. Characteristics of harmonic compensation  
From the grid, the instantaneous supply voltage sV is written as 
( ) sins smV t V t
                                                                                                
 (2.8) 
The instantaneous source current sI is represented as  
( ) ( ) ( )s L cI t I t I t  
                                                                                                
 (2.9) 
The non-linear load current LI comprises the fundamental and harmonic current 
components, which is represented as [73]  
1
1 1
2
( ) sin( )
sin( ) sin( )
L h h
h
h h
h
I t I n t
I t I n t
  
                                                  
 (2.10) 
In equation (2.10), there are three terms 
1 1
2
( ) sin( ) cos( ) sin( )L h h
nactive reactive harmonics
I t I t I t I n t  
                                           
 (2.11) 
The instantaneous load power is computed from the supply voltage and the load 
current.  The load power calculation is given as  
2
1 1 1 1
2
( ) ( )* ( )
sin *cos sin *cos *sin
sin * sin( )
( ) ( ) ( )
L L s
sm sm
sm h h
h
f r h
P t I t V t
V I t V I t t
V t I n t
P t P t P t
   
   
(2.12) 
From the above equation, the load power has fundamental or active power ( )fP t , 
reactive power ( )rP t and harmonic power ( )hP t .  
The real (fundamental) power is extracted from the total load power and it is given as 
2
1 1( ) sin *cos ( )* ( )f sm s sP t V I t V t I t   
                                                        
 (2.13) 
If the active power line conditioner provides the total reactive and harmonic power, 
the source current ( )sI t will be in phase with the supply voltage and should be 
sinusoidal. The source currents after compensation can be expressed as   
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 1 1( ) ( ) / ( ) cos sin sins f s smI t P t V t I t I t
                                               
 (2.14) 
where, 
1 1cos sinsmI I t - peak value of the source current  
There are also some switching losses in the voltage source inverter, and hence the 
utility must supply small overhead for the capacitor leakage and inverter switching 
losses in addition to the real power of the load. The total peak current supplied by the 
source is therefore 
sp sm slI I I
                                                                                                       
 (2.15) 
where, 
1 1cossp slI I I - peak value of the extracted reference current,  
slI - switching loss current.  
If the active power line conditioner provides the total reactive and harmonic power; 
then ( )sI t will be in phase with supply voltage and close to sinusoidal waveform. In 
this case, the active power line conditioner must provide the following compensation 
current 
( ) ( ) ( )c L sI t I t I t
                                                                                               
 (2.16) 
Hence, for accurate and instantaneous compensation of reactive and harmonic 
currents, it is necessary to estimate the fundamental component of the load current.  
 
 
2.5. Design of the shunt APLC system 
Several methods are reported for designing the APLC system parameters. This 
section presents an overview of common methods and their obtained values for the 
system specifications [74]. To design the active power line conditioner system, the 
following components are used  
a) Device selection  
b)  Reference capacitor voltage selection 
c)  Interface inductor selection 
d)  dc-link capacitor selection  
e)  Control unit  
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The design of these components is based on the following assumptions [75] 
 The AC source voltage is sinusoidal 
 To design the interface inductor, AC side line current distortion is assumed to 
be 5% 
 There is fixed capability of reactive power compensation of the active power 
line conditioner 
 The PWM-VSI is assumed to operate in the linear modulation mode  
 The switching frequency selected is a function of the highest order of 
harmonics to be compensated 
 
a) Device selection: 
The voltage and current rating of the device selection is based on the following 
factors: 
 Maximum current flow through the device  
 Maximum voltage stress on the device during the OFF period  
 Switching frequency  
Maximum current flow: Considering one leg of the inverter, the maximum current 
flow through the switch AS when AS  
is closed (and 'AS
 
is open) and it is equal to the 
maximum line current [76]. The maximum line current is same as the per phase 
current in a three-phase system. The maximum current flow is same for all the 
devices. 
Maximum Voltage stress: Considering the same situation of AS  
being closed and 'AS
’ 
being open, the maximum voltage is blocked by the switch 'AS  which is dcV .  
Generally the blocking voltage is chosen slightly higher than dcV  so as to avoid 
device failure.  
Switching frequency required: For a composite compensation of both reactive and 
harmonic currents, the switching frequency should be as large as possible. Usually 
PWM frequency used is ten times the harmonic frequency to be compensated [27]. 
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For reactive power compensation, 500 Hz would be good enough as we want to 
compensate only 50 Hz component. However, for harmonic compensation when we 
want to compensate a 13
th
 harmonic we should use 6.5 kHz to compensate that 650 
Hz component and so on. However, the switching losses increase as the device is 
operating at high switching frequency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.6 Vector diagram 
 
 
b) Reference capacitor voltage selection: 
The PWM-VSI is assumed to operate in the linear modulation mode (0 1)am , and 
then the amplitude modulation factor am  is calculated as [77] 
/ 2
m
a
dc
V
m
V
              
                                                                                            
 (2.17) 
where 12m cV V  
Hence, 
12 2dc cV V  for 1am        
                                                                               
 (2.18) 
where,  
1cV - fundamental components in the ac-side of PWM-inverter.  
According to the compensation principle, the APLC compensate the current 1cI  
(means fundamental) to the reactive power of the load. The supply current 1sI  should 
be in phase with the supply voltage sV  and the compensation current 1cI  should be 
orthogonal to sV  as shown in Fig.2.6. Based on the circuit theory, 
1 1c s c cV V j L I
                                                                                                 
 (2.19) 
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The exact range of 1cV must be set according to the capacity requirement of the 
system. However, based on the above analysis, the allowable 1cV should be in the 
range 
1 2s c sV V V
                                                                                                        
 (2.20) 
1 2c sV V is not necessary, since the maximum capacity produced is less than the 
case 1 2c sV V . In addition, larger 1cV means higher dcV , and thus higher voltage stress 
are caused to the switches. Once 1cV is determined, the required dcV  is calculated with 
the equation (2.18) by substituting 1am . 
However, for a known specific non-linear load (for example three phase rectifier), the 
reference voltage selected is a function of the peak value of supply voltage and the 
maximum harmonic order to be compensated. Therefore,  
( )max2 2dc chV V
                                                                                               
 (2.20) 
where, ( )maxchV - maximum voltage value of ( )cV t which includes harmonic 
compensation 
6
( ) . . ( cos5 cos7 cos11 ...)c s c cV t V L I t t t
                                    
 (2.21) 
If the inductor output filter is small due to high switching frequency, the voltage 1cV  
is approximately equal to the source voltage, and then the equation (2.18) will be 
2 2dc sV V
                                                                                                         
 (2.22) 
Assuming a value of 1.1. dcV , the dc-voltage is regulated to be 10% above the peak 
input voltage. However, the required dcV  is reduced due to the sine reference for 
PWM is modulated with third and ninth harmonics. The minimum required voltage is 
expressed in terms of the source voltage as follows 
2 2
1.155
dc sV V
                                                                                                       
 (2.23) 
 
c) Interface inductor selection:  
The interface inductors should be at lower flux density with enough ventilation 
between the conductor and core of the inductor. The following necessities can be 
enforced on the estimation of interface inductor value [74]. 
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 Provide path for compensation currents (also the rate of change of current) for 
harmonics and reactive power  
 Ensure filtering to a certain quality level of PWM-inverter output current and 
voltage source ripples 
First approach: The design of interface inductor cL  is based on considering the 
capability of reactive power compensation and harmonics current reduction. The 
inductor  is also used to filter the ripples of the compensation current caused by the 
switching of the inverter.  For the sinusoidal PWM-VSI is assumed to operate in the 
linear modulation mode, the maximum harmonic voltage occurs at the 
frequency fm [75]. Considering this harmonic content, the ripple current of the 
APLC compensation current is given as 
( )
( )
( )
ch f
ch ch f
c f
V m
I I m
L m
                                                                                
 (2.24) 
where, the subscript h is used for representing the harmonics fm  is the frequency 
modulation ratio of the PWM-VSI. For the quantitative representation, Ripple 
Attenuation Factor (RAF) is defined as 
1,
ch
c rated
I
RAF
I
                                                                                                    
 (2.25) 
The three-phase reactive power 1cQ delivered from the active power line conditioner 
to the system is calculated from the vector diagram, shown in Fig. 2.6 
1
1 1
1
3 3 1c sc s c s
c c
V V
Q V I V
L V
                                                                          
 (2.26) 
By solving equations (2.24) and (2.26) simultaneously the value of cL  and 1cV  is 
calculated.  
Second approach: The peak ripple current is the chosen criterion for designing the 
interface inductor. For calculating the ripple current, no-load condition is considered 
and the effect of inductor resistance is supposed to be negligible. Under this 
condition, the reference voltage of the inverter is equal to the supply voltage [64]. 
Thus the required inductor is given by 
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s c p p
V
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f I
                                                                                    
 (2.27) 
where, ( )maxc p pI - 15% of peak compensation current 
Third approach: The inductor value is considered as the maximum current m axI  that 
the filter must supply in order to compensate a totally inductive load [80], is as 
follows  
min
m
c
ax
V
L
I
                                                                                                    
 (2.28) 
where,  
V  -the difference between the source voltage and the inverter voltage, which 
depends on the values of the dc-voltage and the modulation index  
-value of the fundamental frequency.  
In order to keep the ripple current at reduced level, the used inductor value should not 
be less than this. As an active power line conditioner, the inductor value is decreased 
to be capable of higher surge and harmonic currents. In this condition, other criteria 
can be evaluated. Imposing a fixed switching frequency sf the maximum /di dt of the 
current to be compensated, and the ripple current cI  inductance value is given by  
max
max
( )4
c
s c p p
V
L
f I
                                                                                        
 (2.29) 
If the ripple is reduced by increasing in the switching frequency or by controlling 
dynamics, the design of inductor will not influence the global filter performance. The 
connecting inductances also decouple the output inverter voltage from the ac source 
voltage. Taking into account all these referred factors,  the value of the inductor 
between two extremes of the minimum and maximum current is considered as,  
max
m ( )4
c
ax s c p p
VV
L
I f I
                                                                              
 (2.30) 
Fourth approach: The inductor required in the active power line conditioner for 
current control is determined from the constraint on the maximum ripple current, 
( )maxp pI  [74]. In a six  switching power transistor, the maximum ripple current 
occurs at the zero-crossings of the fundamental frequency component of the output 
voltage [81]; the inductor value is computed as 
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V
L
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(2.31) 
The first approach is commonly used in many APLC applications for designing the 
interface inductor. The interface inductor suppresses the harmonics caused by the 
switching operation of the power transistors. The inductor provides smoothing as well 
as isolation for high frequency components and the voltage source inverter. Control of 
the current wave shape is limited by the switching frequency of the inverter and by 
the available driving voltage across the interface inductor.   
 
d) dc-link capacitor selection:  
The dc-link capacitor of the voltage source inverter performs two significant 
functions: (i) maintains the dc-voltage nearly constant with small ripples in steady 
state (ii) serves as an energy storage element to supply real power difference between 
load and source during the transient period. In steady state, the real power supplied by 
the source should be equal to the real power required by the load with small power to 
compensate the losses in the active power line conditioner. However, when the load 
condition changes, the real power balance between the mains and the load will be 
disturbed. This real power difference needs to be compensated by the dc-link 
capacitor. In order to operate satisfactorily of the active power line conditioner, the 
peak value of the reference current must be adjusted proportionally to change the real 
power drawn from the source. This real power charged / discharged by the capacitor 
compensates the real-power consumed by the load. The determination of dc-link 
capacitor is made either by the stored capacitor energy released instantaneously to 
support the step increase or decrease in the power consumed by the linear or non-
linear load. 
First approach: The design of the dc-link capacitor is based on the principle of 
instantaneous power flow on the dc and ac side of the PWM-inverter [75]. The 
selection of dcC  is governed by reducing the voltage ripple. The dc-link capacitor 
dcC  is found from rated active power line conditioner current 1,c ratedI  and peak to 
peak voltage ripple ,( )maxdr p pV . It is defined as 
1,
,( ) max3
c rated
dc
dr p p
I
C
V
                                                                                     
 (2.32) 
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Second approach:  The capacitor has to supply the real power demand of the load for 
one cycle of the supply voltage during the transient condition. Hence, the capacitor 
value equation based on the principle is as follows [74] 
max
2 2
min
2
dc
dc dc
E
C
V V
                                                                                            
(2.33) 
where,  
maxE  - maximum energy that the capacitor has to supply during the transient 
condition. 
Third approach: The dc-link capacitor deals with ripple power at 2  due to the 
negative-sequence load current. The minimum capacitor value is calculated  as 
2. . .
dc
dc dc
S
C
V V
                                                                                              
(2.34) 
Fourth approach: The first approach is based on the measurement of the lowest rank 
harmonic current hI . The capacitor value is determined by [74] 
. .
h
dc
dc
I
C
V
                                                                                                        
(2.35) 
The second approach is based on calculation of the energy provided by the active 
power line conditioner for a half-cycle period of the power pulsation related to the 
first two harmonics (5
th
  and 7
th
 for a three phase rectifier). By choosing an acceptable 
rate ripple (example 5% ) the capacitor dcC is calculated as follows 
2 2
5 7 5 7
2
2 cos(5 7 )
2. . .
s
dc
dc
V I I I I
C
V
       
                                                      
(2.36) 
where, 
  - firing angle delay. 
 
e) Control unit: The control unit consists of the reference current extraction method 
and the PWM-current control technique [82-83]. 
Reference current extraction method: Many control methods are proposed in the 
literature to extract the reference currents from the distorted load currents. Some of 
the reference current extraction methods are PI, PID, FLC and PI-FLC, Fryze power 
theory, proposed instantaneous real-power theory, sinusoidal extraction controller, 
and modified-SRF theory. These methods are derived and explained in chapter 3. 
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 PWM-current control technique: Various current control techniques are proposed for 
active power line conditioner applications, such as triangular-carrier / triangular-
periodical current controller, space vector modulation, fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC, 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques. These methods are explained in chapter 4.  
 
2.6. Conclusions 
The active power line conditioner can be  implemented with current source inverter 
or voltage source inverter. The PWM-voltage source inverter is more convenient for 
shunt active power line conditioner applications, due to light-weight, cheaper, and 
expandable to multilevel configuration to improve its performance for higher power 
rating compensation. The single-phase and three-phase active power line conditioner 
system is configured to meet out the requirements for the various types of nonlinear 
loads. The single-phase active power line conditioner is mostly used in home 
applications, whereas the three-phase active power line conditioner is used in 
industrial applications. The concept of shunt active power line conditioner system and 
the characteristics of harmonic components as well as compensation principles are 
discussed. The design of various components in shunt active power line conditioner 
has been studied in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
REFERENCE CURRENT EXTRACTION METHODS 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
The reference current extraction method is classified into time-domain and 
frequency-domain. The time-domain method is used to extract the reference current 
from the harmonic line current with simple algebraic computation. The frequency-
domain based on Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) method provides accurate 
individual and multiple harmonic load current detection. The merit of time-domain 
method has fast response compared to frequency-domain [29-31]. The following 
time-domain methods are carried out for the active power line conditioner. Several 
techniques are available in the literature as discussed in Chapter-1; we have carried 
out a comprehensive investigation including our proposed methods for the sake of 
comparison.  
 Study of PI, PID, FLC and PI-FLC 
 Study of fryze power theory 
 Proposed instantaneous real-power theory 
 Proposed sinusoidal extraction control strategy  
 Synchronous reference frame theory 
o Conventional-SRF,  
o Proposed modified-SRF  
This chapter describes different control strategies for active power line conditioner 
applications to extract the required reference or fundamental current components. 
 
 
3.2. PI-controller 
Active power line conditioner controller consists of reference current extraction 
method and PWM-VSI current control technique. The required reference current is 
extracted from the distorted line-current using the unit sine vector along with the PI-
controller. The conventional PI-controller is used to estimate the required magnitude 
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of reference current, and to control the dc-link capacitor voltage of the inverter [43]. 
When the source supplies a non-linear or reactive load, it is expected to supply only 
the active fundamental component of the load current and the compensator supplies 
the harmonic / reactive component. Moreover, the compensator supplies the harmonic 
power, which manifests itself only on the reactive component of power. During 
transient conditions, the load changes are reflected in the dc-link capacitor voltage as 
an increase (or decrease) as capacitor absorbs (or delivers) the excess (or deficit) 
power [84]. This conservation of energy philosophy is used to obtain the reference 
current for compensator in this method. The perturbations in the capacitor voltage are 
related to the perturbations in the average power drawn by the non-linear load. This 
property is utilized which facilitates extracting compensator reference and maintains 
capacitor voltage.  
The PI-control algorithm is computed based on sensing dc-link voltage, three-phase 
supply voltages and currents (neglecting sense load and compensation currents). The 
voltage source inverter switching pulses are generated through indirect PWM-current 
control technique that reduces sensors and complexity of the controller [85].  
 
3.2.1. Unit sine vector 
To generate the unit sine vector templates, the instantaneous supply voltages are 
sensed and given as  
sin( )
sin( 120 )
sin( 120 )
sa sm
o
sb sm
o
sc sm
V V t
V V t
V V t                                                                                          
 (3.1) 
where,  
smV - peak value of the source voltage,  
2 f -fundamental angular frequency.  
For harmonic free unity power factor, three-phase supply currents are estimated 
using the unit sine vector templates, which are in phase with the supply voltages and 
its peak value. The unit sine vector templates are derived as [73] 
0
0
/ sin ,
/ sin( 120 )
/ sin( 120 )
sa sa sm
sb sb sm
sc sc sm
u V V t
u V V t and
u V V t
                                                                     (3.2) 
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The amplitude of the unit sine vector template is unity in steady-state. In the 
transient condition, it will vary according to the load variation. The unit sine vector 
templates are multiplied with the peak-amplitude of the estimated reference current 
which is used to generate the required reference currents. 
 
3.2.2. Reference current generation 
The PI - controller is used to estimate the peak value of the reference current and to 
regulate the dc-link capacitor voltage. The output of the PI-controller is considered as 
the peak value of the estimated source or reference current. The estimated reference 
current is composed of two components; (i) fundamental active power component of 
the load current, (ii) loss component of the active power line conditioner (power loss 
due to switching losses in the VSI is also supplied by the source) [86-88]. Fig.3.1 
shows the block diagram of PI-controller to estimate the required reference currents. 
To implement the PI-controller, the dc-link capacitor voltage is sensed and compared 
with the reference voltage. The comparison result of the voltage error 
( ) dc ref dce v V V at the sampling instant is used as input to the PI-controller.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.1 Block diagram of the PI / PID - controller 
 
 
Low Pass Filter (LPF) is introduced to filter out higher order ripples as well as 
harmonic components and allows the fundamental components. The voltage error 
max
I
 
Vdc-ref KP  
 LPF KI  
KD  
∑ 
Vdc 
 
Unit 
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Vector 
 
X 
 
X 
 
X 
Vsa 
Vsb 
Vsc 
isa* 
isb* 
isc* 
PI-Controller 
usa 
usb 
usc 
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signal passes through LPF which passes the fundamental signal. The PI-controller of 
the transfer function is defined as, 
( ) /P IH s K K s                                                                                                   (3.3) 
where, the proportional and integral gains are chosen either heuristically or 
mathematically. The proportional gain determines the dynamic response of the dc-link 
capacitor voltage. The gain value is derived using the mathematical formula 
2P nvK C . where, 2 / 2 - damping factor, C  - dc-link capacitor value, nv - 
natural frequency, chosen as the supply fundamental frequency.  
Similarly, the integral gain is derived using 2I nvK C  that determines settling 
time and eliminates steady state error in the DC- capacitor voltage.   
This controller estimates the magnitude of peak reference current maxI by 
controlling the dc-link capacitor. This estimated magnitude of peak current multiplies 
with an output of unit sine vector templates, which generates the required reference 
currents. 
m m
0
m m
0
m m
* * sin ,
* * sin( 120 )
* * sin( 120 )
sa ax sa ax
sb ax sb ax
sc ax sc ax
i I u I t
i I u I t and
i I u I t
                                                          (3.4) 
The reference current compared with the sensed actual current generate the VSI-
switching pulses using indirect PWM-current controller. 
 
 
3.3. PID-controller 
Fig.3.1 shows the block diagram of the PID-control scheme of an active power line 
conditioner. The error ( ) dc ref dce v V V in the 
thn sampling instant is used as input 
to PID controller. The error signal passes through first order Butterworth design based 
LPF that suppresses high frequency components and allows only the fundamental 
component. The PID-controller is a linear combination of the Proportional (P) 
Integral (I) and Derivative (D) gains of the numerical values [84-88]. Its transfer 
function can be represented as 
( ) ( )IP D
K
H s K K s
s
                                                                                      (3.5) 
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where, 
PK -proportional constant that determines the dynamic response of the dc-link 
voltage control 
IK -integration constant that determines the settling time 
DK -derivative of the error representing the trends 
The controller is tuned with proper gain parameters to estimate the magnitude of 
peak reference current maxI  and to control dc-link capacitor voltage of the inverter. 
This peak reference current maxI is multiplied with the unit-sine vector output and 
determines the required reference current.  
 
Remarks: The PI and PID controller require a precise linear mathematical calculation 
of the system, which is difficult to obtain under parametric variations, non-linearity 
and load disturbances. Another drawback of the system is that the proportional, 
integral and derivative gains are chosen by heuristic or mathematical method which is 
difficult in optimizing the APLC performance. This drawback is overcome by using 
fuzzy logic controller.   
 
 
3.4. Fuzzy logic controller 
Fuzzy logic control is deduced from fuzzy set theory; which was introduced by 
Zadeh in 1965. In the fuzzy set theory concept, the transition is between membership 
and non-membership function. Therefore, limits or boundaries of fuzzy sets are 
undefined and ambiguous but useful in approximating systems design [89-94]. In 
order to implement the fuzzy logic control algorithm of an active power line 
conditioner in a closed loop, the dc-link capacitor voltage is sensed and compared 
with the desired reference value. The error signal ( ( ) )dc ref dce v V V  passes 
through a Butterworth low pass filter that allows only the fundamental component. 
The voltage error signal ( )e n and change of error signal ( )ce n are used as inputs for 
fuzzy processing as shown in Fig.3. 2. The output of the fuzzy logic controller 
estimates the magnitude of peak reference current maxI .  
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Fig.3.2 Schematic diagram of the fuzzy logic controller 
 
 
The fuzzy logic controller is characterized as follows 
 Seven fuzzy sets (NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PB) for each input and output 
variables.  
 Triangular membership function is used for the simplicity  
 Implication using Mamdani-type min-operator  
 Defuzzification using the centroid method. 
 
Fuzzification: Fuzzy logic uses linguistic variables instead of numerical variables. In 
a closed loop control system, the error signal ( )e n , change of error signal ( )ce n and 
output of peak reference current maxI are considered as membership functions. It can 
be labeled as Negative Big (NB), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero 
(ZE), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Big (PB) as shown in 
Fig.3.3. Converting numerical variable (real number) into a linguistic variable (fuzzy 
number) is the process of fuzzification. 
 
Rule Elevator: The fuzzy logic rules are linguistic variables in nature and a typical 
rule can be written as max: ( ) ( )k i i iR If e n is A and c e n is B then I is C  
where, ,i i iA B and C are linguistic variables of max( ), ( )e n c e n and I and it represents 
the degree of membership function. Let X  be a collection of objects denoted 
generically by{ }x ; this could be discrete or continuous and X is defined as the 
universe. If an element in the universe, say x , is a member of fuzzy set A  then the 
e (n) 
maxI  
Vdc 
Vdc-ref 
 Data Base 
Defuzzification  
Rule Base  
 Fuzzification 
 Rule 
Evaluator LPF 
 
ce (n) 
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mapping is given as [ , ( ) ]A x x x X . The basic fuzzy set operations required for 
evaluation of fuzzy rules are ( )AND , OR and ( )NOT .  
The membership function A B  of the intersection A B is point-wise defined for 
all x X  by min[ ( ), ( )]A B A BX x  
The membership function A B  of the union A B is point-wise defined for 
all x X  by max[ ( ), ( )]A B A BX x  
The membership function A  of the complement of a fuzzy set A is point-wise 
defined for all x X  by 1 ( )A A x  
By definition of AND , evaluation of rule kR results in a minimum of ( ) ( ),Ai x Bi x  
allocated to ( )Ci x . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.3 Membership functions (a) the input variables e (n), ce (n) and (b) output variable Imax 
 
 
Defuzzification: The rules of fuzzy logic produce the set of modified control output in 
a linguistic variable. The defuzzification module converts these linguistic variables 
into a crisp value (real number) according to real time applications. The different 
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methods of defuzzification available are Bisector, Centroid, Middle of Maximum 
(MOM), Smallest of Maximum (SOM) and Largest of Maximum (LOM), etc., 
however, the selection of method is a compromise between accuracy and 
computational intensity (that influences hardware requirement for real time 
application) . The centroid (or center of gravity) method is used for simplicity and 
accuracy. The linguistic output variable from the rule evaluator and definition of 
output membership are used to calculate the hidden area. Finally, crisp output is 
obtained by using /i i ioutput A x A  
 
Database: Database stores the definition of the membership function required by 
fuzzifier and defuzzifier. Storage format is a compromise between available memory 
and processor of the digital controller chip. 
 
Rule Base: The Rule base stores the linguistic (fuzzy) control rules required by the 
rule evaluator (decision making logic), the 49-rules used are presented in Table 3.1.  
 
Table 3.1Rule base table using 49-rules 
 
        e(n) 
ce(n) 
NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 
NB NB NB NB NB NM NS ZE 
NM NB NB NB NM NS ZE PS 
NS NB NB NM NS ZE PS PM 
ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 
PS NM NS ZE PS PM PB PB 
PM NS ZE PS PM PB PB PB 
PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 
 
 
 
The output of the fuzzy controller estimates the magnitude of peak reference 
current maxI . These estimated magnitude of peak-current multiplied with an output of 
unit sine vector determines the reference currents. 
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Remark: Recently, fuzzy logic controller is used in active power line conditioner 
application. The advantages of fuzzy logic controller over the conventional 
controllers are: (i) does not require an accurate numerical calculation, (ii) work with 
imprecise inputs, (iii) handle nonlinearity, (iv) more robust than conventional PI and 
PID controllers. To improve the performance of PI-controller, it is combined with the 
FLC and applied in the active power line conditioner system.    
 
 
3.5. PI-fuzzy logic controller 
Fig.3.4 shows the block diagram of the PI-controller in conjunction with the fuzzy 
logic controller scheme for active power line conditioner. The PI-controller output 
contains certain ripples, so it needs another processing unit to reduce this ripple. The 
fuzzy logic controller is connected together with the PI-controller for reducing these 
ripples [95]. The PI controller output error is used as inputs to the fuzzy processing 
and output maxI is derived.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.4 Block diagram of the PI with fuzzy logic Controller  
 
 
The rule base stores the linguistic control rules required by the rule evaluator 
(decision making logic). The 25-rules used in this controller are given in Table 3.2. 
Our observation says that using 25 rules we are able to simplify the design further 
without sacrificing much accuracy. 
max
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Table 3.2 Rule base table using 25-rules 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This estimated magnitude of peak-current multiplied with an output of unit sine 
vector determines the reference currents. The reference currents are compared with 
actual source currents to generate VSI-switching pulses using PWM-current 
controller. 
 
Remarks: PI / PID / FLC with indirect PWM-current control algorithm are developed 
by sensing dc-voltage, three-phase source voltages and currents (neglecting to sense 
load currents and compensation currents).  It reduces the sensors and complexity of 
the control algorithm. The PI and FLC method is combined for efficient active power 
line conditioning. This controller handles nonlinearity, and it is more robust. The PI-
FLC facilitates reduction of ripples in dc-link capacitor of the PWM-inverter.   
 
 
3.6. Fryze power theory 
Fryze power theory method presents a minimum rms value to draw the same three 
phase average active power from the source as the original load current. The fryze 
power theory guarantees linearity between the supply voltage and compensated 
current [32-33] [96-99]. Fig.3.5 shows the block diagram of the control circuit for 
implementation of the generalized fryze current control strategy. 
The instantaneous equivalent conductance ( )eG  is calculated from the three phase 
instantaneous active power theory 3( )p  
 
3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
sa sa sb sb sc sc
sa sb sc
p t v t i t v t i t v t i t
p t p t p t
                                                     (3.6) 
 
   e(n) 
ce(n) 
NM NS ZE PS PM 
NM NM NM NM NS ZE 
NS NM NM NS ZE PS 
ZE NM NS ZE PS PM 
PS NS ZE PS PM PM 
PM ZE PS PM PM PM 
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Moreover the root mean square aggregate voltage is derived from the instantaneous 
value of phase voltages, this is written as  
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )scsa sbV v t v t v t                                                                            (3.7) 
The instantaneous conductance or admittance )( eG is calculated from the three phase 
instantaneous phase voltages ,sa sb scv v and v and load currents ,La Lb Lci i and i . It is 
derived by the following equation 
2 2 2
sa La sb Lb sc Lc
e
sa sb sc
v i v i v i
G
v v v
                                                                                   (3.8)
 
The conductance ( )eG
  
passes through the Butterworth design based low pass filter 
to calculate the average conductance ( )eG . The LPF cutoff frequency is 50 Hz which 
allows only the fundamental component for the active current calculation. The 
instantaneous active components of the load currents are directly obtained by 
multiplying e lossG G  by the phase voltages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.5 Block diagram of the generalized fryze power theory algorithm 
 
The control strategy follows the convention of current direction assuming shunt 
active power line conditioner draws the inverse of the non-active current of the load. 
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An extra active component of current is added, in order to draw a small amount of 
active power to compensate for switching loss and conducting loss in the shunt active 
power line conditioner, which tends to discharge the dc-link capacitor voltage. This is 
realized by the addition of the signal lossG and the average conductance eG . The 
desired reference source currents are calculated from the active component currents, 
are written as 
 
0
0
* ( ) sin
* ( ) sin( 120 )
* ( ) sin( 120 )
sa wa e loss sa rms
sb wb e loss sb rms
sc wc e loss sc rms
i i G G v I t
i i G G v I t
i i G G v I t
                                              (3.9)
 
where,  
rmsI - rms line current. 
The reference current is compared with actual source current and generates PWM-
VSI gate drive switching pulses. The control strategy indicates the shunt active power 
line conditioner should draw the inverse of the non-active current of the load. The 
results indicate the compensated currents are proportional to the corresponding phase 
voltage. 
 
Remarks: The generalized fryze power theory method reduces the reference current 
calculation, since it works directly with the abc-phase voltage and line currents. The 
elimination of the Clarke transformation makes control strategy relatively simple to 
implement. However, this theory has no consistent expression to calculate the three-
phase instantaneous reactive-power to compensate for the reactive-power of the load. 
 
 
3.7. Proposed instantaneous real-power theory 
The proposed instantaneous real-power ( )p theory is derived from the 
conventional p q theory or instantaneous reactive power theory concept [32] [34]. It 
operates in steady-state or transient-state as well as in generic voltage and current 
power systems which control the active power line conditioners in real-time. Fig.3.6 
shows the block diagram of the reference current extraction scheme using 
instantaneous real-power theory.  
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Fig.3.6 Block diagram of the instantaneous real-power theory 
 
 
The p q theory performs a Clarke transformation of a stationary system of 
coordinates a b c  to an orthogonal reference system of coordinates . The 
a b c coordinate axis are fixed on the same plane, phase shifted by 120
0
. The 
instantaneous space vectors voltage sav  and current sai  set on a -axis, sb sbv and i  
on b -axis, and sc scv and i  on c -axis. The instantaneous space vector voltage(s) is 
transformed into the coordinate voltage(s) by the Clarke transformation as 
follows 
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                                                            (3.10) 
 
Similarly, the instantaneous space vector current(s) is transformed into the 
coordinate current(s) by Clarke transformation that is given as 
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1 1
1
2 2 2
3 3 3
0
2 2
sa
sb
sc
i
i
i
i
i
                                                                  (3.11) 
The orthogonal coordinates of voltage v
 
and current i
 
on -axis, and 
v and i  on -axis respectively. Let the instantaneous real-power be calculated 
from the -axis and -axis of the current and voltage. These are given by the 
conventional definition of real power as follows [100-104] 
acp v i v i                                                                                               (3.12) 
This instantaneous real power acp  passes through Butterworth design based 50 
Hz low pass filter for eliminating the higher order harmonic components, and it 
allows passing the fundamental components only. The output of the LPF component 
is considered as real power losses and it is denoted as acp . The dc-power loss is 
calculated from the dc-capacitance voltage of the voltage source inverter using the PI-
controller. The PI-controller determines the dynamic response and settling time in the 
dc-link capacitor voltage and dc-power losses. The dc-power losses are written as 
( ) ,
I
dc loss dc ref dc P
K
p V V K
s
                                                                  (3.13) 
The instantaneous real-power p
 
is calculated from the real power loss acp  and 
the dc power loss ( )dc Lossp , it is calculated as 
( )ac dc Lossp p p                                                                                                 (3.14) 
The instantaneous current on the coordinates of c ci and i are divided into 
two kinds of instantaneous current components; one is real-power losses and the other 
is reactive-power losses, but this controller computes only the real-power losses. The 
coordinate currents c ci and i are calculated from v and v voltages with 
instantaneous real power p , and the reactive power q
 
is considered as zero. In case of 
p q  theory, it uses both real-power and reactive-power to estimate the current 
components. However, the reactive-power does not contribute to energy transfer 
between the source and the load at any time. This proposed approach reduces the 
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calculations and provides better performance than conventional methods [105]; the 
coordinate currents are calculated as 
2 2
1
0
c
c
i v v p
i v vv v
                                                                  (3.15) 
From the above equation, we calculate the orthogonal coordinate active power 
currents. The -axis of the instantaneous active current is written as 
  
2 2c p
v p
i
v v
                                                                                                 (3.16) 
The -axis of the instantaneous active current is written as  
 
2 2c p
v p
i
v v
                                                                                                   (3.17) 
Let the instantaneous powers in the -axis and the -axis is represented as 
p and p  respectively. They are given by the definition of real-power as follows 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p p p pp t v t i t v t i t                                                                     (3.18) 
From the above equation (3.18), substituting the orthogonal coordinates -axis active 
power and -axis active power, calculate the real-power as follows 
2 2 2 2
( ) ( ) ( )
v pv p
p t v t v t
v v v v
                                                       (3.19) 
The ac component of the instantaneous power ( )p t is related to the harmonic 
currents. The instantaneous real-power extract the reference current required to 
compensate the current harmonics and reactive-power. The references of the 
compensating currents *, * *sa sb sci i and i are calculated instantaneously without any 
time delay by using the instantaneous coordinate currents. 
1 0
2 1 3
3 2 2
1 3
2 2
sa
c
sb
c
sc
i
i
i
i
i
                                                                    (3.20) 
The small amount of real power is taken care of through the controller by 
modulating fundamental component of reference current. The objective of this 
algorithm is to compensate all undesirable power components. When the power 
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system voltages are balanced and sinusoidal, it results simultaneously in constant 
instantaneous power and balanced sinusoidal currents in the ac-power supply. 
 
Remarks: The proposed instantaneous real-power theory is derived from the 
conventional p q theory concept. The coordinate currents are calculated from 
v and v with instantaneous real power p , and the reactive power q
 
is considered 
as zero. This approach reduces the calculations compared to conventional methods.  
 
 
3.8. Proposed sinusoidal extraction control strategy 
The proposed sinusoidal extraction control strategy is used to extract the reference 
current from the distorted line current. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.7 Block diagram of the sinusoidal extraction controller 
 
 
Fig.3.7 shows the block diagram of the sinusoidal extraction control strategy. It has 
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sinusoidal voltages ', ' 'sa sb scv v and v from the unbalanced or unregulated supply 
voltages ,sa sb scv v and v  (ii) Instantaneous real-power theory to extract the reference 
currents from the distorted line currents [106]. 
 
3.8.1. Positive sequence voltage detector 
Fig.3.8 shows the block diagram of the positive-sequence voltage detector. The 
unbalanced voltages ,sa sb scv v and v are transformed into the coordinates to 
determine v and v using Clarke transformation, using equation (3.10).  
The v and v  components are used to meet with auxiliary currents ' 'i and i  
(produced from the PLL-synchronizing circuit) to calculate the auxiliary 
powers ' 'p and q . The auxiliary real and reactive power is computed as follows [32] 
' ' '
' ' '
p v i v i
q v i v i  
                                                                                            (3.21) 
The auxiliary powers ' 'p and q  passed through first order Butterworth design based 
50 Hz low pass filter for eliminating the higher order components and passes the 
fundamental components. The LPF is obtained from the average real and reactive 
power ' 'p and q . The instantaneous voltages ' 'v and v  which correspond to time 
functions of the fundamental positive sequence voltage detector of the system is 
derived as 
22
' '' '1
' ' ' '' '
i iv p
v i i qi i
                                                           (3.22) 
The instantaneous voltages ', ' 'sa sb scv v and v  is calculated from the coordinate 
voltages ' 'v and v  by applying the inverse Clarke transformation; this is derived as 
'
1 0
'
2 1 3
'
'3 2 2
'
1 3
2 2
sa
sb
sc
v
v
v
v
v
                                                                       (3.23)
 
The positive sequence voltage detector provides good dynamic response and 
accuracy even under distorted or unbalanced conditions. This controller makes the 
shunt active power line conditioner to compensate load currents, so that the active 
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portion of the fundamental positive sequence component produces average real-
power, which is supplied by the source. The PLL-circuit must provide auxiliary 
currents to sinusoidal functions at the fundamental frequency. The next section 
describes the function of the PLL - circuit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.8 Block diagram of the positive sequence voltage detector 
 
 
3.8.1.1. Phase locked loop circuit 
The PLL-circuit work properly under distorted and unbalanced supply voltage. The 
block diagram of the PLL-circuit is shown in Fig.3.9. The inputs 
are ;ab a b bc b cv v v v v v . The outputs of the PLL circuit are ' 'i and i . The 
algorithm is based on the three-phase instantaneous active power 
expression 3 a a b b c cp v i v i v i . The current feedback signals, ( ) sin( )ai t t  
and ( ) sin( 2 / 3)ci t t   are developed by the PLL-circuit, using the time integral 
of output  of the PI-Controller [107]. The PLL-synchronizing circuit reaches stable 
point of operation when the input 3p  of the PI-controller has a zero average value 
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( 3 0p ). It minimizes the low-frequency oscillating portions in three phase 
voltages. Once the circuit is stabilized, the average value of 3p  is zero and the phase 
angle of the system voltage reaches the fundamental frequency. Under this condition, 
the auxiliary currents become orthogonal to the fundamental phase voltage 
component. The PLL synchronizing output currents are defined as  
' sin( / 2)
' cos( / 2)
i t
i t
                                                                                             (3.24) 
The PLL synchronizing output currents are used to determine the instantaneous 
auxiliary power, thus ' 'p and q are calculated.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.9 PLL-circuit 
 
 
3.8.2. Instantaneous real-power theory 
The instantaneous a b c coordinate sinusoidal voltage ', ' 'a b cv v and v are 
transformed into the coordinate voltages by using the Clarke transformation 
equation (3.10)  
Similarly, the instantaneous source current ,sa sb sci i and i transformed into the 
coordinate current i and i  by using Clarke transformation equation (3.11)   
The voltage v and current i  are on the -axis and v and i are on the -axis. The 
instantaneous c ci and i  currents are calculated from the v and v voltages with 
instantaneous real-power p , assuming the reactive power q  as a zero. This approach 
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reduces the calculations [105], the coordinate currents can be calculated using 
equation (3.15).  
The references of the compensating currents are calculated instantaneously without 
any time delay by using the instantaneous coordinate currents. The desired 
reference current is derived from the inverse Clarke transformation equation (3.20).  
The control strategy indicates that shunt APLC will ensure that the source current 
sinusoidal. 
 
Remarks: The proposed sinusoidal extraction controller works under unbalanced or 
distorted supply voltages. This control strategy makes the active power line 
conditioner compensate the current of nonlinear load and force the compensated 
source current to become sinusoidal as well as balanced. However, this controller 
requires large computation time to compare constant instantaneous power control 
strategy.  
 
 
3.9. Synchronous reference frame theory 
The time domain based synchronous reference frame theory is utilized to extract the 
reference current from the distorted line current. The SRF control strategy operates in 
steady-state as well as in dynamic-state perfectly to control the active power line 
conditioner in real-time application. Another important characteristic of SRF theory is 
the simplicity of the calculations, which involves only algebraic calculation [108-
118]. There are two-types of SRF control methods derived; (i) conventional-SRF and 
(ii) proposed modified-SRF  
 
3.9.1. Conventional-SRF 
The basic structure of SRF method consists of PLL-circuit for vector orientation 
and PI-controller for dc-link capacitor voltage regulator. Fig.3.10 shows the block 
diagram of the conventional-SRF method. The three-phase load currents , ,La Lb Lci i i  
in stationary coordinates are converted into the two-phase direct axis ( )d  and 
quadratic axis ( )q  rotating coordinates currents d qi i as 
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2 2
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2 23
cos cos( ) cos( )
3 3
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q
Lc
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i
i
i
i
                                            (3.25) 
The reference frame is rotating synchronously with fundamental currents. 
Therefore, time variant currents with fundamental frequencies are constant after 
transformation. Thus, currents are separating simultaneously (to dc and ac 
components). The d -axis current components are used for harmonic eliminations and 
reactive-power compensations. The d q transformation output signals depend on the 
load current and the performance of the phase locked loop [110-111]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.10 Block diagram of the conventional-SRF method 
 
 
The PLL-circuit is providing the vectorized fundamental frequency ( sin  
and cos ) for synchronization. The d qi i currents are passed through a low pass 
filter to filter the higher order harmonic components and permit fundamental 
frequency components. The PI-controller is used to eliminate the steady state error of 
the dc-component and maintains the dc-capacitance voltage of the inverter. The 
proportional and integral gains determine the dynamic response and settling time of 
the dc-voltage respectively [113].  To minimize the inverter losses by maintaining the 
dc-voltage constant or within limits, the required current is added to the positive 
sequence fundamental frequency active component of the d q  current. The desired 
reference current ( a b c stationary frame) is calculated from d qi i  rotating frame 
using inverse transformation,  
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* sin cos
* sin( 2 / 3) cos( 2 / 3)
sin( 2 / 3) cos( 2 / 3)*
sa
d
sb
q
sc
i
i
i
i
i
                                                    (3.26) 
The extracted reference current is compared with actual currents and hence 
generates the required switching pulses for the inverter using indirect PWM-current 
controller. However, the conventional-SRF control strategy requires a PLL-circuit 
based on the supply voltage for vector orientation. But the design of a high 
performance PLL-circuit is difficult, when various non-idealities like multiple zero 
crossing are occurring in the supply voltage. A simple and efficient method is used to 
calculate the unit vector, which is incorporated with the modified- SRF method. 
 
3.9.2. Proposed modified-SRF 
The block diagram of modified-SRF structure is shown in Fig.3.11. The modified-
SRF method consist of simplified unit vector generation for vector orientation, dc-link 
capacitor voltage regulator and stationary-rotating synchronous frames to extract the 
reference current.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.11 Block diagram of the modified - SRF method 
 
 
3.9.2.1. Unit vector generation  
The simple and efficient unit vector generator is used for vector orientation. 
Fig.3.12 shows the block diagram of a unit vector generation method. To generate the 
synchronization vector the instantaneous supply voltages are sensed and computed. 
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The instantaneous three-phase source voltages are transformed into the two-phase 
stationary voltages using Clarke transformation given in equation (3.10).  
Transforming equation (3.1) to plane using equation (3.10) and simplifying,  
3
sin( )
2
3
cos( )
2
s m
s m
v v t
v v t  
                                                                                             (3.27) 
The  voltages are filtered using first order digital low pass filter whose 
frequency is  (at fundamental frequency). After filtering, the percentage of h
th 
order 
harmonics of the sensed supply voltage are reduced by a factor of 22 / ( 1)h . It 
cancels the higher order harmonics, notches and high frequency noise. The estimated 
magnitude of the space vector generated is as follows [115]  
2 2(s s s sV V v jv v v
 
                                                                 (3.28) 
From the derivation in equation (3.28), it is evident that the unit vectors can be 
generated by transforming the supply voltage to plane and dividing the 
components by the magnitude of the space vector. Hence, the unit vector 
generation is defined as  
2 2
2 2
(3 / 2) sin( )
cos sin( )
(3 / 2)(
(3 / 2) cos( )
sin cos( )
(3 / 2)(
m
m
s s
m
m
s s
v v t
t
vv v
v v t
t
vv v
  
                                     (3.29) 
This unit vector generation method results in elimination of supply harmonics, high 
frequency noise and notches in the distribution of supply voltages.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.12 Block diagram of the unit vector generation 
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3.9.2.2. dc-voltage regulator 
The PI-regulator is used to eliminate the steady state error of the dc-component and 
maintains the dc-link capacitor voltage constant. The dc-current component is derived 
as  
dc
dc
dv
i C
dt
                                                                                                           (3.30) 
In order to regulate the dc-voltage dcv  at a fixed value, the error *dc dc dcv v v is 
passed through the PI-regulator [38]  
dc P dc I dci K v K v dt                                                                                         (3.31) 
The d q  co-ordinates provide (3 / 2) 0d qv V and v . From these statements, the 
dc-component of the reference current is approximated by  
2
3
dc
dc dc
v
i i
V
                                                                                                      (3.32) 
In order to maintain the dc-voltage, the d -axis harmonic current ( * * )d d dci i i  is 
added with the dc-component of the reference current, since the q -axis component 
current does not contribute to the active power for maintaining the dc-voltage. 
 
3.9.2.3. Reference current extraction 
The instantaneous three-phase load currents , ,La Lb Lci i i  are transformed into the 
stationary coordinate currents i i  by using Clarke transformation equation (3.11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.13 Voltage and current components in stationary and rotating d-q frame 
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Fig.3.13 shows the current components in stationary and rotating synchronous 
reference frames. The components of the current quantities are transformed to 
the rotating synchronous d q reference frame by park equations 
cos sin
sin cos
Ld L
Lq L
i i
i i
                                                                           (3.33) 
The d q transformed output signals depend on the load current and the 
performance of the unit vector generation. The d qi i harmonic currents are passed 
through the LPF to eliminate the higher order ripples. The LPF passes the active 
current of fundamental frequency component *di  and reactive-power component 
*qi required by the load [118]. The algorithm is further developed to calculate the 
desired reference current signals; hence, the d q rotating frame is converted back 
into stationary frame.  
** cos sin2
** sin cos3
d
q
ii
ii
                                                                       (3.34) 
The inverse transformation from d q rotating frame into a b c –stationary frame 
is achieved by the following equation 
1 0
*
*2 31*
2 2 *3
*
31
2 2
sa
sb
sc
i
i
i
i
i
                                                                   (3.35) 
The extracted reference currents are compared with actual currents and generate 
switching pulses to drive the voltage source inverter by using PWM-current 
controller.  
 
Remarks: The conventional-SRF controller requires PLL-circuit for vector 
orientation. But the design of a high performance PLL-circuit is difficult and this 
drawback is rectified by the proposed modified-SRF method. It uses a simple unit 
vector for vector orientation and stationery frame transformation for high 
performance control strategy. The modified-SRF provides better performance than 
conventional method in terms of dc-voltage regulation, harmonic current elimination 
and reactive-power compensation. 
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3.10. Conclusions 
The time-domain based reference current extraction methods are explained and 
derived for active power line conditioner. The PI / PID / Fuzzy / PI-Fuzzy logic 
control methods have been used to estimate the required reference current by 
controlling the dc-voltage of the PWM-inverter. PI / PID / FLC with indirect PWM-
current control algorithms are constructed based on sensing dc-voltage, three-phase 
source voltages and current. The PI and FLC method is combined for efficient active 
power line conditioning. This controller handles nonlinearity, and is more robust than 
other methods.  
 
The proposed instantaneous real-power theory is derived from the conventional 
p q theory. The algorithm is developed from sensing dc-voltage, three-phase source 
voltages and currents (no need to sense load current and compensation filter current). 
It reduces the number of sensors and hence decreasing the complexity of the 
controller. The instantaneous current components are calculated from the 
v v  with instantaneous real power losses, and the reactive-power is considered as 
zero. This approach reduces the calculations and provides better performance than 
conventional methods. It operates in steady-state / transient-state as well as for 
generic voltage and current power systems which control the active power line 
conditioner in real-time. 
 
The proposed sinusoidal extraction controller works under unbalanced or distorted 
supply voltages. This control strategy makes the active power line conditioner 
compensate the current of a nonlinear load to force the compensated source current to 
become sinusoidal and balanced.  However, this controller requires large computation 
time compared to instantaneous power control strategy.   
 
The fryze power theory does not use the Clarke transformation, which makes the 
control strategy very simple with less computation time. However, this theory has no 
consistent expression to calculate the three-phase instantaneous reactive-power, to 
compensate for the reactive-power of the load. 
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The conventional and proposed modified-synchronous reference frame method has 
facilitated in extracting the required reference currents. The modified-SRF uses a 
simple and efficient unit vector generator instead of PLL-circuit for vector orientation 
 
The various reference current extraction methods (PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC, fryze 
power theory, proposed instantaneous real-power theory, proposed sinusoidal 
extraction controller, and proposed modified-SRF) are investigated using Matlab tool.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
PWM-VSI CURRENT CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Most of the current control techniques are used in active power line conditioner 
based on PWM- current control strategy. Various PWM-current control strategies are 
applied for active power line conditioner applications [51-59].  However, the high 
performance of the current-control is a difficult task in most practical cases, the 
inverter load is unidentified and changeable [119-120]. It is already explained that 
APLC must supply the anti-harmonics as per the load requirement. We are using a 
VSI with current control within the inverter.  It is important that this system supplies 
current in response to the reference current and the tracking must be as clean and as 
close as possible. Therefore, current control techniques should follow the below 
mentioned properties for efficient performance of the active power line conditioner. 
 Better utilization of the voltage source inverter, for producing high current 
in a given non-linear load. 
 Low static and dynamic current-control errors (difference between the 
reference current and actual currents is less). 
 Wide linear modulation range. 
 Low amplitudes of lower order harmonics in output voltage to minimize 
the harmonics in output current. 
 Lower switching losses in the power transistor (voltage source inverter) 
switches 
 Easy implementation and less computation time.  
In this chapter, the following indirect PWM-current control techniques are derived 
and implemented for active power line conditioner.  
 Triangular Carrier Current Controller (TCCC)  
 Triangular Periodical Current Controller (TPCC)  
 Space Vector Modulation (SVM) Controller  
 Fixed-HCC 
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o Two-level HCC 
o Three-level HCC  
 Adaptive-HCC and  
 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC  
 
 
4.2. Current control technique 
In the PWM-current control technique, the three-phase error signals obtained from 
the comparison of reference currents and sensed actual currents generate the required 
PWM-switching pulses for the devices used in the active power line conditioner. 
There are two types of current control techniques that can be designed by the 
regulated variables with the source current sI  or active power line conditioner current 
cI [121]. They are 
o Direct current controller 
o Indirect current controller 
The purpose is that AC mains should supply fundamental active power to a non-
linear load and losses in the system. The active power line conditioner system should 
supply the harmonics of the load locally; hence the supply currents must be close to 
sinusoidal and locked in phase with the supply voltages. It is necessary to supply an 
additional active power to meet the losses of the active power line conditioner system, 
and to regulate the dc-voltage of the inverter. The regulation of dc-voltage ensures an 
effective current control at the input of the active power line conditioner. Since the 
regulation of dc-voltage imparts a proper current control of the active power line 
conditioner, the control scheme works with the dc-voltage as a feedback signal in 
both the techniques (direct and indirect) of current control. The current controls are 
aimed to get the sinusoidal shape of supply currents which are locked in phase with 
the voltages. However, these techniques differ in the methodology adopted for 
obtaining the switching pulses to drive the active power line conditioner. 
 
4.2.1. Direct current control technique 
To implement the direct current control technique, the seven analog 
signals ( , , , , , , )sa sb sc dc la lb lcv v v V i i i  and three compensation currents ( , , )ca cb cci i i are 
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sensed and computed. The three output reference signals ( *, *, *)ca cb cci i i are 
generated using reference current extraction control method [58]. Fig.4.1 (a) shows 
the block diagram of the direct current control technique. The PWM switching pulses 
are obtained by comparing the sensed three-phase active power line conditioner 
currents ( , , )ca cb cci i i with their reference counterpart’s ( *, *, *)ca cb cci i i currents. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.1 Block diagram of (a) Direct current controller and (b) Indirect current controller 
 
 
4.2.2. Indirect current control technique 
To implement the indirect current control technique, the four analog 
signals ( , , , )sa sb sc dcv v v V  and three actual source currents ( , , )sa sb sci i i are sensed and 
computed [77]. Fig.4.1 (b) shows the block diagram of the indirect current control 
technique. In this technique, the PWM-switching pulses are obtained by comparing 
the sensed three-phase actual currents ( , , )sa sb sci i i with their reference counterparts 
( *, *, *)sa sb sci i i which are generated by the reference current extraction methods. In 
chapter 3, the reference current extraction methods are discussed.  
 
The PWM-switching pulses are processed in gate driver circuit for optical isolation 
and amplification. The gate driver circuit provides gate control switching pulses for 
the power transistor of the active power line conditioner. In response to these 
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switching pulses to power transistors of the inverter; APLC should meet the 
requirements of harmonics of the load while maintaining the dc capacitor voltage 
nearly constant. Therefore, the active power line conditioner system with nonlinear 
load should draw only sinusoidal unity power-factor balanced currents from the ac 
mains. 
 
The response of the active power line conditioner system, during the steady state 
condition, illustrated that the direct control technique offers a slow response with a 
delay. The indirect current control technique offers instantaneous response without 
any delay. Therefore, the indirect current control technique is relatively free from the 
problem of switching ripples and actively eliminates the harmonics in the supply 
current for a given THD in the load current. The summary of the difference between 
both direct and indirect techniques of current control is given in Table 4.1 [121]. 
 
Table 4.1 Relative comparison of direct and indirect current control techniques 
 
Type of 
technique 
% THD 
in 
supply 
current 
Load 
perturbat
ion 
response 
DSP 
computati
on time 
Power 
consumed 
by AF 
Number 
of current 
sensors 
Requirement
of ripple 
filter for 
improved 
performance 
Commend
generated 
from DSP 
/ FPGA 
Response of 
the AF 
Direct 
current 
control 
More 
Poor 
 
More 
 
More 
 
Six (more 
hardware) 
Yes 
 
AF 
current 
With delay 
Indirect 
current 
control 
Less 
 
Better 
 
Less 
 
Less 
 
Three 
(less 
hardware) 
No 
 
Supply 
current 
Instantaneous 
without delay 
 
 
 
4.3. Modeling of PWM-VSI 
The PWM-voltage source inverter has been modeled which comprises a three-phase 
ac-voltage applied through interface impedance on its input, and dc-link capacitor on 
its output. The three-phase voltages ,ca cb ccv v and v  and reflected on the input side can 
be expressed in terms of the dc-link capacitor voltage dcV  and switching functions 
states the ON / OFF status of the devices of each leg ,A B CS S and S as [73] 
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(2 )
3
( 2 )
3
( 2 )
3
dc
ca A B C
dc
cb A B C
dc
cc A B C
V
v S S S
V
v S S S
V
v S S S
                                                                                    (4.1) 
The three-phase currents ,ca cb cci i and i flowing through the filter impedance 
( , )c cR L are obtained by solving the following equations 
( / ) ( ) /
( / ) ( ) /
( / ) ( ) /
ca c c ca sa ca c
cb c c cb sb cb c
cc c c cc sc cc c
i R L i v v L
i R L i v v L
i R L i v v L
                                                                         (4.2) 
The dc-link capacitor current can be obtained in terms of phase currents 
,ca cb cci i and i and the switching status (1 for ON-state and 0 for OFF-state) of the 
devices ,A B CS S and S  
dc ca A cb B cc CI i S i S i S                                                                                       (4.3) 
From this, the model equation of the dc-link capacitor voltage can be written as 
1
( )dc ca A cb B cc C
dc
V i S i S i S
C
                                                                           (4.4) 
The dc-link capacitor voltage serves as the energy storage element to supply real-
power (to the inverter) difference between load and source during the transient period. 
In the steady state, the real power supplied by the source should be equal to the real-
power demand of the load plus small power to compensate the losses in the active 
power line conditioner. If the active power line conditioner provides the total reactive 
and harmonic current, then the source current will be in phase with the supply voltage 
and sinusoidal in nature.  
 
4.4. Triangular-carrier current controller  
   The triangular-carrier current controller is one of the familiar methods for active 
power line conditioner applications to generate gate control switching pulses of the 
PWM-inverter. The PWM based TCCC is utilized independently for each phase. It 
directly generates the VSI-switching pulses of the three (A, B, C) phase system [51]. 
In case of A-phase, the actual source current is represented as sai  and reference 
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current is represented as *sai . Similarly, B-phase and C-phase currents are 
represented as *sb sbi and i  and *sc sci and i  respectively. Fig.4.2 shows the block 
diagram of the A-phase followed triangular-carrier current controller.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.2 Block diagram of triangular-carrier current controller 
 
 
   To determine the switching transitions by means of the error current (reference 
current *sai  compared with the actual source current sai ) is amplified with 
proportional gain. The output error signal is compared with triangular carrier signal to 
generate the required switching pulses.  In A-phase, if the current error signal is 
greater than the triangular carrier signal, the upper inverter switch is ON. However, if 
the current error signal is smaller than the triangular signal, the lower inverter switch 
is ON. Similarly, the switching performance of phase-B and phase-B devices can be 
derived comparing with triangular signals. Thus the switching frequency of the power 
transistor is equal to the frequency of the triangular carrier signal. The triangular-
carrier controller provides best harmonic distortion and the current ripple lower than 
other methods. However, this controller with proportional gain introduced overshoot 
problems and it has lower bandwidth. 
 
 
4.5. Triangular periodical current controller  
The triangular-periodical current controller is used to generate the switching pulses 
of the PWM-voltage source inverter. This technique switches the power transistor of 
the inverter during the transitions of a fixed clock frequency [55].  
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Fig.4.3 Block diagram of triangular-periodical current controller 
 
 
The triangular-periodical current controller is utilized independently for each (A, B, 
C) phase of the inverter. Fig.4.3 shows the block diagram of the triangular-periodical 
current controller. The reference current *sai  is directly compared with the actual 
current sai to determine the error signal. The error current is compared with the 
triangular carrier signal and held D-Latch. The D-Latch maintain at a regular interval 
Ts  synchronized with the clock of frequency equal to1/ Ts . Thus the switching 
frequency of the power transistor is equal to the clock frequency. The merits of this 
technique are that the minimum time between switching transitions is limited to the 
period of the sampling clock. However, the actual switching frequency is not clearly 
defined and it has fixed bandwidth. 
 
 
4.6. Space vector modulation control 
Three phase modulating signal can be represented as a vector of fixed magnitude 
and rotating at constant angular velocity ' ' in the complex plane, which is called a 
sparse vector. Let the supply voltage ,a b cv v and v be three phase variables that add 
up to zero in the stationary ,a band c  reference frame. The corresponding state space 
vector is defined as, 
2 4
3 32
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where,  
-voltage quantity is oriented in the same direction of the phase  
-voltage quantity is displaced 90
o
 lag from the quantity.    
2 1 1
3 2 2
a b cv v v v                                                                                          (4.6) 
2 3 3
3 2 2
b cv v v                                                                                            (4.7) 
A voltage source inverter can assume eight distinct switching states as shown in 
Fig.4.4. Six out of these eight topologies produce a nonzero output voltage, known as 
active switching states and the rest two produce zero output voltage, known as zero 
switching or null state vectors. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.4 Eight switching state topologies of the VSI 
 
Let ao bo cov v v be the three phase pole voltages of the VSI in the stationary 
a b c reference frame taken with respect to the midpoint of the dc-capacitor 
voltage [54] [122].  
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' '
' '
, { , , }
dc
no
dc
v if top switchis closed
v
v if bottom switchis closed
where n a b c
                                                           (4.8) 
For the first converter state, 1(100)v shown in Fig.4.4, ,ao dcv v  
( ),bo dcv v ( )co dcv v . Then the components of the corresponding state space 
vector are found from equations (4.6) and (4.7) as shown below, 
2 1 1 4
3 2 2 3
2 3 3
0
3 2 2
dc dc dc dc
dc dc
v v v v v
v v v
                                                        (4.9) 
Table 4.2 shows the components of the state space vector corresponding to each of the 
eight possible converter states.  
 
Table 4.2 Space vector components for VSI switching states 
 
Converter 
states 
Three phase pole voltages Components of space vector 
aov  bov  cov  v  v  
1(100)v  dcv  ( )dcv  ( )dcv  (4 / 3) dcv  0  
2(110)v  dcv  dcv  ( )dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  
3(010)v  ( )dcv  dcv  ( / 2)dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  
4(011)v  ( )dcv  dcv  dcv  (4 / 3) dcv  0  
5(001)v  ( )dcv  ( )dcv  dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  
6 (101)v  dcv  ( )dcv  dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  (2 / 3) dcv  
7 (111)v  dcv  dcv  dcv  0  0  
8(000)v  ( )dcv  ( )dcv  ( dcv  0  0  
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It is observed in the state vector plane, indicating each of the eight converter state 
maps to a stationary vector with constant magnitude and direction. Space vector 
diagram of converter states and modulating signal are shown in Fig.4.5. From the 
diagram, it is observed the entire state space is divided into six equal sectors by the 
active state vectors and each sector space in 60
0
.  
 
 
 
            
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.5 Space vector diagram of the converter states and modulating signal 
 
 
The objective of the space vector PWM technique is to approximate the 
continuously rotating reference voltage vector refv using the eight stationary 
converter voltage vectors. For this purpose reference voltage vector refv  is sampled at 
a sampling frequency sf , which is much higher than the frequency of the reference 
signal. Reference vector during each sampling period can be assumed to be constant. 
It can be approximated by applying suitable converter voltage vectors for specified 
time durations within that sampling period. Nearest three vectors switching method 
are the most popular technique used for synthesizing the reference voltage vector. In 
this method, the reference vector in each sampling period is expressed as a weighted 
average combination of the adjacent active state vectors and the null state vectors. Let 
us assume the reference vector refv , in a particular sampling period lies in sector 1. It 
is synthesized by time averaging of the nearest vectors 1 2,v v and the null vector 
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during that sampling period. In general, if refv  is laying in the sector ' 'k , adjacent 
active vectors are kv  and 1kv . From this the refv  can be synthesized as follows. 
1
1
k k
ref k k
s s
T T
v v v
T T
                                                                                        (4.10) 
where, 
1k kT and T  - Time duration of ( 1)
th thk and k active state vectors respectively.  
sT - Sampling period. 
Time duration of null vector is given by, 
1( )o s k kT T T T                                                                                                (4.11) 
The zero switching states are equally distributed around the active switching states 
and switching sequence is arranged so that transition from one state to the next is 
performed by switching only one inverter leg. The technique provides high 
performance in terms of harmonic minimization. 
 
 
4.7. Fixed-hysteresis current controller 
The conventional or fixed-hysteresis current control method for active power line 
conditioner line currents can be carried out to generate the switching pattern of the 
inverter. The hysteresis current controller can be classified as two-level and three-
level hysteresis current controller.   
 
4.7. 1. Two-level hysteresis current controller 
Conventional hysteresis current control operates the voltage source inverter by 
comparing the current error ( )e t  against the fixed-hysteresis bands. This block 
diagram of the two-level hysteresis current controller is shown in Fig.4.6 (a). The 
current error is the difference between the reference current and the actual current. If 
the error current exceeds the upper limit of the hysteresis band, the upper switch of 
the inverter arm is turned OFF and the lower switch is turned ON. As a result, the 
current starts to decay [51-52]. Fig.4.6 (b) shows the ON and OFF switching pulses to 
drive the active power inverter. If the error current crosses the lower limit of the band, 
the lower switch is turned OFF and the upper switch is turned ON. As a result, the 
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current gets back into the hysteresis band. Hence, the actual current is forced to track 
the reference current within the hysteresis band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.6 Block diagram of (a) two-level HCC and (b) two-level switching pattern 
 
 
The phase-A switching performance is defined as 
( ) *( )
( ) *( )
sa sa
sa sa
OFF if i t i t hb
S
ON if i t i t hb
                                                             (4.12) 
Similarly, the switching performance of phase-B and phase-C devices can be 
derived using hysteresis- bandwidth hb . The two-level hysteresis controllers are 
widely used for active power line conditioner applications, because the circuit is very 
simple [123]. However, it does not use zero voltage from the inverter dc-side; only 
positive and negative dc supply voltages are used to generate the required switching 
pulses. It is well known that the harmonic performance of two-level modulation is 
inferior to three-level modulation. The two-level modulation generates significant 
sideband harmonics around the switching frequency. To overcome the problems, the 
three-level hysteresis modulation is implemented with three-level switching process. 
The three-level hysteresis current control approach provides superior performance on 
harmonic perspective. 
 
4.7.2. Three-level hysteresis current controller 
The implementation of three-level modulation hysteresis controller are set as upper 
and lower band overlap boundaries and displacement of small offset current.  
Whenever the current error ( )e t  crosses an outer hysteresis boundary, the inverter 
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output is set to an active positive or negative output to force a reversal of the current 
error. Similarly, whenever the current error reaches an inner hysteresis boundary, the 
inverter output is set to zero condition and the current error will be forced to reverse 
direction without reaching the next outer boundary. If the selection of zero output 
does not reverse the current trajectory, it will continue through the inner hysteresis 
boundary to the next outer boundary, where an opposite polarity active inverter output 
will be controlled and the current will reverse in any direction [57]. The three-level 
HCC based switching process is shown in Fig.4.7. The current error is bounded 
between the upper-inner and lower-outer hysteresis boundaries for a positive inverter 
output. Similarly, the current error is bounded between the lower-inner and upper-
outer hysteresis boundaries for a negative inverter output. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.7 switching patterns of the three-level HCC 
 
 
A complete switching cycle of the two-level HCC goes from 10 t T ; whereas the 
three-level HCC switching cycle goes from 10 / 2t T . The switching process 
introduces a positive or negative dc-offset error in the average output current, 
depending on the polarity of the active output voltage. However, this error can be 
corrected by adding a compensation factor of half the hysteresis band offset 
magnitude to the phase current reference. The polarity of this compensation factor is 
determined by the polarity of the most recent inverter active output. In other words, it 
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is positive when positive inverter output is in use and vice-versa. The MATLAB 
program for A-phase switching operation of the inverter is given as [124] 
if error (ia)>0 
       if error (ia)>= (hb) 
       swa=0; 
       end 
       if error (ia) <=del 
       swa=1; 
end  
if error (ia) <0 
       if error (ia) <= (-hb) 
       swa=2; 
       end 
       if error (ia)>= (-del) 
       swa=1; 
end    
In case of A-phase, if swa=0 implies the switch state is positive dcV , elsif swa=1 
implies the switch state is zero, elsif swa=2 implies the switch state is negative dcV . 
Similarly, the B-phase and C-phase switching function is carried out in the three 
phase voltage source inverter. Therefore, it reduces switching hence minimizes 
switching losses compared to the two-level hysteresis controller. Moreover, there is 
improvement in harmonic compensation.  
The advantages of fixed-HCC are simple design, unconditioned stability and 
accuracy. However, current control with a fixed hysteresis-band has the unsatisfactory 
feature of variable switching frequency. The slope of current waveform may vary 
widely and the peak amplitude of current waveform may exceed the hysteresis-band. 
Consequently, inverter switches will be operated at high switching frequency in order 
to track reference current. Moreover, the variable switching frequency makes it 
difficult for the design of interface inductor and the selection of dc-link capacitor 
voltage value. This unpredictable switching function affects the active power line 
conditioner efficiency and reliability. Adaptive-hysteresis current controller 
overcomes the fixed-HCC demerits [58]. This adaptive-HCC changes the bandwidth 
according to instantaneous current variation.  
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4.8. Adaptive-hysteresis current controller 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.8 (a) Block diagram of an adaptive-HCC and (b) Single line switching function  
 
 
Fig.4.8 (a) shows the block diagram of adaptive-HCC based switching pulse 
generator for PWM-voltage source inverter. The adaptive- hysteresis band controller 
proposed by Bose for the machine drive system is adopted here for three-phase three-
wire active power line conditioner system based on indirect current control theory. 
When the current error ( )e t  exceeds the upper limit of the adaptive-hysteresis band, 
the lower switch is turned ON. If the error current crosses the lower limit of the 
adaptive-hysteresis band, the upper switch is turned ON. Hence, the actual current is 
forced to track the reference current within the hysteresis-band. Fig.4.8 (b) shows the 
single line switching representation of ac-side power flow of shunt active power line 
conditioner.  The following equations can be written for the switching interval t1 and 
t2 [59-60] 
1
( )sa dc s
di
V v
dt L
                                                                                               (4.13) 
1
( )sa dc s
di
V v
dt L
                                                                                           (4.14) 
where, L phase inductance, ( )sai and ( )sai are the respective rising and falling 
current segments. 
[Notes: The current control method may be a design based on source currents 
(indirect-current control) or active power line conditioner currents (direct current 
control). Both methods are equivalent] 
-Vdc 
+Vdc 
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From the geometry of Fig.4.8 (b), the following equations can be written in the 
hysteresis-band curvature with respective switching intervals   
1 1
*
2sa sa
di di
t t HB
dt dt
                                                                                       (4.15) 
2 2
*
2sa sa
di di
t t HB
dt dt
                                                                                   (4.16) 
1 2 1/c ct t T f                                                                                                    (4.17) 
where 1t and 2t are the respective switching intervals, and cf is the modulation 
frequency. Adding equation (4.15) (4.16)and  
1 2 1 2
*
( ) 0sa sa sa
di di di
t t t t
dt dt dt
                                                                  (4.18) 
Substituting / /sa sadi dt and di dt values in the equation (4.18) 
1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) *
( ) 0dc s dc s sa
V v V v di
t t t t
L L dt
                                                   (4.19) 
Simplify and substituting 1 2( ) 1/ ct t f in the equation (4.19) 
 1 2 1 2
*1
( ) ( ) 0dc s sa
c
V v di
t t t t
L L f dt
                                                              (4.20) 
 Simplify the equation (4.20) 
1 2
*
( ) s sa
dc c
v diL
t t
V f L dt
                                                                                (4.21) 
Subtracting (4.16) (4.15)from , we get 
1 2 1 2
*
( ) 4a a sa
di di di
t t t t HB
dt dt dt
                                                                (4.22) 
Substituting / /sa sadi dt and di dt values in the equation (4.22) 
1 2 1 2
( ) ( ) *
( ) 4dc s dc s sa
V v V v di
t t t t HB
L L dt
                                                (4.23) 
Simplify this equation (4.23) 
1 2 1 2 1 2
*
( ) ( ) ( ) 4dc s sa
V v di
t t t t t t HB
L L dt
                                                   (4.24) 
Further simplify and substituting 1 2( ) 1/ ct t f  in the equation (4.24) 
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1 2
*
( ) 4dc s sa
c
V v di
t t HB
f L L dt
                                                                       (4.25) 
Here substituting 1 2( )t t value in the equation (4.25) 
2
*
4dc s sa
c dc c
V v diL
HB
f L V f L dt
                                                                       (4.26) 
Simplify this equation (4.26) 
2
*1
4
dc s sa
c dc c
V v diL
HB
f L V f L dt
                                                                   (4.27) 
Further simplify the equation (4.27) 
22
2
0.25
1dc s
c dc
V vL
HB m
f L LV
                                                                      (4.28) 
Here, sv is the supply voltage, dcV  is the dc-link capacitor voltage, L  is the coupling 
inductor, * /am di dt and is the slope of the reference current signals.  The 
hysteresis band HB can be modulated at different points of fundamental frequency to 
control the switching pulses of the inverter. The calculated hysteresis bandwidth 
HB is applied to the switching operation of HCC. The switching operation is created 
by S-functions in MATLAB and is adopted in the Simulink model to produce gate 
control-switching pulses to drive the inverter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.9 Block diagram of an adaptive-hysteresis bandwidth calculation 
 
 
The switching frequency of the inverter depends on the dc-link capacitor voltage 
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diagram of the adaptive-hysteresis bandwidth calculation is shown in Fig.4.9. This 
adaptive-HCC ensures more switching power losses due to high frequency, which is 
solved by the proposed adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. The Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC calculates 
the hysteresis bandwidth effectively with the help of fuzzy logic and reduces the 
switching power losses.  
 
 
4.9. Adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis current controller 
To improve the active power line conditioner performance without precise 
knowledge of the active power line conditioner parameters (interface inductor and dc-
link capacitor voltage), the hysteresis band value can be implemented with a fuzzy 
logic controller [59] [125-127]. The block diagram of adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is shown 
in Fig.4.10 (a). The adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis bandwidth is modulated as a function of 
slope reference current and supply voltage. The slope of the reference 
current * /sadi dt  and supply voltage sv are used as inputs for fuzzy processing as 
shown in Fig.4.10 (b). The adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band HB is the output of the 
fuzzy controller.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.10 Block diagram of (a) Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC and (b) Fuzzy processing 
 
The fuzzy logic is characterized by  
 Five-fuzzy sets (NB, NM, ZE, PM and PB) for each input (slope of the 
reference current * /sadi dt  and supply voltage sv ) and output variable 
(Positive Very Small (PVS), Positive Small (PS), Positive Medium (PM), 
Positive Big (PB) and Positive Very Big (PVB)) of adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis 
band HB as shown in Fig.4.11. 
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 Triangular membership function is used for the simplicity.  
 Implication using Mamdani-type min-operator.  
 Defuzzification using the centroid method.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.11 Membership functions for the input and variables disa/dt, vsa and HB 
 
The fuzzy logic rules are stored as linguistic variables required by rule evaluator. 
The 25-rules are used in this adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis current controller that is given 
in Table 4.3.  
Table 4.3 Fuzzy logic rules 
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The output of fuzzy logic controller HB (hysteresis bandwidth) is modulated at 
different points of the fundamental frequency cycle to control the switching pulses of 
the voltage source inverter. For symmetrical operation of all three-phases, the 
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having 0120  phase difference. The Adaptive-Fuzzy HCC based hysteresis bandwidth 
HB should maintain the modulation frequency cf  quasi constant. This controller 
reduces the switching power losses and improves the PWM-VSI performances for 
active power line conditioner substantially. 
 
 
4.10. Conclusions 
The PWM-current control techniques are used to generate the required switching 
pulses for voltage source inverter. The triangular-carrier current controller, triangular-
periodical current controller, space vector modulation controller, fixed-HCC, 
adaptive-HCC and proposed adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques are discussed.  
The TCCC technique is very simple to implement; only a fixed amplitude and 
frequency triangular-carrier signal is compared with the error current (difference 
between reference current and actual current). The TPCC uses a triangular-carrier 
signal comparator and a D flip-flop per phase. The SVM technique confines space 
vector to be applied according to the region where the output voltage vector is 
located. However, the TCCC, TPCC and SVM techniques are claiming more 
switching power losses due to fixed frequency that reduces the active power line 
conditioner performance.  
The fixed-HCC is simple in design, unconditioned in stability and easy to 
implement. However, this control scheme exhibits several unsatisfactory features such 
as the uneven switching frequency where the switching frequency varies within a 
particular band limit. Adaptive-HCC overcomes these fixed-HCC demerits. The 
adaptive-HCC changes the bandwidth according to instantaneous current variation. 
However, the adaptive-HCC is having more switching power losses due to high 
frequency switching. The problems discussed in the chapter can be solved by the 
Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC.  
The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC method calculates the bandwidth using the fuzzy logic 
controller without precise knowledge of the active power line conditioner parameters 
(interface inductor and dc-link capacitor voltage). The proposed adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
method have reduced the switching power losses and improves the performance of the 
active power line conditioner compared to other techniques. 
The various current control techniques are investigated using Matlab tool.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter investigates the performance of the shunt active power line conditioner 
by employing different methods of APLC control techniques. Fig.5.1 illustrates the 
various types of active power line conditioner controllers that have been investigated, 
which can be applied in the active power line conditioner system. The active power 
line conditioner controller consists of reference current extraction and PWM-VSI 
current controller. In chapter 3, reference current extraction methods are discussed. In 
chapter 4, indirect PWM-VSI current control techniques are discussed. This section is 
focused on simulation studies and analysis of the three-phase active power line 
conditioner system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.1 Subdivision of an APLC controller 
 
 
To model the active power line conditioner system, the computer aided simulation 
is carried out in the MATLAB / SIMULINK environment using Simpower tools [128-
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129]. For simulation, the system parameter values are given in Appendix-B, which is 
considered for three-phase active power line conditioner system. The voltage source 
inverter based APLC consists of six-power transistors with dc-link capacitor and 
connected to the PCC through interface inductor. The interface inductor has the 
function of suppressing higher order harmonic components caused by the switching 
operation of the power transistors. The active power line conditioner system uses the 
same platform with the similar simulation parameters for all the different control 
methods of active power line conditioner controller. Each reference current extraction 
method is in conjunction with various PWM-current control techniques (or vice-
versa) is investigated separately. The active power line conditioner system is tested 
under diode / thyristor-rectifier load in both steady-state and transient-state 
conditions.     
 
 
5.2. PI / PID / FLC and PI-FLC 
The performance of the PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC based shunt active power line 
conditioner system is evaluated through Matlab / Simpower tools. Fig.5.2 shows the 
block diagram of the three-phase shunt active power line conditioner system using 
above mentioned method(s). The ac-main supply feeds diode or thyristor rectifier 
load. The supply current draws non-sinusoidal waveform due to the rectifier load. It 
indicates the source current contains fundamental and harmonic current components. 
To compensate the current harmonics, shunt APLC is connected in parallel to the load 
at PCC that injects the anti-harmonics and make the supply current as sinusoidal. The 
active power line conditioner comprises six-IGBTs, dc-link capacitor, interface-filter, 
reference current extraction controller and switching pulse generator. The reference 
current extraction process is developed from unit current vector along with PI / PID / 
FLC / PI-FLC for extracting the reference currents from the distorted line currents. 
The PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC are used to estimate the required amplitude of peak 
current using dc-link capacitor voltage of the inverter. The peak amplitude is 
multiplied with the unit current templates to generate the required reference current. 
The reference current is compared with actual current to generate the gate control 
switching pulses using TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC techniques.  
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Fig.5.2 PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC based active power line conditioner system  
 
 
The effectiveness of an active power line conditioner basically depends on the 
design and characteristics of TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques. The switching losses are increased in the TCCC, 
TPCC, SVM and fixed-HCC due to high frequency operation. These techniques add 
high frequency ripples in the generated current. The current controller performance is 
improved by using the adaptive-HCC technique. This adaptive-HCC changes the 
bandwidth according to instantaneous current variation. A novel adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
based on the adaptive control concept is used where the bandwidth computation is 
done using fuzzy logic; this approach optimizes the PWM performance. Fig.5.3 
illustrates the switching patterns of the various PWM-current controllers. The ripples 
in the currents are reduced even if the switching frequency is increased; the adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC provides additional cushion for increase in switching frequency as per the 
system requirements.  It reduces the arbitrary switching losses and current ripples, 
which improves the APLC performance. 
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Fig.5.3 switching patterns of (a) TCCC, (b) TPCC, (c) SVM, (d) Fixed-HCC, (e) Adaptive-HCC and (f) 
Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques 
 
 
5.2.1. Case-1 PI-Controller 
PI-controller with various PWM-current controllers based active power line 
conditioner system is simulated under balanced diode / thyristor-rectifier load 
conditions. The simulation in Fig.5.4 is focused on PI with TCCC, TPCC and SVM 
technique respectively. Fig.5.4 (a) shows the source current before compensation. It 
indicates that the source current contains fundamental as well as harmonic 
components due to the non-linear load. The TCCC / TPCC / SVM are used to 
generate the gate control switching pulses to drive the active power inverter. The 
inverter provides the required compensating current to compensate the harmonic 
current at PCC as shown in Fig.5.4 (b). The harmonic compensation is achieved by 
injecting equal but opposite harmonic components. Fig.5.4 (c) shows the source 
current after compensation. These waveforms are obtained under diode- rectifier load 
with the steady-state conditions. It is presented for A-phase only; the other phase (B-
phase and C-phase) are phase shifted by 120
0 
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Fig.5.4 Simulation waveforms of  (a) Source current before  compensation, (b) Compensation current  
and (c) Source current after compensation 
 
 
 
5.2.2. Case-2 PID-Controller 
PID-controller with various PWM-current controller based active power line 
conditioner system is simulated under diode / thyristor-rectifier load conditions. 
However, the simulation in Fig.5.5 (i) and (ii) is obtained using PID with fixed-HCC 
and adaptive-HCC technique respectively. For transient-state condition, the step-time 
is applied between 0.06 s to 0.12 s (total simulation time is 0.14 s).  Fig.5.5 (a) shows 
the source current before compensation under diode-rectifier load. It indicates that the 
source current contains fundamental and harmonic components due to the non-linear 
load. The fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC  is used to generate the switching pulses to 
drive the active power inverter. The inverter provides the required compensating 
current to compensate the harmonic current as shown in Fig.5.5 (b). The harmonic 
compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite harmonic components. 
Fig.5.5 (c) shows the source current after compensation that contains small frequency 
ripples and indicates the source current after compensation is sinusoidal. 
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Fig.5.5 Simulation waveforms of  (a) Source current before  APLC compensation, (b) Compensation 
current  and (c) Source current after APLC compensation 
 
 
5.2.3. Case-3 Fuzzy logic controller 
Fuzzy logic controller with TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC are simulated and investigated under diode / thyristor-rectifier 
load. Fig.5.6 is obtained using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC under thyristor-rectifier load with 
steady-state. Fig.5.6 (a) shows the instantaneous supply voltage and indicates the 
three-phase voltages are balanced. Fig.5.6 (b) shows the source currents before 
compensation which consist of fundamental as well as harmonic components due to 
the non-linear load. To compensate the harmonic currents, the active power line 
conditioner (when it is ON) should provide the required compensating currents as 
shown in Fig.5.6 (c).  The source currents after compensation are presented in Fig.5.6 
(d), which indicates when the APLC is ON, the source currents become sinusoidal. 
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Fig.5.6 (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents before compensation, (c) Compensation currents 
(when APLC is OFF / ON) and (d) Source currents after compensation (when APLC is OFF / ON)  
 
 
5.2.4. Case-4 PI with FLC  
PI-Fuzzy logic controller with various PWM-current control techniques are 
simulated and investigated under diode / thyristor-rectifier load. The simulation in 
Fig.5.7 is obtained using PI-FLC with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC under thyristor-rectifier 
load. For transient-state (sudden change in load from RL=50 Ώ, LL=40 mH to RL=30 
Ώ, LL=30 mH ) condition, the step-time is applied between 0.06 s to 0.12 s. This 
simulation indicates how the APLC is also adapting to load changes and this sudden 
changes in load are termed as transients. Fig.5.7 (a) shows the instantaneous supply 
voltages and indicates that the three-phase voltages are balanced.  
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Fig.5.7 Simulations of (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents before APLC, (c) Compensation 
currents and (d) Source currents after APLC 
 
 
Fig.5.7 (b) shows the instantaneous source currents before APLC compensation that 
contains fundamental as well as harmonic components. To compensate harmonic 
components, the active power line conditioner provides the required compensating 
currents as shown in Fig.5.7 (c). The harmonic compensation is achieved by injecting 
equal but opposite harmonic components. Fig.5.7 (d) shows the source currents after 
APPLC compensation and indicates that the source currents after compensation are 
sinusoidal and in-phase with the respective voltages. 
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5.2.5. Case-5 APLC system analysis 
The active power line conditioner system is analyzed in terms of Vdc settling time, 
order of harmonics, real and reactive-power calculation.  
Vdc-settling time: The dc-link capacitor voltage is controlled by PI or PID or FLC or 
PI-FLC. The proportional, integral and derivative (KP=0.97; KI=217 and KD=0.01) 
gains are chosen mathematically. This controller reduces the ripples in the capacitor 
voltage to a certain level and makes settling time to low value, which is plotted in 
Fig.5.8. It indicates that PI-FLC facilitates settling time to reduce compared to the PI 
or PID or FLC methods. 
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Fig.5.8 dc-link capacitor voltage settling time 
 
 
THD analysis: The order of harmonics versus magnitude of the source current is 
plotted without / with-APLC under diode and thyristor-rectifier load. The simulation 
in Fig.5.9 (a)-(b) is for PI-FLC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power line 
conditioner for steady-state and transient-state condition (sudden load change) under 
diode-rectifier load. From the harmonic spectrum, it is observed that the supply 
current without-APLC is containing harmonic components. With-APLC the harmonic 
level of the THD is reduced from 26.66 % to 3.47 % in steady-state and 24.87 % to 
4.25 % in transient-state respectively.  
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Fig.5.9 Order of harmonics (a) Steady-state and (b) Transient-state  
 
 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to measure the order of harmonics in the 
source current. Total harmonic distortion of the source current is measured without-
APLC and with-APLC using PI, PID, FLC and PI-FLC along with different PWM-
current controllers. The THD measurement is compared under diode and thyristor-
rectifier load in both steady-state and transient conditions that is presented in Table 
5.1. 
Real and Reactive power analysis: The active and reactive power block (in Simulink) 
measure the active power P and reactive power Q associated with a periodic voltage-
current pair which comprises harmonics. With a sinusoidal voltage, current harmonics 
do not lead to average power. However, current harmonics do increase the rms 
current, and hence they decrease the power factor. The shunt APLC improves the 
power factor in the power system. Fig.5.10 shows the power factor correction, it 
indicates the a-phase voltage and current are in phase.  
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Fig.5.10 Source voltage per current for unity power factor 
 
The real and reactive power is calculated by averaging the voltage and current 
product (magnitude and phase) with a running average window over one cycle of the 
fundamental frequency, so that the real and reactive power is evaluated at the 
fundamental frequency. 
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where 1/T f fundamental frequency).  
For the first cycle of simulation the outputs are held constant using the values 
specified by the initial input parameters. The Real (P) and Reactive (Q) power is 
calculated and it is given in Table 5.2. This result indicates the shunt active power 
line conditioner is suppressing reactive power and hence improving the power factor 
in particular and power quality in general. Since the load is a power electronic load 
the power factor dexterities in the absence of APLC and hence a reactive power 
component arises. When we use APLC, power factor approaches almost unity and 
hence this reactive power reduces. 
 
Table 5.1 THD measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL loads 
 
Condition 
 
Controller 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TCCC TPCC SVM HCC A-HCC A-F-HCC 
Diode 
Steady 
state 
PI 
26.66 % 
3.89 % 3.81 % 3.82 % 3.86 % 3.76 % 3.62 % 
PID 3.88 % 3.81 % 3.80 % 3.83 % 3.71 % 3.65 % 
Fuzzy 3.81 % 3.79 % 3.79 % 3.82 % 3.62 % 3.52 % 
PI-Fuzzy 3.76 % 3.69 % 3.63 % 3.64 % 3.58 % 3.47 % 
Transient 
PI 
24.87 % 
4.87 % 4.77 % 4.76 % 4.79 % 4.53 % 4.38 % 
PID 4.86 % 4.78 % 4.79 % 4.77 % 4.53 % 4.36 % 
Fuzzy 4.86 % 4.75 % 4.77 % 4.76 % 4.59 % 4.30 % 
PI-Fuzzy 4.82% 4.75 % 4.76% 4.74% 4.48 % 4.25 % 
Thyristor 
Steady 
state 
PI 
26.79 % 
3.85 % 3.79 % 3.78 % 3.81 % 3.75 % 3.62 % 
PID 3.83 % 3.80 % 3.81 % 3.80 % 3.73 % 3.57 % 
Fuzzy 3.84 % 3.76 % 3.79 % 3.82 % 3.66 % 3.49 % 
PI-Fuzzy 3.76 % 3.71 % 3.67 % 3.64 % 3.59 % 3.48 % 
Transient 
PI 
25.06 % 
4.92 % 4.85 % 4.87 % 4.85 % 4.63 % 4.43 % 
PID 4.92 % 4.81 % 4.81 % 4.83 % 4.63 % 4.41 % 
Fuzzy 4.87 % 4.79 % 4.82 % 4.84 % 4.67 % 4.32 % 
PI-Fuzzy 4.82% 4.77 % 4.80% 4.81% 4.55 % 4.25 % 
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Table 5.2 Real (P) and Reactive (Q) power measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL loads 
Controllers 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
HCC Adaptive-HCC 
Adaptive-
Fuzzy-HCC 
Diode 
PI 
P=8.99 kW 
Q=239 VAR 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53 VAR 
P=9.44 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.74 kW 
Q=22VAR 
PID 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53VAR 
P=9.44 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
Fuzzy 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53VAR 
P=9.44 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
PI-Fuzzy 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53VAR 
P=9.44 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
Thyristor 
PI 
P=8.74 kW 
Q=250 VAR 
P=9.36 kW 
Q=26 VAR 
P=9.42kW 
Q=63 VAR 
P=9.86 kW 
Q=11 VAR 
PID 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53 VAR 
P=9.47 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
Fuzzy 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53 VAR 
P=9.47 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
PI-Fuzzy 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=53 VAR 
P=9.47 kW 
Q=48 VAR 
P=9.81 kW 
Q=15 VAR 
 
 
 
Remarks: The PI, PID, FLC and PI-FLC conjunction with the various PWM-current 
controller based active power line conditioner system has been simulated and 
performance is evaluated. The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC reduces the switching power 
losses and improves the active power line conditioner performance in comparison 
with the TCCC, TPCC, SVM, fixed-HCC and the adaptive-HCC. Similarly PI-FLC is 
giving better performance than conventional PI or PID or FLC in terms of Vdc-settling 
time, harmonic current and reactive-power compensation. The FFT analysis of the 
active power line conditioner validates the THD of the source current to be less than 
5% of all the cases. 
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5.3. Fryze power theory 
The performance of the fryze power theory with various PWM-current controller 
based shunt active power line conditioner system is evaluated through Matlab / 
Simulink tools. The model system consists of three-phase voltage source inverter, 
interface-inductor, reference current extraction controller (fryze power theory) and 
PWM-switching pulse generator as shown in Fig.5.11. The fryze power theory is used 
to extract the required reference current from the distorted load current. The reference 
current is compared with actual current to generate the switching pulses using TCCC / 
TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques to drive 
the active power inverter. The APLC supplies the compensating current to 
compensate current harmonics and reactive-power in the distributed system. The 
system performance is demonstrated under diode and thyristor-rectifier load with 
steady-state and transient conditions.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.11 Fryze power theory based shunt APLC implemented with VSI 
 
 
5.3.1. Case-1 Fixed-HCC and adaptive-HCC 
Fig.5.12 shows the fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC based active power line conditioner 
under steady-state with the diode-rectifier load. Fig.5.12 (a) shows the compensation 
current when APLC is OFF and ON. Fig.5.12 (b) shows the instantaneous source 
current before and after compensation (while APLC is OFF and ON) using fixed-
HCC. Similarly, Fig.5.12 (c) and (d) indicates the compensation current and source 
current before and after shunt APLC compensation (while APLC is OFF and ON). 
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Fig.5.12 (a) Compensation current under APLC is OFF / ON, (b) source current under APLC is OFF / 
ON using fixed-HCC, and (c-d) compensation current and source current under APLC is OFF / ON 
using adaptive-HCC  
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Fig.5.13 Simulation waveforms of (a) Steady-state (b) Transient-state 
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5.3.2. Case-2 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
Fig.5.13 (i) and (ii) are obtained using fryze power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC based active power line conditioner system under steady-state and transient-
state respectively. Fig.5.13 (a) shows the instantaneous supply voltages and indicates 
the three-phase voltages are balanced. Fig.5.13 (b) shows the instantaneous source 
currents before compensation, which comprises fundamental as well as harmonic 
components due to thyristor-rectifier load. To compensate harmonic components, the 
active power line conditioner supplies the necessary compensating currents as shown 
in Fig.5.13 (c). The active power line conditioner compensates harmonic current 
components by injecting equal-but-opposite harmonic current components. As a 
result, components of harmonic currents contained in the load current are cancelled by 
the effect of the active power line conditioner. Fig.5.13 (d) shows the source currents 
after compensation and indicates the source currents after compensation are 
sinusoidal and in-phase with the respective voltages. 
 
5.3.3. Case-3 APLC system analysis 
The active power line conditioner is analyzed in terms of settling time of the dc-
voltage inverter, order of harmonics, real and reactive power calculation.  
dc-link capacitor voltage: The dc-link capacitor voltage of the voltage source inverter 
is controlled by proportional and integral gain. Fig.5.14 shows the waveform of the 
dc-link capacitor voltage and ensures that it is nearly constant.  
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Fig.5.14 dc-link capacitor voltage settling time 
 
THD analysis: The fryze power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power 
line conditioner system is compensating harmonic current components at the PCC. 
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Fig.5.15 (a) and (b) are plotted with the order of the harmonics versus magnitude of 
the source current. These figures are captured without-APLC and with-APLC under 
thyristor-rectifier load with steady-state and transient conditions. Without-APLC the 
supply current is distorted due to the harmonic spectral components and with-APLC 
the THD is reduced to a  value which is less than 5%.  
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Fig.5.15 Order of harmonics (a) Steady-state and (b) Transient-state 
 
 
The THD of the source current is measured without-APLC and with-APLC using 
fryze power theory along with different PWM-current controllers that are presented in 
Table 5.3.  
 
Table 5.3 THD measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL Loads 
 
Condition 
 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TCCC TPCC SVM F-HCC A-HCC 
A-F-
HCC 
Diode 
Steady 
state 
26.66 % 4.73 % 4.64 % 4.66 % 4.81 % 4.62 % 4.47 % 
Transient 24.87 % 4.82 % 4.74 % 4.76 % 4.87 % 4.71 % 4.52 % 
Thyristor 
Steady 
state 
26.79 % 4.83 % 4.68 % 4.82 % 4.86 % 4.66 % 4.39 % 
Transient 25.06 % 4.94 % 4.73 % 4.88 % 4.91 % 4.74 % 4.60 % 
 
 
Real and Reactive power analysis: The shunt APLC improves the power factor in the 
considered power system. Fig.5.16 shows the power factor correction, it indicates that 
A-phase voltage and current are in phase.  
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Fig.5.16 Unity power factor 
 
 
The real and reactive power is calculated under diode / thruster-rectifier load and it is 
given in Table 5.4. This result indicates fryze power theory with TCCC / TPCC / 
SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power line 
conditioner is suppressing reactive power and hence improving the power factor in 
particular and power quality in general. 
 
Table 5.4 Real (P) and Reactive (Q) power measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL Loads 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TPCC SVM F-HCC A-HCC A-F-HCC 
Diode 
P=8.99 kW 
Q=239 VAR 
P=9.31 kW 
Q=76 VAR 
P=9.37 kW 
Q=56 VAR 
P=9.29 kW 
Q=78 VAR 
P=9.31 kW 
Q=78 VAR 
P=9.53 kW 
Q=35 VAR 
Thyristor 
P=8.74 kW 
Q=250 VAR 
P=9.02 kW 
Q=87 VAR 
P=9.07 kW 
Q=127 VAR 
P=8.99 kW 
Q=56 VAR 
P=9.12 kW 
Q=67 VAR 
P=9.25 kW 
Q=53VAR 
 
 
Remarks: The fryze power theory with various PWM-current controller based active 
power line conditioner system is simulated and compensation principle is confirmed. 
The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC reduces the switching power losses and improves the active 
power line conditioner performance compared to other techniques. From these results, 
it is evident that the THD of the source current is in compliance with harmonic 
current standards.  
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5.4. Proposed instantaneous real-power theory 
The performance of the conventional p-q theory and proposed instantaneous real-
power theory with various PWM-current controller based shunt APLC system is 
evaluated through Matlab / Simpower tools. The APLC consists of power inverter, 
interface-filter, a reference current extraction controller (instantaneous real-power 
theory) and switching pulse generator as shown in Fig.5.17. The instantaneous real-
power theory is used to extract the required reference current from the distorted load 
current. The reference current is compared with actual current to generate the 
switching pulses using TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC techniques to drive the active power inverter. The active power line 
conditioner provides the required compensating current to compensate current 
harmonics and reactive-power in the distributed system. This system is tested under 
diode and thyristor-rectifier load with steady-state and transient conditions.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.17 Instantaneous real-power theory / Sinusoidal extraction controller based shunt APLC system 
 
 
5.4.1. Case 1 TCCC, TPCC and SVM 
Conventional p-q theory with TCCC / TPCC / SVM current controller based active 
power line conditioner system is simulated and investigated under diode / thyristor-
rectifier load. The simulation is conducted under diode-rectifier load with the steady-
state condition. Fig.5.18 (a) shows the source current before compensation. It 
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comprises fundamental current components and harmonic current components. To 
compensate harmonic current components, the active power line conditioner provides 
the required compensating current as shown in Fig.5.18 (b). Consequently, the 
harmonic current compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite harmonic 
components. Fig.5.18 (c) shows the source current after APLC compensation which is 
sinusoidal in nature.  
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Fig.5.18 Simulation waveforms of  (a) Source current before compensation, (b) Compensation current  
and (c) Source current after compensation 
 
 
5.4.2. Case 2 Fixed-HCC and adaptive-HCC  
Fig.5.19 (i) and (ii) is obtained using instantaneous real-power theory with fixed-
HCC and adaptive-HCC respectively. To study transient-state behavior, the load is 
suddenly changed at 0.06 s.  Fig.5.19 (a) shows the source current before 
compensation under diode-rectifier load. It contains fundamental and harmonic 
components due to the non-linear load. The fixed / adaptive-HCC is used to generate 
the switching pulses to drive the PWM-inverter. The inverter provides the 
compensating current as shown in Fig.5.19 (b) to compensate the harmonic 
components. The harmonic compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite 
harmonic components. Fig.5.19 (c) shows the source current after compensation and 
is sinusoidal in nature. 
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Fig.5.19 Simulation waveforms of  (a) Source current before APLC compensation, (b) Compensation 
current  and (c) Source current after APLC compensation 
 
 
5.4.3. Case-3 Adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
Fig.5.20 (i) and (ii) show instantaneous real-power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC based active power line conditioner system under steady-state and transient-
state. Fig.5.20 (a) shows the instantaneous supply voltages which indicate the three-
phase voltages are balanced. Fig.5.20 (b) shows the instantaneous source currents 
before compensation that contains fundamental as well as harmonic components due 
to thyristor-rectifier load. Fig.5.20 (c) shows the reference currents, which is 
generated from the distorted line currents using the proposed instantaneous real-
power theory. The reference currents compared with actual currents and generate 
switching pulses using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC to operate the active power line 
conditioner. The APLC provides the required compensation current as shown in 
Fig.5.20 (d). The APLC compensates harmonic current components by injecting 
equal-but-opposite harmonic current components. It operates as current source 
injecting the harmonic current components generated by the thyristor-rectifier load 
but phase shifted by 180
0
. As a result, components of harmonic currents contained in 
the load currents are cancelled by the effect of the active power line conditioner. 
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Fig.5.20 (e) shows the source currents after compensation and indicates that the 
source currents after compensation is sinusoidal and in phase with the supply 
voltages. 
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Fig.5.20 Simulation waveforms of (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents before compensation,  
(c) Reference currents, (d) Compensation currents and (e) Source currents after compensation 
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5.4.4. Case 4 APLC system analysis 
dc-link capacitor voltage: The dc-link capacitor voltage of the voltage source inverter 
is controlled by the PI - controller. Fig.5.21 shows the waveform of the dc-link 
voltage and ensures it is nearly constant, which is required to supply the voltage 
source inverter.   
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Fig.5.21 dc-link capacitor voltage settling time  
 
 
THD analysis: The order of the harmonics versus magnitude in source current is 
plotted without / with APLC under diode / thyristor-rectifier load. Fig.5.22 (a) and (b) 
is obtained using instantaneous real-power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based 
active power line conditioner under diode-rectifier load. Without-APLC the supply 
current is distorted due to the presence of fifth, seventh, eleventh and higher order of 
harmonic spectral components. The measurement of THD is 26.66 % and 24.87 % 
under steady state and transient respectively. With-APLC the order of harmonics is 
reduced to less than 5% (THD=3.98 % in steady-state and 3.56 % in  transient).  
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Fig.5.22 Order of harmonics (a) Steady-state and (b) Transient-state  
 
The FFT is used to measure the order of harmonics in the source current. The THD 
of the source current is measured without and with active power line conditioner 
using conventional p-q theory and instantaneous real-power (p-theory) theory along 
with different PWM-current controllers that is presented in Table 5.5.  
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Table 5.5 THD measurements 
 
Rectifier 
Load 
Condition 
Harmonic 
controller 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TCCC TPCC SVM F-HCC A-HCC A-F-HCC 
Diode 
Steady 
p-q theory 
26.66 % 
4.42 % 4.38 % 4.25 % 4.24 % 4.18 % 4.11 % 
p-theory 4.36 % 4.30 % 4.10 % 4.13 % 4.08 % 3.98 % 
Transient 
p-q theory 
24.87 % 
4.43 % 4.32% 4.37 % 4.14 % 3.95 % 3.81 % 
p-theory 4.25 % 4.14 % 4.22 % 3.97 % 3.74 % 3.56 % 
Thyristor 
Steady 
p-q theory 
26.79 % 
4.69 % 4.55 % 4.32% 4.23 % 4.14 % 4.08 % 
p-theory 4.57 % 4.22 % 4.02 % 4.11 % 4.06 % 3.94 % 
Transient 
p-q theory 
25.06 % 
4.46 % 4.29% 4.34 % 4.23 % 4.10 % 3.82 % 
p-theory 4.34 % 4.06 % 4.29 % 4.14 % 3.97 % 3.66 % 
 
 
The shunt APLC improves the power factor in the connected power system. 
Fig.5.23 shows the power factor correction, it indicates that A-phase voltage and 
current are in phase.  
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Fig.5.23 Unit power factor 
 
 
The real and reactive power is measured and shown in Table 5.6. This result 
indicates that the instantaneous real-power theory with various PWM-current 
controllers based active power line conditioner is suppressing reactive power and 
hence improving the power quality. 
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Table 5.6 Real (P) and Reactive (Q) power measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL Load 
Harmonic 
controller 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
SVM F-HCC 
Adaptive-
HCC 
Adaptive-
Fuzzy-HCC 
Diode 
p-q theory 
P=8.99 kW 
Q=239 VAR 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=69 VAR 
P=9.27 kW 
Q=93 VAR 
P=9.41 kW 
Q=80 VAR 
P=9.48 kW 
Q=76 VAR 
p-theory 
P=9.68 kW 
Q=10 VAR 
P=9.45 kW 
Q=33 VAR 
P=9.61kW 
Q=38 VAR 
P=9.79 kW 
Q=30 VAR 
Thyristor 
p-q theory 
P=8.74 kW 
Q=250 VAR 
P=8.97 kW 
Q=98 VAR 
P=9.08 kW 
Q=89 VAR 
P=9.11 kW 
Q=83 VAR 
P=9.31 kW 
Q=103 VAR 
p-theory 
P=9.18 kW 
Q=29 VAR 
P=9.15 kW 
Q=66 VAR 
P=9.37 kW 
Q=19 VAR 
P=9.49 kW 
Q=76 VAR 
 
 
Remarks: The instantaneous reactive-power theory with various PWM-current 
control techniques based active power line conditioner system is simulated and 
compensation principle is validated under diode / thyristor rectifier load. The result 
indicates the projected controller based active power line conditioner performs quite 
well and compensates for both harmonic currents as well as reactive-power. The FFT 
analysis of the active power line conditioner confirms the THD of the source current 
is less than 5 %. 
 
 
5.5. Proposed sinusoidal extraction control strategy 
The performance of the sinusoidal extraction control with various PWM-current 
control techniques based shunt APLC system is evaluated through Matlab / Simulink 
power tools. The system is simulated in a similar way as the instantaneous real-power 
theory based APLC system under distorted supply voltage. Fig.5.24 is obtained using 
the sinusoidal extraction control with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power line 
conditioner system under steady-state. Fig.5.24 (a) shows the instantaneous supply 
voltages and indicated the supply voltages are distorted. The proposed sinusoidal 
extraction control strategy consists of a positive sequence voltage detector to generate 
the balanced sinusoidal voltages from the unbalanced or distorted supply voltages, 
and the instantaneous real-power theory to extract the reference currents.  
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Fig.5.24 (a) Distorted supply voltages, (b) Balanced supply voltages, (c) Source currents before APLC, 
(d) Reference currents, (e) Compensation currents and (f) Source currents after APLC 
 
 
Fig.5.24 (b) shows the balanced sinusoidal voltages that are generated from the 
distorted supply voltages by using the positive sequence voltage detector.  Fig.5.24 
(c) shows the instantaneous source currents before compensation that contains 
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fundamental as well as harmonic components due to thyristor-rectifier load. The 
reference currents are extracted from the distorted line currents using the sinusoidal 
extraction control method as shown in Fig.5.24 (d). The reference currents compared 
with actual currents and generate switching pulses using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC (or 
TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC) to operate the active power line 
conditioner. The APLC provides the compensation currents as shown in Fig.5.24 (e). 
The APLC compensates harmonic current components by injecting equal-but-
opposite harmonic current components. It operates as current source injecting the 
harmonic current components generated by the load but phase shifted by 180
0
. As a 
result, components of harmonic currents in the load current are cancelled by the effect 
of the APLC. Fig.5.24 (f) shows the source currents after compensation and indicates 
the source currents after compensation are sinusoidal and it is in phase with the 
respective phase voltages. 
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Fig.5.25 Simulation waveforms of (a) Source currents before compensation, (b) Compensation 
currents and (c) Source currents after compensation 
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Fig.5.25 is obtained using the sinusoidal extraction control with adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC based APLC system under transient-state. Fig.5.25 (a) shows the instantaneous 
source currents before compensation, which consist fundamental as well as harmonic 
components due to thyristor-rectifier load. To compensate harmonic components, the 
APLC provides the compensating currents as shown in Fig.5.25 (b). The APLC 
compensates harmonic current components by injecting equal-but-opposite harmonic 
current components. As a result, components of harmonic currents contained in the 
load current are cancelled by the effect of the active power line conditioner. Fig.5.25 
(c) shows the source currents after compensation and indicates the source currents 
after compensation are sinusoidal and is in phase with the respective voltages. 
 
5.5.1. APLC system analysis  
The sinusoidal extraction controller with different PWM-current controller based 
APLC system measures the order of the harmonics at the source current for diode / 
thyristor-rectifier load. Without-APLC the supply current is distorted due to the 
harmonic spectral components and with-APLC the THD is reduced to a value which 
is less than 5 %. The THD measurement is compared with TCCC, TPCC, SVM, 
fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC that is presented in Table 5.7.  
 
Table 5.7 THD measurements 
 
Rectifier 
RL Loads 
Condition 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TCCC TPCC SVM HCC 
A-
HCC 
A-F-
HCC 
Diode 
Steady 
state 
26.66 % 4.29 % 4.26 % 3.92 % 3.97 % 3.85 % 3.81 % 
Transient 24.87 % 4. 25% 3.86 % 3.93 % 3.96 % 3.76 % 3.69 % 
Thyristor 
Steady 
state 
26.79 % 4.38 % 4.21 % 3.98 % 4.07 % 3.94 % 3.83 % 
Transient 25.06 % 4. 23% 3.95 % 4.08 % 4.11 % 3.81 % 3.77 % 
 
 
Remarks: The sinusoidal extraction controller with TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-
HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power line conditioner 
system is simulated. The sinusoidal extraction controller with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
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performs better compared to other current control techniques. From the results, the 
active power line conditioner ensured that the current harmonics and reactive-power 
has been compensated. 
 
 
5.6. Synchronous reference frame theory 
The conventional and proposed modified-SRF based shunt active power line 
conditioner system is modeled and evaluated through Matlab / Simpower tools. The 
model system consists of three-phase voltage source inverter and connected through 
the interface inductor in parallel with rectifier load as shown in Fig.5.26. The APLC 
controller uses the conventional / modified-SRF with various PWM-current control 
techniques. The conventional or modified-SRF is used to extract the required 
reference currents from the distorted load currents. The reference currents are 
compared with actual currents to generate the switching pulses using PWM-current 
controller (TCCC / TPCC / SVM / fixed-HCC / adaptive-HCC / adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
techniques) to drive the active power line conditioner. The APLC provides the 
essential compensating current to compensate current harmonics and reactive-power 
in the connected system. This system is demonstrated under diode and thyristor-
rectifier load with steady-state and transient conditions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.26 Conventional / Modified-SRF controller based shunt APLC system 
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5.6.1. Case-1 conventional-SRF 
Fig.5.27 shows the TCCC / TPCC / SVM techniques under diode-rectifier load with 
the steady-state condition. Fig.5.27 (a) shows the source current before compensation. 
It indicates the source current contains fundamental and harmonic current 
components. To compensate harmonic current components, the APLC supplies the 
compensating current as shown in Fig.5.27 (b). Consequently, the harmonic current 
compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite harmonic components. 
Fig.5.27 (c) shows the source current after compensation. It indicates the source 
current after the compensation becomes sinusoidal. 
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Fig.5.27 Simulations waveforms of (a) Source current before compensation, (b) Compensation current 
(c) Source current after compensation using TPCC, SVM and adaptive-HCC respectively 
 
 
5.6.2. Case-2 proposed modified-SRF 
Fig.5.28 (i) and (ii) are obtained using proposed modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC based shunt APLC system under steady-state and transient-state respectively. 
Fig.5.28 (a) shows the instantaneous supply voltages and indicates the three-phase 
voltages are balanced. Fig.5.28 (b) shows the source currents before compensation 
that contains fundamental and harmonic components due to thyristor-rectifier load.  
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Fig.5.28 Simulation waveforms of (a) Steady-state (b) Transient-state 
 
 
Fig.5.28 (c) shows the reference currents, which is extracted from the distorted load 
current using the modified-SRF method. The reference currents compared with actual 
currents and generate switching pulses using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC (or various current 
control methods) to operate the APLC. The APLC provides the necessary 
compensating currents as shown in Fig.5.28 (d), it compensates harmonic current 
components by injecting equal-but-opposite harmonic components. The APLC 
operates as current source injecting the harmonic current components generated by 
the load but phase shifted by 180
0
. As a result, components of harmonic currents in 
the load currents are cancelled by the effect of the APLC. Fig.5.28 (e) shows the 
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source currents after compensation and indicates the source currents after 
compensation are sinusoidal and in-phase with the supply voltages. 
 
5.6.3. Case-3 APLC system analysis 
The active power line conditioner is analyzed in terms of Vdc settling time, order of 
harmonic compensation, real and reactive power calculation.  
dc-link capacitor voltage: The APLC, during normal operation draws only a small 
amount of active power from grid to maintain the dc-link capacitor voltage at the 
required level, and to supply for the switching loss as well as conduction loss. The dc-
voltage of the inverter is controlled and maintained constant by propositional and 
integral gains. Fig.5.29 shows the waveform of the dc-voltage and ensures it is nearly 
constant, which is essential in order to supply the PWM-inverter.   
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Fig.5.29 dc-link capacitor voltage  
 
THD analysis: The modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based active power line 
conditioner has facilitated the harmonic current compensation at the PCC. Fig.5.30 (a) 
and (b) illustrate plots of the order of harmonics versus magnitude in source current 
without and with APLC. Without-APLC the THD is 26.79 % and 25.06 % under the 
thyristor-rectifier load in both steady-state and transient respectively. With-APLC the 
order of harmonics is reduced to less than 5% (THD=3.54 % in steady-state and 3.37 
% in  transient).  
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Fig.5.30 Order of harmonics (a) Steady-state and (b) Transient-state 
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The FFT is used to measure the order of harmonics. The THD of the source current 
is measured without-APLC and with-APLC using conventional and modified-SRF 
method along with different PWM-current controllers that is presented in Table 5.8. 
 
Table 5.8 THD measurements 
 
Rectifier 
Load 
Condition controller 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
TCCC TPCC SVM F-HCC A-HCC 
A-F-
HCC 
Diode 
Steady 
SRF 
26.66 % 
4.34 % 4.11 % 4.25 % 4.54 % 3.92 % 3.87 % 
M-SRF 4.25 % 3.96 % 4.15 % 4.37 % 3.74 % 3.58 % 
Transient 
SRF 
24.87 % 
3.98 % 3.72 % 3.80 % 3.84 % 3.75 % 3.61 % 
M-SRF 3.77 % 3.53 % 3.62 % 3.78 % 3.44 % 3.26 % 
Thyristor 
Steady 
SRF 
26.79 % 
4.69 % 4.55 % 4.62% 4.73 % 4.54 % 3.73 % 
M-SRF 4.51 % 4.32 % 4.38 % 4.61 % 4.26 % 3.54 % 
Transient 
SRF 
25.06 % 
4.66 % 4. 49% 4.64 % 4.53 % 4.40 % 3.62 % 
M-SRF 4.43 % 4. 20% 4.39 % 4.35 % 4.28 % 3.37 % 
 
 
Real and reactive Power: The shunt APLC improves the power factor in the 
connected power system. Fig.5.31 shows the power factor correction, it indicates the 
A-phase voltage and current are in phase.  
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Fig.5.31 Unit power factor 
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The real and reactive-power is measured under diode / thyristor-rectifier load and is 
given in Table 5.9. This result indicates conventional and modified-SRF with various 
PWM-current controller based active power line conditioner is suppressing reactive-
power and improving the power quality. 
 
Table 5.9 Real (P) and Reactive (Q) power measurements 
 
 
Rectifier 
RL Load 
controller 
Without 
APLC 
With APLC 
SVM F-HCC 
Adaptive-
HCC 
Adaptive-
Fuzzy-HCC 
Diode 
SRF 
P=8.99 kW 
Q=239 VAR 
P=9.11 kW 
Q=132 VAR 
P=9.14 kW 
Q=126 VAR 
P=9.22 kW 
Q=104 VAR 
P=9.33 kW 
Q=86 VAR 
M-SRF 
P=9.25 kW 
Q=106 VAR 
P=9.21 kW 
Q=112 VAR 
P=9.32 kW 
Q=102 VAR 
P=9.54 kW 
Q=58 VAR 
Thyristor 
SRF 
P=8.74 kW 
Q=250 VAR 
P=8.98 kW 
Q=116 VAR 
P=8.86 kW 
Q=152 VAR 
P=9.11 kW 
Q=108 VAR 
P=9.43 kW 
Q=77 VAR 
M-SRF 
P=9.07 kW 
Q=106 VAR 
P=8.97 kW 
Q=116 VAR 
P=9.37 kW 
Q=89 VAR 
P=9.82 kW 
Q=31 VAR 
 
 
Remarks: The conventional / modified-SRF with various PWM-current control 
techniques based active power line conditioner system is simulated and validated. 
From the results, the modified-SRF is giving better performance than conventional-
SRF method in terms of Vdc-settling time, harmonic current as well as reactive-power 
compensation.  
 
 
5.7. Conclusions 
The shunt active power line conditioner system is modeled and evaluated through 
Matlab / Simpower tools.  PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC, fryze power theory, instantaneous 
real-power theory, sinusoidal extraction controller conventional-SRF and modified-
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SRF methods have been applied to extract the reference currents. Similarly, TCCC, 
TPCC, SVM, fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques are 
computed to generate the switching pulses of the inverter. These simulation results 
reveal that the active power line conditioner is compensating current harmonics as 
well as reactive-power. The comparison results of the THD and real and reactive-
power measurements are presented in the tabular form. From the simulation, the 
instantaneous real-power and modified-SRF methods with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
provides better performance. The measured THD of the source currents is less than 5 
% which is in compliance with IEEE 519 and IEC 61000-3 harmonic standards. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the hardware set-up and experimental verification of three-
phase shunt active power line conditioner system. The main objective is to 
demonstrate the arrangement of two-level voltage source inverter based active power 
line conditioner for harmonic and reactive-power compensation. The performance of 
the active power line conditioner depends on (i) reference current extraction method 
and (ii) PWM-VSI current controller. In chapter 3, some of the reference current 
extraction methods are discussed. In chapter 4, different PWM-current control 
methods to generate the switching pulses of the inverter are presented. In chapter 5, 
the simulation results and analysis of the various active power line conditioner 
controllers under diode / thyristor-rectifier loads has been discussed. From the 
simulation results, it has been demonstrated that instantaneous real-power theory and 
modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC method provides better performance in terms 
of compensation of harmonics as well as reactive-power while using simple algebraic 
calculation. For experimental verification we conducted the performance of APLC for 
the following control strategies. 
• Modified-SRF with SVM technique 
• Modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique 
Modified-SRF control method is used for reference current extraction from the 
distorted load current. The modified-SRF uses simple and efficient method to 
calculate the unit vector for vector orientation. The SVM technique and adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC is applied to generate the required switching pulses to drive the PWM-
inverter. The control algorithm is implemented through TMS320F240DSP for active 
power line conditioner system.  
Furthermore, we also take up the study of the FPGA controller for three-phase 
active power line conditioner using Matlab / system generator and ISE-Xilinx. The 
objective is to demonstrate how the control circuit could be simplified by the use of 
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FPGAs. The FPGA controller is validated for proposed instantaneous real-power 
theory with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. 
 
 
6.2. Experimental setup 
In chapter 2, the design of the active power line conditioner (power devices, 
capacitor and interface inductor selection) has been discussed. This section proceeds 
the implementation of the active power line conditioner for compensating harmonics 
and reactive-power at PCC. The modified-SRF method with SVM technique and 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is validated using this experimental setup. The SVM technique 
is used as direct current control approach, whereas the adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is used as 
an indirect current control approach for generating the PWM-switching pulses. For 
the prototype model of the active power line conditioner system, the following 
components and devices are used. The exact specifications as well as the values of the 
components used in the simulation and experiment are mentioned in Appendix-A. 
 
6.2.1. Thyristor-rectifier load 
The three-phase variable transformer is used to set the voltage level according to 
the load condition. For experimental verification, the line-to-line voltage 360 V / 50 
Hz is considered for three-phase shunt active power line conditioner. A three-phase 
thyristor-rectifier load is connected to the power system for harmonic testing. The 
thyristor rectifier load is constructed using SKKT57B16E device.  The thyristor turns 
ON using micro controller based synchronized pulse generator circuit. 
 
 
Fig.6.1 Photograph of thyristor-rectifier load 
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Fig.6.2 Photograph of inductor and resistor load 
 
 
Fig.6.1 shows the photograph of the thyristor-rectifier circuit along with 
synchronized pulse generator circuit. The thyristor-rectifier load is connected with 10 
Ω resistors for harmonic testing. The thyristor generates six-pulse rectifier load, 
which contains 5th, 7th and higher order harmonic current components. To test the 
reactive-power compensation, inductor (10 mH) load is used which is connected in 
parallel with active power line conditioner at PCC. Fig.6.2 shows the photograph of 
the inductor and resistor load. 
 
6.2.2. Voltage source inverter 
The selection of IGBT (switching power transistor) is based on the supply voltage 
as well as the maximum dc-link capacitor voltage and peak value of rated current 
which it is supposed to carry during ON state. The power circuit comprises with 
IGBTs of power rating of 1200 V / 200 Amp and switching frequency (maximum) of 
10 kHz. According to this requirement FF200R12KE3 power component is selected, 
which is dual IGBT with anti-parallel diode package. The device is mounted on the 
heat sink compound, which provides thermal conduction between the IGBT device 
and the heat sink. Fig.6.3 (a) shows the photograph of the two-level voltage source 
inverter with the gate driver circuit. The interface inductors should be selected at a 
lower flux density.  It provides enough ventilation between the conductor and core of 
the inductor. This is derived using the voltage drop across the inductor and  expected 
the current to flow at required angular frequency. This interface inductor is calculated 
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to be L=1.8 mH. Fig.6.3 (b) shows the photograph of the interface-inductor and pre-
charger, which is used to charge the dc-link capacitor of the voltage source inverter.  
 
 
           
 
Fig.6.3 Photograph of (a) Three-phase VSI with gate-driver circuit (b) Interface-inductor and pre-
charger  
 
 
The voltage rating of dc-link capacitor is decided by the supply voltage as well as 
the voltage drop across the inductor and VSI switching technique. The dc-voltage is 
required to produce at maximum modulation index according to the theoretical 
calculation [supply voltage + voltage drop across the inductor]. But in practical cases, 
due to the introduction of dead-band and device transition times from ON-state to 
OFF-state and vice-versa, the supply voltage attainable will be less than the estimated 
voltage. Considering all these factors, the dc operating voltage is chosen at 750 V. 
The allowable ripple component of the dc-voltage decides the required capacitor 
value. The capacitor must have a ripple current capability, since the maximum value 
of ripple current of 2200 µF / 450V capacitor is 16 Amp. It provides required dc-
voltage (around 750 V) at the voltage source inverter. 
 
6.2.3. DSP Processor 
The performance of the active power line conditioner is demonstrated 
experimentally using 16-bit fixed point TMS320F240 Texas DSP. It combines the 
features of TMS320 architectural design of the C2xLP core for low-cost, high 
performance capabilities and advanced peripherals, which are optimized for power 
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electronic applications. These peripherals include the event manager module, which 
provides general-purpose timers and registers to generate up to 12-PWM outputs 
[130]. Fig.6.4 shows the block diagram of the TMS320F240 digital signal processor 
control device.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.4 Block diagram of TMS320F240 DSP controller 
 
 
Fig.6.5 shows the photograph of the TMS320F240 DSP and SMPS for powering 
the DSP. The F240 microprocessor implements a comprehensive instruction set that 
supports both numeric-intensive signal-processing operations and general-purpose 
applications, such as multiprocessing and high-speed control. For maximum 
throughput, the next instruction is pre-fetched while the current one is being executed. 
Because the same data lines are used to communicate with external data, program, or 
I/O space, the number of cycles an instruction requires to execute varies, depending 
upon whether the next data operand fetch is from internal or external memory.  The 
memory is used as 16k words of on-chip flash EEPROM, 544 words of on-chip data / 
program DRAM and 32k words of external RAM of speed 10 ns for debugging. The 
details regarding this DSP processor is mentioned in Appendix-B in the thesis. 
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Fig.6.5 Photograph of TMS320F240 DSP and SMPS for powering the DSP 
 
 
 
6.2.4. Hall effect sensors 
The power quantities are sensed and transformed into low-level signals using the 
Hall Effect voltage and current sensors (transducers). The Hall Effect sensors also 
provide isolation between the primary circuit (power network) and the electronic 
circuits (signal level circuit). The three-phase voltages, load currents, source currents 
and dc-link capacitor voltage signals are sensed and computed for proposed active 
power line conditioner controller. The sensor should be selected with the 
consideration of the desired measuring range, accuracy, linearity, bandwidth and 
faster response. The phase voltages are sensed using LEM-LV20P (Hall Effect 
sensor), the source currents (or compensation currents in case of direct current control 
approach) and load currents are sensed by LEM-LA100P current transducer. The 
active power line conditioner controller has an external dc-voltage regulation loop in 
the control strategy. This loop requires dc-voltage feedback as precise as possible. 
The high performance dc sensing circuit is preferred and the dc-link capacitor voltage 
is sensed by LEM LV100 voltage transducer. Fig.6.6 shows the photograph of the 
voltage and current transducer. These transducers convert the power level voltage and 
current quantities to low level analog signals in the range of 5V±  
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Fig.6.6 Photograph of voltage sensor and current sensor 
 
 
6.2.5. Signal conditioning card 
The low-level bipolar voltage and current from the Hall Effect sensors are in the 
range 5 V± . These are converted to 0-3 V range to be compatible with the analog 
channels of the DSP through the signal conditioning card. The digital controller has 
simultaneous sampling, analog to digital converter (ADC) with a maximum 
conversion time of 6.6 μs. It is also equipped with a supervisory controller realized 
with Intel 80188 microprocessor and general purpose peripherals. These digitized 
sampling signals are computed using proposed control algorithm to extract the 
fundamental components and harmonic components.  
 
6.2.6. Code composer studio 
The control algorithm is coded in assembly language for digital control design and 
implementation. XDS510PP JTAG Emulator with Code Composer Studio (CCS) is 
used to implement the proposed control algorithm in real-time target processor 
(TMS320F240) on the host computer. The Emulator operates through parallel port on 
personal computer and no adapter card is required.  
 
6.2.7. Gate driver circuits 
The primary function of the gate driver circuit is to switch device from the OFF 
state to the ON state and vice versa. The gate driver circuit amplifies the switching 
pulse to levels required to drive the device and provides an electrical isolation 
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(interface) between the control circuit and the power device. This gate driver will 
work with gate pulses transmitted either electrically or optically. Single card is used 
to control complementary switches of one arm of the two-level inverter, so totally 
three gate driver cards are required for two-level active power inverter. The driver 
circuit is constructed with the M57962AL which is a hybrid driver circuit supplied by 
Mitsubishi. The direct SVM technique and indirect adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques 
generate the switching pulses. These generated switching pulses are provided to the 
voltage source inverter via PWM-port of the DSP processor through proper 
interfacing circuits (protection circuits and gate driver circuits). The protection 
scheme is based on the fact that the drain-source voltage of IGBT increases with drain 
current for given gate-source voltage. As long as the drain current is within the 
normal limit, the driver signal (switching pulse) is transmitted to the gate. When the 
current exceeds its limit, the protection logic inhibits the drive signal from reaching 
the gate and fault indication is given. The fault indication persists as long as the turn-
on process is present. An indication is also given in case of a turn-on failure. The gate 
driver uses fiber optic interface which enhances the noise immunity, and also isolates 
the DSP processor and power device. 
 
6.2.8. Complete hardware setup: 
The experimental setup is designed such that all the auxiliary circuits including the 
digital controller, two-level inverter, interface inductor and the thyristor-rectifier load 
are present. Fig.6.7 shows the photograph of the complete hardware setup for active 
power line conditioner system. The experimental set-up has the following circuits and 
components  
 
• Contactor for main source and switch Fuse Unit (SFU) 
The function of contactor is to connect or disconnect the active power line 
conditioner with the PCC, which can be controlled by the digital controller. The 
control is achieved through the closing and opening of a Solid State Relay 
(SSR) with the ON / OFF signal from an output port of the digital controller. An 
isolator is provided to isolate the active power line conditioner from the PCC if 
any maintenance work has to be carried out. Semiconductor Fuses of suitable 
rating shall be provided at the entry point of the converter panel. 
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• Two-level voltage source inverter set-up  
• Main SMPS for powering the DSP   
• Gate driver SMPS for powering the gate driver circuitry  
• Hall effect transducers for the supply voltage sensor 
• Hall effect transducers for the load currents and the source currents (and 
compensation currents) measurement 
• DC-voltage sensing circuit  
• Pre-charger circuit to charge the dc-link capacitor voltage  
• Miscellaneous arrangements like connectors to transfer PWM-pulses from the 
digital controller to the voltage source inverter, connectors to transfer sensed 
currents and voltages to the digital controller, transistor based pull-up circuits, 
power supply connectors, etc.  
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.7 Photograph of complete hardware setup for APLC system 
 
 
 
6.3. Modified-SRF with SVM technique 
Modified-SRF with direct current control SVM method is validated for three-phase 
active power line conditioner system. To implement the direct current control based 
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SVM technique, the three-phase supply voltages, load currents, compensation 
currents and dc-voltage are sensed and computed. The reference signals are generated 
through modified-SRF method. The required PWM-switching pulses are obtained by 
comparing the compensation current (supplied by APLC) with the reference currents. 
These switching pulses drive the active power inverter and make sinusoidal unity 
power-factor currents in the AC mains. 
 
6.3.1. Simulation Results 
For simulation, the system parameters are considered as line-to-line voltage of 360 V 
/ 50 Hz, interface inductance of 1.8 mH and dc-capacitance of 2200 μF. This 
simulation is conducted with the same parameter values as in the experiment for the 
purpose of verification. The simulation waveform of the instantaneous three-phase 
balanced supply voltages is shown in Fig.6.8 (a). The source current draws non-
sinusoidal current due to the thyristor-rectifier load that is shown in Fig.6.8 (b). It 
indicates that the source current contains fundamental as well as harmonic 
components.  The active power line conditioner provides the required harmonic 
compensation current to inject / draw the harmonic current as shown in Fig.6.8 (c). 
The source current after compensation is presented in Fig.6.8 (d) that indicates current 
is sinusoidal.  
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Fig.6.8 Simulation waveforms of (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents before APLC compensation, 
(c) Compensation currents and (d) Source currents after APLC compensation. 
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The FFT is employed to investigate the presence of harmonics. The spectral response 
of the source current without APLC compensation is shown in Fig. 6.8 (e). It indicates 
that the supply current is distorted due to the presence of fifth, seventh, eleventh and 
higher order of harmonic spectral components. In this case THD is found to be 23.41 
%.  Fig. 6.8 (f) shows the spectral response with APLC and it is observed that THD is 
4.51 %  
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Fig.6.8 Simulations of  order of harmonics (a) Without-APLC and (f) With-APLC 
 
 
6.3.2. Experimental results 
For the experimental validation of the three-phase active power line conditioner 
system, the modified-SRF with direct current control SVM technique is adopted. The 
prototype active power line conditioner consists of six-IGBT-FF200R12KE3 (two-
level voltage source inverter), dc-link capacitor 2200 µF (for 750 Vdc supply) and 
three-interface inductor (1.8 mH). The performance of the controller is verified 
through 16-bit fixed point TMS320F240 digital signal processor. The three-phase 
supply voltages, load currents, compensation currents and dc-voltage signals are 
sensed and computed, which are the main inputs of the controller. Fig. 6.9 shows the 
schematic diagram of the shunt active power line conditioner system using modified-
SRF with direct current control SVM-technique. These sensed signals are applied to 
the analog to digital converter of the processor through the signal conditioning card. 
This active power line conditioner control algorithm is coded in assembly language 
for digital control design and implementation. Code Composer Studio (CCS) is used 
to implement the proposed control algorithm in real-time target TMS320F240 
processor on the host computer. The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique is used to 
generate the switching pulses of the voltage source inverter. These required switching 
pulses are provided to the IGBT inverter via PWM-port of the DSP processor through 
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gate driver circuits. The performance of the active power line conditioner system has 
been experimented under the thyristor-rectifier load. This experiment has been tested 
separately, with the switch-ON and switch-OFF response of the active power line 
conditioner. Initially voltage source inverter acts as rectifier to charge the dc-link 
capacitor voltage through pre-charger circuit. When the dc-voltage is equal to the 
supply voltage that is considered as a floating mode, the inverter will be in the ON-
state. When the supply voltage is less than or greater than the dc-voltage, the inverter 
injects or draws the required compensation power at PCC in the power system, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.9 Block diagram of the shunt APLC using modified-SRF with direct SVM-technique 
 
 
Fig. 6.10 (a) shows the experimental waveform of three-phase supply voltages of the 
power line conditioner system. These waveforms indicate that the supply voltages 
(Vsa=210 V, Vsb=204 V and Vsc= 205 V) are almost balanced and sinusoidal. The 
source current draws non-sinusoidal or harmonic-current due to the thyristor-rectifier 
load. Fig. 6.10 (b) shows the source currents before APLC compensation currents 
(iLa=10.3 A, iLb=10.3 A and iLc=10.1 A). From this waveform, it is observed that the 
current contains fundamental and harmonic components. The direct current control 
SVM technique is employed for generating gate control switching pulses to drive the 
active power inverter. The inverter draws / injects the required compensating currents 
(ica=1.7 A, icb=1.6 A and icc=1.8 A) as shown in Fig. 6.10 (c). Consequently the 
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current harmonic compensation is achieved by injecting equal but opposite current 
harmonic components at PCC by canceling the original distortion. The waveform of 
source current (isa=10.8 A, isb=10.6 A and isc=10.3 A)  after APLC compensation is 
presented in Fig. 6.10 (d) that indicates the currents are sinusoidal and it is in phase 
with the respective phase-voltages. It may be noted that these values of source, load 
and compensation current(s) refer to a specific instant when waveforms are captured. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.10 Experimental waveforms of (a) Supply voltages, (b) Source currents before APLC 
compensation, (c) Compensation currents and (d) Source currents after APLC compensation 
 
 
The total harmonic distortion for source current is measured. Before connection of the 
active power line conditioner, the THD is 22.5% and after connecting active power 
line conditioner, this value is reduced to 4.6 %. The THD waveforms are presented in 
Fig. 6.11 (a) without APLC and in Fig. 6.11 (b) with APLC. These figures 
demonstrate that proposed active power line conditioner is capable of compensating 
load current harmonics.  
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Fig.6.11 Order of harmonics (a) Without APLC and (b) With APLC 
 
 
Remarks: Total harmonic distortion of the source current is measured without and 
with active power line conditioner using modified-SRF with direct current control 
SVM technique. The simulation (THD=4. 51 %) and the experiment (THD=4. 6 %) 
results ensure that THD is almost same with the active power line conditioner. 
 
 
6.4. Modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
The performance of the modified-SRF with indirect current control using adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC method is adopted for active power line conditioner system. To 
implement the indirect current control approach based adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
technique, the three-phase voltages, actual source currents, load currents and dc-link 
capacitor voltage are sensed. In this technique, the PWM-switching pulses are 
obtained by comparing the actual currents with the reference current which are 
generated by the modified-SRF methods. The control algorithm is validated through 
MATLAB program and coded in assembly language for digital hardware 
implementation. Fig.6.12 shows the flowchart of the APLC controller, which is used 
with modified-SRF and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique. The modified-SRF method 
consists of simplified unit vector generation for vector orientation, PI-controller for 
dc-link capacitor voltage regulator and stationary-rotating synchronous frames for 
extracting the reference current. The extracted fundamental reference currents are 
compared with actual currents and generates the required switching pulses by using 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC to drive the inverter. The adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis bandwidth 
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HB  is modulated as a function of slope reference current * /sdi dt  and supply 
voltage sv . For symmetrical operation of three-phase, the bandwidth is denoted 
as ,A B CHB HB and HB of the same value, but having 
0120  phase difference. The 
HB is applied to the switching function of the hysteresis current controller to 
produce the gate control switching pulses (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) of the PWM-
inverter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.12 Flow chart of the modified-SRF with indirect current control adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
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6.4.1. Simulation results 
The modified-SRF with indirect current control adaptive-fuzzy-HCC algorithm is 
verified using MATLAB program and coded in assembly language for hardware 
implementation. The simulation result for a particular phase(phase a in this case) of 
the instantaneous three-phase supply voltage is shown in Fig.6.13 (a). It indicates the 
supply voltage is sinusoidal. The source current draws non-sinusoidal current due to 
non-linear characteristics of the thyristor-rectifier load, which generate six-pulse 
rectifier waveform. The source current before compensation is shown in Fig.6.13 (b). 
It indicates the source current contains fundamental component as well as harmonic 
components.  The active power line conditioner provides the required harmonic 
compensation current to inject / draw the harmonic current as shown in Fig.6.13 (c). 
The source current after compensation is presented in Fig.6.13 (d), which indicates 
current is sinusoidal. These simulation results are plotted for a-phase; the other phases 
(b-phase and c-phase) are considered to be phase shifted by 1200. 
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Fig.6.13 Simulation waveforms of (a) Supply voltage, (b) Source current before APLC compensation, 
(c) Compensation current and (d) Source current after APLC compensation 
 
The FFT method computes the order of harmonics. The total harmonic distortion in 
the source current without active power line conditioner compensation is computed 
using the plot which is shown in Fig.6.13 (e). It indicates the supply current is 
distorted due to the dominance of fifth, seventh and eleventh order of harmonic 
spectral components. The measurement of THD is 23.41 %. Fig.6.13 (f) shows a  
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plot(order of harmonics vs magnitude) with active power line conditioner and ensures 
that THD is less than 5 % (THD=3. 65 %). 
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Fig.6.13 (e) Order of harmonics of source current Without-APLC and (f) With-APLC 
 
 
dc-link capacitor voltage: The dc-link capacitor voltage of the PWM-inverter is 
controlled by the modified-SRF controller. Fig.6.14 shows the waveform of the dc-
link capacitor voltage and ensures it is nearly constant, which is required to supply the 
voltage source inverter.   
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Fig.6.14 dc-link capacitor voltage 
 
 
6.4.2. Experimental results 
The modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC (using the indirect current control 
approach) is adopted for the experimental validation of the three-phase active power 
line conditioner system. Fig.6.15 (a) shows the experimental waveform of the supply 
voltage (x-axis 5 ms/div, y-axis 200 V/div) in the power distribution system, which 
indicates the supply voltage is nearly balanced and sinusoidal. The source current 
draws non-sinusoidal current due to the nonlinear characteristics of the thyristor-
rectifier load. Fig.6.15 (b) shows the source currents (50 mV/div) before active power 
line conditioner compensation. It indicates that the source current comprises of 
fundamental components as well as higher order harmonic components.  
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Fig.6.15 Experimental waveforms of (a) Supply voltage and (b) Source current before APLC 
compensation 
 
 
The modified-SRF method is used to extract the reference current components. The 
reference current compared with actual source current generates the gate control 
switching pulses (channel 1-pulse ON and channel 2-pulse OFF (inverse signal); 500 
V/div) using adaptive-fuzzy-HCC-technique to drive the active power inverter as 
shown in Fig.6.15 (c). The active power line conditioner injects harmonics demanded 
by the thyristor-rectifier load, so that the power system needs to supply active 
component of the fundamental current required by the load. The amount of current 
injected by the active power line conditioner to PCC is ( ) /inv g LV V X− ; thereby APLC 
cancels the original distortion and improves the power quality of the connected power 
system. The harmonic compensation current (500 mV/div) is shown in Fig.6.15 (d). 
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Fig.6.15 (c) Switching pulses and (d) Compensation current 
 
 
Consequently the current harmonics is achieved by injecting equal but opposite 
current harmonic components. The waveform of source current after active power line 
conditioner compensation current (1 V/div) is presented in Fig.6.15 (e). It indicates 
the current is sinusoidal and in phase with the respective phase-voltages. Fig.6.15 (f) 
represents the comparison of the load current and the source current (channel 1-load 
current and channel 2-compensation current; 1 V/div) after active power line 
conditioner compensation. These experimental waveforms are measured in a-phase; 
the other b-phase and c-phase are phase shifted by 1200 each other.  
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Fig.6.15 (e) Source current after compensation and (f) Load current and Source current 
 
 
Fig.6.16 (a) shows the experimental waveform of supply voltages of the power line 
conditioner system. These waveforms indicate the supply voltages (vsa=210 V, 
vsb=208 V, vsc=212 V) are almost balanced and sinusoidal. The source current draws 
non-sinusoidal current due to the thyristor-rectifier load. Fig.6.16 (b) shows the 
source currents before active power line conditioner compensation. From this 
waveform, it is observed that the source current contains fundamental components 
and harmonic components.  
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Fig.6.16 Experiment waveforms of (a) Supply voltages and (b) Source currents before APLC 
compensation 
 
 
The shunt active power line conditioner injects / draws the required compensating 
currents as shown in Fig.6.16 (c). Consequently the current harmonic compensation is 
achieved by injecting equal but opposite current harmonic components at PCC by 
canceling the original distortion. The waveform of source current after active power 
line conditioner compensation is presented in Fig.6.16 (d) which indicates the 
currents are sinusoidal.  
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Fig.6.16 (c) Compensation currents and (d) Source currents after APLC compensation 
 
 
 
THD Analysis: The total harmonic distortion in the source current is measured. Before 
connecting the active power line conditioner, the THD is 22.5 % and after connecting 
the active power line conditioner, the value is reduced to 3.7 %. The THD waveform 
is presented in Fig.6.17 (a) without active power line conditioner and Fig.6.17 (b) 
indicate the individual order of harmonics in the source current. Similarly, THD 
waveform is presented in Fig.6.17 (c) with active power line conditioner and Fig.6.17 
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(d) indicates the individual order of harmonic components in the source current. 
These figures demonstrate the proposed controller based active power line conditioner 
is capable of compensating load current harmonics. These waveforms are measured 
using the Yokogawa CW240 Clamp-on Power Meter. 
 
 
 
Fig.6.17 Order of harmonics (a) Without-APLC (THD=22.5 %) and (b) With-APLC (THD=3.7 %) 
 
 
dc-link capacitor voltage: The active power line conditioner, during normal operation 
draw small amount of the active power from supply to maintain the dc-link capacitor 
voltage at the required level and supply for the inverter losses (switching loss and 
conduction loss). The dc-link capacitor voltage is controlled by the PI - controller. 
Fig.6.18 shows the waveform (500 V/div) of the dc-voltage and ensures that it is 
constant, which is required to supply the voltage source inverter. 
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Fig.6.18 dc-link capacitor voltage 
 
 
 
Reactive-power compensation: The fully digital controlled active power line 
conditioner operates as source of reactive power (leading or lagging power factor) and 
obtained unity power factor. Fig.6.19 (a) waveform is measured from resistor load 
and indicate the source current is in phase with the supply voltage (channel 1-Voltage 
100 V/div and channel 2-Current 1 V/div). Fig.6.19 (b) waveform (channel 1-Voltage 
100 V/div and channel 2-Current 1 V/div) is measured with a pure inductor load, 
which confirms the supply current is almost 90º delayed (phase-shift) with respect to 
the phase voltage (or source current is lagging with respect to the supply voltage). 
The shunt active power line conditioner provides the compensation current (channel 
1-Voltage 200 V/div and channel 2-Current 1 V/div) as shown in Fig.6.19 (c) to 
compensate the reactive-power at PCC. Fig.6.19 (d) waveform (channel 1-Voltage 
100 V/Div and channel 2-Current 1 V/div) is measured after active power line 
conditioner compensation under the inductor load, which obtains the current in phase 
with the supply voltage. In other words, the shunt active power line conditioner 
compensates the load power factor and almost instantaneously. These waveforms are 
measured by Tektronix THS720P scope. The obtained waveforms indicate that the 
active power line conditioner is a superior solution to compensate reactive-power in 
the power system. The experimental results are more or less similar to the theoretical 
waveforms.  
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Fig.6.19 Experimental waveforms of  supply voltage versus current (a) Resistor-load  
(b) Inductor-load, (c) Compensation current and (d) After APLC compensation under inductor-load 
 
 
Table 6.1 THD measurements 
 
Control method 
THD in simulation studies  THD in experimental setup 
Without AHCC With AHCC Without AHCC With AHCC 
Modified-SRF with 
SVM technique 
23.41 % 4.51 % 22.5 % 4.6 % 
Modified-SRF with 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC 
23.41 % 3.65 % 22.5 % 3.7 % 
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Remarks: Total harmonic distortion of the source current is measured without and 
with APLC using modified-SRF and direct current control SVM technique / indirect 
current control adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique. The THD measurement with 
simulation and experimental results are compared and these results are tabulated in 
Table 6.1. It is observed that the experimental results are in agreement with the 
simulation results. This clearly validates our proposed modified SRF theory. 
 
 
 
6.5. Study of FPGA Controller 
In recent years digital control techniques are becoming the widespread revolution in 
modern power electronics and active power line conditioner application [131-137]. 
The microprocessors, DSP processor and Application Specific Integrated Circuits 
(ASICs) are responsible for better performance of the active power line conditioner 
system. The design of digitally controlled active power inverter (power converter) is 
affected by several problems, such as sampling rate, software portability, re-usability, 
peripheral devices, complicate design and specific register settings for each 
microprocessor.  Change of microprocessor or need of better performance requires 
huge revision of the design to fit with the new system. These problems is mitigated by 
designing the controller in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [138-139]. Very 
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology and Electronic Design Automation (EDA) 
techniques created an opportunity for the development of complex and compact high-
performance controllers. An FPGA is a Programmable Device, comprising thousands 
of logic gates on a single chip and some of them can be combined to form a 
Configurable Logic Block (CLB). The FPGA benefits of using portable high level 
Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) is to encompass the holistic modeling of 
industrial FPGA design environment [140]. It allows concurrent operation, reduced 
desining time, easy and fast circuit modification and low cost even for complex 
circuits. It also maximizes operational performance to achieve high efficiency and 
power quality while simultaneously allowing the rapid prototyping of digital 
controllers in ASICs. This section investigates a study of FPGA controller based 
APLC to compensate harmonic related problems. The instantaneous real-power 
theory with adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis current controller is adopted for the active 
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power line conditioner system. The projected digital controller part is tested and 
implemented in FPGA device using Xilinx ISE-iMPACT. 
 
6.5.1. FPGA Architecture 
The FPGA consists of configurable logic blocks along with configurable 
interconnection resources. The input / output blocks provide the interface between the 
FPGA processor and the real time application [138]. The general schematic structure 
of an FPGA is shown in Fig.6.20.  
Programmable Logic block (PLB): The programmable (configurable) logic block 
consists of configurable logic blocks and is used to implement custom combinational 
or sequential logic.  It is composed of Look Up Table (LUT) controlled by 4-inputs to 
implement combinational logic and D-Flip-Flop for sequential logic. A MUX is used 
to select between using the output of the combinational logic directly and using the 
output of the Flip-Flop. One CLB is programmed by implementing the truth table of 
the logical function to the LUT (16-bit) and the control bit of the MUX (1-bit). The 
users can also configure the LUT in the CLB as read / write RAM locations. Some 
FPGA allows configuration of their LUTs as Dual port RAMs; with one write and 
two read inputs. By using multiple copies of the CLB structure any combinational and 
sequential logic circuit can be implemented.  
Interconnect: The interconnection resources allow the implementation of an entire 
digital system by connecting various individual circuits (subsystems) that have been 
implemented on different CLBs in an FPGA. The interconnect resources in a typical 
FPGA can be classified as (1) General Purpose Interconnects: Signal between CLBs 
and input output blocks can be routed through switch matrices as they travel along the 
horizontal and vertical interconnect lines. (2) Direct Interconnects: Adjacent CLBs 
are interconnected directly. (3) Long Lines: Long lines provide for high fan out, low-
skew distribution of signals that must travel relatively long distances. They span the 
entire length or width of the interconnect area. FPGA interconnects are normally un-
segmented (each wiring segment spans only one logic block before it terminates in a 
switch box). A switch box is a switching matrix that contains programmable 
interconnections to all the wiring segments that terminate inside it. By turning on 
some of the programmable switches within a switch box, longer paths can be 
constructed. 
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Fig.6.20 Structure of FPGA 
 
 
Input Output Blocks (IOB): The IOB provides the interface between the FPGA and 
the real world signals. The IOB pads connect to one of the pins on the IC package so 
that the external signals can be input to or output from the array of logic cells. It also 
consists of tri-state buffers, which enable the signals to be input or output from the 
logic array. Flip flops are provided so that the input and the output values can be 
stored within the IOB. Each IOB has also got variety of other features like re 
programmability of the input threshold to respond to either TTL or CMOS logic 
levels. It also incorporates slew rate control of the output signal and includes an 
internal pull up resistors to avoid floating inputs. 
 
6.5.2. Configuring FPGAs 
FPGAs are not programmed directly. Synthesis tools translate the code into bit 
stream, which is downloaded to the configuration memory of the FPGA. Commonly, 
hardware description languages are used to configure the device. However, recent 
trends also offer the possibility using high level languages. Furthermore, there are 
library and graphical tool based solution which is optimized for a specific device. 
This reduces the development time for the designer. 
Hardware description language: Using HDL programming is the most common 
approach to configure an FPGA. There are two dominating languages, VHDL and 
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Verilog. VHDL was developed in the 1980s by the Department of Defense and is 
essentially as a subset of the ADA with extensions for describing hardware. Verilog 
was originally C-like programming language to model hardware and later became an 
IEEE standard like VHDL.  
High level language: There are also approaches using high level languages that make 
designing FPGA application more like software development. System C is a C++ 
library that allows specifying and simulating hardware processes using C++ syntax. 
Handel-C is an extended subset of ANSI C that allows developers to specify their 
designs with C. It can be synthesized directly for implementation on FPGAs. With 
Accelchip it is possible to generate VHDL or Verilog code block for common 
MATLAB DSP functions. 
Library-based solutions: Recently, the Library-based functions are used for rapid 
implementation in many FPGA designs. Therefore the FPGA manufacturer Xilinx 
and Altera offer parameterized macros to generate code for common blocks such as 
arithmetic functions or specialized memories. The output of the macros is HDL code 
that can be included in the developer synthesis process.  
Graphical tool based design: The MATLAB / Xilinx tool and LABVIEW are 
providing high-level logical blocks for designing high-performance digital control 
system. These tools provide automatic synthesis and translate the code into bit stream, 
which is implemented to the configuration memory of the FPGA board. 
 
6.5.3. FPGA controller design 
The performance of the FPGA controller based active power line conditioner is 
verified through system generator / Xilinx platform. The Xilinx System Generator is a 
tool that allows high-level tool for designing high-performance systems to implement 
on FPGA processor. A close interconnection with the MATLAB / Simulink software 
makes the implementation of complex hardware designs an easy task. All of the 
down-stream FPGA implementation steps including synthesis and place and route are 
automatically performed to generate an FPGA programming file. To design and dump 
on FPGA using the Simulink / Xilinx simulation model, the Gateway In and Gateway 
Out define the boundary of the FPGA. Instantaneous real-power theory with adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC technique is designed and implemented in the FPGA-kit using a Xilinx 
system generator [141-143]. Fig.6.21 shows the block diagram of the instantaneous 
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real-power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC Controller design using Xilinx blockset / 
Matlab. The following steps are carried out to design the FPGA controller. 
Gateway-In: The instantaneous real-power theory and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique 
is designed using the Simulink / Xilinx Blockset. The three-phase supply voltages, 
source currents and the dc-link capacitor voltage are sensed, which are the inputs of 
the controller. These sensed signals are sent through the Xilinx gateway-in, which 
converts integer, double and fixed-point to Xilinx fixed-point.  
Instantaneous real-power theory: The Xilinx block-set is used to compute the design 
of the controller. The 10-bit fixed-point source voltages and currents are transformed 
into the α β− coordinate voltage by Clarke transformation. Let the instantaneous 
real-power be calculated from the andα β in terms of current and voltage. This 
instantaneous real power ( )acp  passes through a digital filter for eliminating the 
higher order components and calculates the real power losses acp  . The dc power loss 
( ) )dc Lossp is calculated from dc-voltage of the inverter using the PI-Controller. The 
instantaneous real-power ( )p  is calculated from the real power loss and the dc power 
loss. The instantaneous current on the βα − coordinates of c ci and iα β are divided 
into two kinds of instantaneous current components; first is real-power losses and 
second is reactive-power losses, but this controller computes only the real-power 
losses. This approach reduces the calculations and is better in performance than the 
conventional methods. The instantaneous real-power generates the 10-bit reference 
currents *, * *sa sb sci i and i required to compensate the load current harmonics and 
reactive power without any time delay.  
Adaptive-Fuzzy-HCC: The 10-bit reference currents are compared with the 10-bit 
digitized actual currents ( , )sa sb sci i and i  to generate switching pulses using the 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. The adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis bandwidth can be modulated as a 
function of slope reference * /sadi dt  current and supply voltage sv which are used as 
inputs for fuzzy processing. The adaptive-fuzzy hysteresis band HB is the output of 
the fuzzy controller. This fuzzy logic controller is programmed in the S-function code 
and can be made as an adaptive-fuzzy block using the Mcode block. Similarly, the 
variable HCC is created by S-functions in MATLAB to produce gate control-pulses to 
drive the VSI.  
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Gateway-Out: The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC generates switching pulses as a fixed point 
that converts into Simulink fixed point through Gateway-out. The entire controller is 
computed and design using Xilinx block-set for FPGA implementation. 
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Fig.6.21 Controller design using Xilinx blockset / Matlab 
 
 
System Generator: Once the controller design is completed, the hardware 
implementation files is generated using System Generator token properties editor. 
One option is to select HDL Netlist which allows the FPGA implementation steps of 
RTL synthesis and place and route to be performed interactively using tool specific 
user interfaces. Alternatively, you can select Bit-stream as the Compilation target and 
System Generator will automatically perform all implementations. The generated 
VHDL code is implemented in the FPGA kit. The FPGA processor provides the 
switching pulses to drive the voltage source inverter through proper interfacing 
circuits (protection circuits and gate driver circuits). 
 
6.5.4. FPGA implementation 
The projected digital controller is tested and implemented in FPGA hardware by 
using the following two methods; (1) Hardware-co-Simulation and (2) Xilinx ISE-
iMPACT 
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6.5.4.1. Hardware-co-simulation 
The system generator allows for hardware-co-simulation interfaces that make it 
possible to integrate an FPGA processor directly into a Simulink simulation. The 
system generator is a system level modeling tool that facilitates digital hardware 
design and provides high-level abstractions that are automatically compiled into an 
FPGA board. This tool provides access to underlying FPGA resources through lower 
level abstractions, allowing the user to implement highly efficient designs. 
Programming an FPGA board using the system generator the following steps are 
followed 
• Design the suitable control method using Xilinx block-set as a Simulink model. 
The Xilinx block-set allows constructing bit-accuracy and cycle-accurate 
models of an FPGA circuit.  
• The code generator has ‘hardware-co-simulation’ compilation targets (HDL 
Netlist target) that automatically create a bit-stream file.  
• After creating the bit-stream, the system generator automatically integrates an 
FPGA hardware platform configured with this bit-stream back into Simulink 
as a run-time block.  
The digital control method is simulated with hardware-co-simulation; results for the 
compiled digital control part is executed and implemented in the FPGA target device. 
This performs the compiled part to be tested in actual hardware and can speed up 
simulation dramatically. 
 
6.5.4.2. Xilinx ISE-iMPACT 
The VHDL program code is generated by the system generator after the verification 
and simulation of the controller design. The VHDL program is synthesized using 
Xilinx-ISE 10.1 software. The ISETM (Integrated Software Environment) based FPGA 
design flow comprises the following steps:  
• Design entry,  
• Design synthesis,  
• Design implementation,  
• Design verification,  
• Xilinx® device programming.  
The Xilinx device programming uses iMPACT to create a BIT file for debugging and 
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downloads it into the target device XILINX / SPARTAN-3E FPGA.  
Once the program is dumped to FPGA kit, it acts as an adaptive-fuzzy-HCC based 
FPGA controller and generates gate control switching pulses. These pulses are 
connected to Opto-isolator circuit for preventing the ground sharing between the 
FPGA-processor and power converter. The output of the Opto - isolator is connected 
through the driver circuit to each switching device for controlling the active power 
inverter.  
 
6.5.5. Results and analysis 
The input signals ,( , , , , , )sa sb sc dc sa sb sci i i v v v v  are converted to fixed point for 
digital-design. The required switching pulses 1 2 3 4 5 6( , , , , , )s s s s s s are generated from 
the digitized adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique. The entire control algorithm is designed 
using Xilinx-block set and VHDL code is generated using system generator. The 
VHDL code is tested and Compiled in the Xilinx-ISE 10.1 project navigator. The 
HDL code of analysis, synthesis and RTL schematic view is executed as shown in 
Fig.6.22. 
 
     
 
Fig.6.22 View of the RTL schematic 
 
The three-phase supply voltages ( , )sa sb scv v and v , source currents ( , )sa sb sci i and i  
and the dc-link capacitor voltage ( )dcV  are sensed, which are the main inputs of the 
digital controller. These sensed analog signals are converted to fixed-point using 
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Xilinx gateway in. Fig.6.23 shows the input signals, which are converted to fixed 
point for digital-design. 
 
 
 
Fig.6.23 VHDL simulation result (input signals) 
 
 
The six-channel gate control switching pulses are generated using adaptive-fuzzy-
HCC. The VHDL program is generated by the system generator using Simulink 
platform. Fig.6.24 shows, six-gate switching pulses and clock signals to drive the 
active power inverter. 
 
 
 
Fig.6.24 Six-channel gate driver switching pulses using VHDL code 
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The Matlab / Simulink based system generator provides the interface with Xilinx-
Spartan3E board in Xilinx-iMPACT interface through USB cable. The USB cable is 
able to program the FPGA with 12-MHz speed. The compilation target automatically 
creates a bit-stream file and dumps it to FPGA board. This system clock frequency is 
set at 50 MHz at pin location C9 of the internal FPGA board.  Fig.6.25 shows the 
photograph of Xilinx / Spatran3e FPGA implementation using Xilinx ISE tool. The 
proposed controller design is simulated and compilation portion is tested successfully 
through the FPGA kit in real time environment.  
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.25 Photograph of Xilinx / Spatran3E FPGA implementation 
 
 
Remarks: The instantaneous real-power theory with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC control 
algorithm is designed and implemented in the FPGA-kit using Xilinx ISE. The 
controller is modeled using the Xilinx Blockset and tested through the Matlab / 
Simulink environment. The Matlab / Xilinx tool lead in high-level logical blocks for 
designing high-performance digital systems. From the Simulink, VHDL code is 
generated for this particular controller using System Generator. The VHDL code is 
verified and synthesized in the Xilinx ISE 10.1 Platform. After synthesizing the code, 
the programming bit file is generated and configured on the target FPGA device. The 
FPGA provides the switching pulses to drive the PWM-voltage source inverter 
through gate driver circuits.  
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6.6. Conclusions 
The experimental setup has been prepared and validated for three-phase shunt 
active power line conditioner system. The APLC is facilitated for current harmonic 
compensation under thyristor-rectifier load and reactive-power compensation under 
inductor load. For hardware implementation, the modified-SRF with space vector 
modulation and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC techniques are worked out. The modified-SRF 
method is used to extract the reference currents from the distorted load currents. This 
method is incorporated with a simplified unit vector generation for vector orientation 
instead of the PLL - circuit. The direct current control approach based SVM technique 
uses the space vectors, according to the region where the output voltage vector is 
located. However, this technique indicates more switching power losses due to fixed 
frequency that degrades APLC performance to some extent. The indirect current 
control adaptive-fuzzy-HCC calculates the hysteresis bandwidth using fuzzy logic 
controller without precise knowledge of the APLC parameters (interface inductor and 
dc-link capacitor voltage). This controller reduces the switching power losses and 
improves the active power line conditioner performances. The control algorithms are 
demonstrated through the TMS320F240 Digital Signal Processor for active power 
line conditioner system. The experimental results reveal that the active power line 
conditioner is compensating current harmonics as well as the reactive-power in the 
power system. The comparison of the modified-SRF with space vector modulation 
(THD=4. 6 %) and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC (THD=3. 7 %) techniques are investigated. 
The results indicate the modified-SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is providing better 
performance than SVM technique. These techniques are showing the measurement of 
the THD is less than 5% that is in compliance with IEEE-519 and IEC 61000-3 
harmonic standards. 
 
The study of the FPGA controller is discussed for three-phase active power line 
conditioner using Matlab / system generator and ISE-Xilinx. The objective is to 
demonstrate how the control circuit could be simplified by the use of FPGAs. The 
controller is validated for proposed instantaneous real-power theory with adaptive-
fuzzy-HCC. The FPGA based APLC controller is verified and the complete active 
power line conditioner system can be proceeded to experiment that would be 
attempted as a future work. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
7.1. General Conclusions 
The three-phase shunt active power line conditioner facilitates reduction of current 
harmonics and reactive power compensation in the distribution system. The 
compensation process uses suitable control method to extract the reference-current 
while controlling dc-link capacitor voltage of the inverter. The active power line 
conditioner is implemented with PWM-current controlled voltage source inverter and 
the switching patterns are generated from the various techniques like TCCC, TPCC, 
SVM, fixed-HCC, adaptive-HCC and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC. The different methods of 
reference current extraction and current control techniques are executed and 
investigated for active power line conditioner system, thus obtaining the following 
conclusions:  
 
 PI / PID / FLC / PI-FLC with indirect PWM-current controller methods are 
simulated from sensing dc-voltage, supply voltages and currents (neglecting to 
sense load currents and compensation currents). It reduces the number of 
sensors and hence decreases the complexity of the controller. The PI / PID / 
FLC / PI-FLC methods have been used to estimate the peak amplitude of 
reference current by controlling the dc-voltage of the inverter. The PI / PID / 
Fuzzy / PI-FLC methods along with various PWM-current control techniques 
are validated for diode / thyristor-rectifier load. However, the PI and PID 
controller requires precise linear mathematical calculation of the system, 
which is difficult to obtain under parametric variations, non-linearity and load 
disturbances. Hence, it is difficult to optimize APLC performance. This 
drawback is rectified by using fuzzy logic controller. It does not require an 
accurate numerical calculation; it can work with imprecise inputs. To improve 
the PI-controller, it is combined with the FLC and is applied in the active 
power line conditioner. The PI and FLC method is combined for efficient 
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active power line conditioning. This controller handle nonlinearity, and more 
robust than other methods. The PI-FLC facilitates reduction of ripples in the 
dc-link capacitor of the PWM-inverter.  
 
 The proposed instantaneous real-power theory is derived from the conventional 
p q theory. The algorithm is developed from sensing dc-voltage, three-phase 
source voltages and currents only. The instantaneous current components 
are calculated from the v v  with instantaneous real power losses, and the 
reactive-power is considered as zero. However, the reactive-power does not 
contribute to energy transfer between the source and the load. This method is 
simple in computation and different from conventional methods. The 
instantaneous real-power theory with various indirect PWM-current control 
techniques based active power line conditioner system is validated under 
diode / thyristor-rectifier load. It is observed that it is possible to extract 
reference current. This method is found to be a better technique at a lower 
hardware use.  
 
 The sinusoidal extraction controller consists of a positive sequence voltage 
detector as well as an instantaneous real-power concept.  The sinusoidal 
extraction controller with various indirect PWM-current control techniques 
based active power line conditioner system is validated under diode / 
thyristor-rectifier load. This control strategy makes the active power line 
conditioner compensate the current of nonlinear load to force the compensated 
source current to become sinusoidal and balanced.  However, this controller 
requires large computation time compared to instantaneous power control 
strategy.   
 
 The fryze power theory method reduces the reference current calculation, since 
it works directly with abc-phase voltage and line currents. The elimination of 
the Clarke transformation makes this control strategy simple to implement. 
However, this theory has no consistent expression to calculate the three-phase 
instantaneous reactive-power, to compensate for the reactive-power to the 
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load. The Fryze power theory along with various PWM-current control 
techniques based active power line conditioner system is validated under 
different non-linear load conditions.  
 
 The conventional and modified-SRF along with various current control 
techniques based active power line conditioner system is executed and verified 
under diode / thyristor-rectifier load . The modified-SRF used simple and 
efficient unit vector generator for vector orientation without using PLL circuit. 
The modified-SRF gives better performance than conventional-SRF method in 
terms of Vdc-settling time and harmonics as well as reactive-power 
compensation.  
 
 The experimental set-up is prepared and validated for three-phase shunt active 
power line conditioner system. For hardware implementation, the modified-
SRF with adaptive-fuzzy-hysteresis current controller is demonstrated. The 
adaptive-fuzzy-HCC calculates the hysteresis bandwidth effectively with the 
help of fuzzy logic and reduces the switching power losses. The projected 
control algorithm is demonstrated through the TMS320F240 Digital Signal 
Processor for active power line conditioner system.  
 
 The instantaneous real-power theory and adaptive-fuzzy-HCC control 
algorithm is designed and implemented in the FPGA-kit using Xilinx ISE. 
Initially, the controller is modeled using the Xilinx Blockset and tested 
through the Matlab / Simulink. From the Simulink, VHDL code is generated 
for this particular controller using System Generator. The generated VHDL 
code is verified and synthesized in the Xilinx ISE 10.1. After synthesizing the 
code, the programming bit file is generated and configured on the target 
FPGA-device. The FPGA provides the switching pulses to drive the PWM-
inverter through gate driver circuits. The FPGA active power line conditioner 
controller is verified and the complete active power line conditioner system 
can be proceeded to experiment that would be attempted as a future work. 
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These obtained results reveal that the active power line conditioner is compensating 
current harmonics as well as reactive-power. The adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique 
reduces the switching power losses and improves the active power line conditioner 
performance in comparison with the TCCC, TPCC, SVM, fixed-HCC and the 
adaptive-HCC. The measured total harmonic distortion of the source currents is in 
compliance with IEEE 519 and IEC 61000-3 harmonic standards. 
 
 
7.2. Scope for future work 
The following can be taken up as future work. 
 A complete FPGA based controller for APLC can be developed that would 
add flexibility for controller design. This would significantly reduce hardware 
requirement and it can further be extended to ASIC development. 
 Recently non-renewable energy (NRE) sources are getting lot of attention and 
in many cases these power sources are feeding a grid which could support 
non-linear loads as well. Such systems would require an integrated APLC. A 
comprehensive model including NRE sources, APLC and grid can be taken up 
as a further investigation. 
 To meet higher power requirements multi-level inverter would be used, an 
APLC using such inverter and control strategies suitable for such inverter 
should be taken up. 
 Reactive power compensation and harmonic compensation are essentially two 
different requirements from the frequency of operation of inverter perspective. 
Harmonic compensation requires a high frequency low power inverter where 
as reactive power requires low frequency high power operation. Therefore, it 
is important to develop a suitable methodology such that these tasks are 
decoupled and compensation can be done by two different inverters. 
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APPENDIX-A 
  
System parameters  
 
The performance of the shunt active power line conditioner system is evaluated  
through MATLAB / SIMULINK environment using Simpower tools. For simulation, 
the system parameter values used are given in Table A.1, which is considered for 
three-phase active power line conditioner system.  
 
Table A.1 System parameters (For Matlab/Simulink Simulation) 
 
Parameters Values 
Supply voltage/frequency 415 V / 50 Hz 
Smoothing inductor (Rs , LS) 1 Ω, 0.1 mH 
Diode / Thyristor- rectifier 
Load resistor (RL),  Load inductor (LL) 
6-diode / Thyristor 
50 Ω, 40 mH 
Interface Inductor (Rc , Lc) 1 mH, 1 Ω  
DC-side capacitance (Cdc) 2200 μF 
Reference voltage (Vdc, ref) 500 V 
Voltage source inverter 6-IGBTs/diodes 
 
 
 
For Hardware implementation, Modified-SRF with direct PWM-SVM  and indirect 
PWM-adaptive-fuzzy-HCC technique is adopted. The modified-SRF control method 
is used for reference current extraction from the distorted load current. The direct 
SVM technique and indirect adaptive-fuzzy-HCC is applied to generate the required 
switching pulses to drive the PWM-inverter. The entire control algorithm is validated 
through MATLAB program and coded in assembly language for digital hardware 
implementation. For simulation and hardware implementation, the system parameter 
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values used are given in Table A.2, which is considered for three-phase active power 
line conditioner system.  
 
Table A.2 List of parameters used in simulation and experimentation  
 
Parameters Simulated Values Experimental Values 
Supply voltage/frequency 360 V / 50 Hz 360 V / 50 Hz 
Thyristor- rectifier Load 
Resistor (RL) and Inductor (LL) 
-- 
50 Ω  and 20 mH 
SKKT57B16E device 
10 Ω 
Interface inductor (Rc, Lc) 1 Ω  and 1.8 mH 1.8 mH 
Dc-link capacitance (Cdc) 2200 μF 2200 μF 
Reference voltage (Vdc, ref) 750 V 750 V 
Voltage source inverter -- 
FF200R12KE3 IGBT module, 
M57962AL for Gate driver circuit, 
Amplifier circuit, Power supply for 
DSP processor and driver circuit. 
Sensors -- 
LEM make LV20P for phase voltage, 
LA100P for current transducer and 
LV100 for dc-link voltage sensor 
Processor -- Texas TMS320F240 
CCS for PC interface -- XDS510PP JTAG Emulator 
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APPENDIX-B 
TMS320F240 Controller 
TMS320F240 device is DSP controller based on the TMS320C2xx generation of 16-
bit fixed-point digital signal processors. It combines the features of TMS320 
architectural design of the C2xLP core for low-cost, high performance capabilities and 
advanced peripherals, which are optimized for power electronic applications. Fig.B.1 
shows the Pin Configuration and schematic diagram of the TMS320F240 devices. The 
main features of the TMS320F240 DSP controller as follows 
 Memory 
 16k words of on chip Flash EEPROM 
 544 words of ON-Chip Data/Program DRAM 
 32k words of external RAM of speed 10 ns for debugging and 
development 
 Analog interface 
 12-channel of 12-bit, simultaneous sampling bipolar external ADC with 
maximum  conversion time of 6.6 µs (AD7864) 
 Two numbers of dual channel 8-bit DACs for software debugging 
(AD7628) 
 PWM outputs 
 6-PWM ports with programmable deadband 
 Fiber optic transmitters for fiber optic link based PWM pulse 
transmission 
 I/O ports 
 Three-electrically isolated and four non-isolated input ports 
 Seven buffered output ports 
 LEDs for status indications (8 Nos) 
 Communication interface 
 RS232 interface for serial data communication 
 
PC Interface Card 
XDS510PP PLUS parallel port JTAG emulator is designed to use with digital signal 
processors (DSPs), which is designed by Texas Instruments. The XDS510PP PLUS 
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parallel port JTAG emulator is table top module connected with personal computer or 
laptop to allow hardware engineers and software programmers to develop applications 
with DSPs and microcontrollers. 
Key Features: 
• Supports Texas Instrument’s Digital Signal Processors with JTAG interface 
(IEEE 1149.1) 
• Advanced emulation controller provides high performance. 
• Supports standard parallel communication interface with host PC. No adapter 
required. 
• Supports JTAG interfaces from +3.3 V to 5 volts. 
• One status LED for operational status. 
• Compatible with Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio 
The XDS510PP JTAG Emulator with Code Composer Studio (CCS) is used to 
implement the control algorithm in real-time target processor (TMS320F240) on the 
host computer. 
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Fig. B.1 Pin configuration of the TMS320F240 devices 
